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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
KENTON D JOHNSON, a married man 
Dealing with his sole and separate property 
And NEPHI HALLEN, a married man 
) 
) 
) 
Dealing with his sole and separate property, ) 
And REXBURG PLUMBING & HEATING ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
Plaintiffs/ Counterdefendants/ Appellants 
VS 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC 
Defendant/ Counterclaimant/Respondent 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUPREME COURT NO. 39160-2011 
CASE NO. CV-201O-115 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the 7th Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for 
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Hyrum D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV -10--,\"-,--\ 5-"""'-__ _ 
COMPLAINT 
Fee Category: A 
Fee: $88.00 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs, KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man dealing with his 
sole and separate property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a married man dealing with his sole and 
separate property, and REXBURG PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
COMPLAINT- Page 1 
\ \ubuntu-server\public \HE\RexP &H.com. wpd 
COMPLAINT 
PAGE 8 
Company, and for cause of action against Defendant allege as follows: 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
1. Plaintiffs Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen are residents of Madison County Idaho. 
2. Plaintiffs Johnson and Allen are the managing members of Plaintiff Rexburg Plumbing & 
Heating, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. 
3. Defendant is an Idaho limited liability company and the address of its registered agent is 
120 Lost Trail Place, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83404. 
4. Plaintiffs and the Defendant own adjoining properties in Rexburg, Madison County, 
Idaho. 
5. To the north of Plaintiff's property lies an existing, visible, established, private way, 
reserved by multiple warranty deeds including Plaintiffs' warranty deed dated October 23, 
2000, recorded October 24, 2000 in Madison County, Idaho, as Instrument # 286132, 
which deed provides in part as follows: 
ALSO A right-of-way to used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise 
Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; thence East 140.90 feet; thence North 565.74 feet to the true 
point of beginning; and running thence North 89°49'50" East 378.37 feet; thence South 25.00 
feet; thence South 89°49'50" West 394.40 feet; thence North 32°37'44" East 29.74 feet to the 
point of beginning. 
6. Plaintiff has used this roadway continuously and possessively since 2000, and the 
roadway has been used in cornmon with others, including Defendants and their 
predecessors in interest, since at least 1986. 
7. The roadway provides access, ingress, and egress to Plaintiffs buildings and business. 
8. The roadway also provides access, ingress, and egress to Defendant's property. 
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COUNT I - INJUNCTION 
9. Plaintiffs re-allege the allegations set forth above in paragraphs 1-8 as though fully set 
forth herein. 
10. On or about August 2008, Defendant erecting a large sign in such roadway at the point 
where the roadway connects to State Highway 31. 
11. The sign is located near the center of the roadway and near Defendant's business thereby 
limiting use of the roadway by Plaintiff, Plaintiff s customers, and others such as 
suppliers coming to and from Plaintiff s business. 
12. The Plaintiffs are currently being damaged by the presence of the sign. 
13. If allowed to remain, the sign will result in loss of property to Plaintiff, and will injure 
Plaintiffs business. 
14. If allowed to remain, Plaintiff will be irreparably harmed. 
15. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law. 
COUNT II - DAMAGES 
16. Plaintiffs re-alleges the allegations set forth above in paragraphs 1-14 as though fully set 
forth herein. 
17. Plaintiff Rexburg Plumbing & Heating operates out of the building serviced by the road 
subject to the easement. 
18. Plaintiffs business has been damaged by the presence of the sign. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for a judgment against Defendant as follows: 
1. An order enjoining and restraining Defendants, their agents, and employees, and each of 
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them, from erecting or using in any manner or form any obstruction on the above roadway 
and requiring Defendants to promptly remove the sign now placed on the common road, 
2. An award of damages in an amount to be determined at trial, 
3. Attorney's fees and costs, 
4. Such other and further relief as may be just and equitable. 
DATED this 19th day of February, 2010. 
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Hyr Erickson 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B.1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Highway 101 Investments, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man 
dealing with his sole and separate property 
and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a married man 
dealing with his sole and separate property, 
and REXBURG PLUMBING & HEATING 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-1O-U5 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
COMES NOW Bryan D. Smith, Esq., of the firm of SMITH, DRISCOLL & 
ASSOCIATES, PLLC, and enters an appearance for and in behalf of defendant, 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTM~LLC, in the above-referenced matter. 
DATED this L~ (lay of March, 2010. 
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SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE O~VICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /Vday of March, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEARANCE to be served, by placing the 
same in a sealed envelope and depositing in the United States Mail, postage prepaid, or 
hand delivery, facsimile transmission or overnight delivery, addressed to the following: 
Hyrum D. Erickson, Esq. 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, 
Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 8340 
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[ a-tiJ. S. Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
&;;:;i;P 
Bryan D. SmIth 
(0;., 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Defendant and Counterclaimant 
Highway 101 Investments, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man 
dealing with his sole and separate property 
and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a married man 
dealing with his sole and separate property, 
and REXBURG PLUMBING & HEATING 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
Defendant, 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man 
dealing with his sole and separate property 
and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a married man 
dealing with his sole and separate property, 
and REXBURG PLUMBING & HEATING 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV-10-115 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM, AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM, AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
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COMES NOW Defendant and Counterclaimant, HIGHWAY 101 
INVESTMENTS, LLC, (hereinafter referred to as "Defendant and Counterclaimant") and 
in answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint, admits, denies, alleges, and avers as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a cause of action upon which relief can 
be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Defendant and Counterclaimant denies each and every allegation of said 
Plaintiffs' Complaint not herein specifically admitted. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
3. In answer to paragraph 1 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant admits the same. 
4. In answer to paragraph 2 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant is without sufficient information to admit or 
deny the allegation. 
5. In answer to paragraph 3 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant admits the same. 
6. In answer to paragraph 4 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant denies the same. Rexburg Plumbing & 
Heating LLC is not an adjoining property owner. 
7. In answer to paragraph 5 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant states that Instrument number 286132 
recorded in Madison County, Idaho, speaks for itself. 
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8. In answer to paragraph 6 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant is without sufficient information to admit or 
deny the allegation. The allegation refers to "plaintiff' when there are three plaintiffs 
included in the caption. 
9. In answer to paragraph 7 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant is without sufficient information to admit or 
deny the allegation. The allegation refers to "plaintiff' when there are three plaintiffs 
included in the caption. 
10. In answer to paragraph 8 of the General Allegations of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, Defendant and Counterclaimant admits that Defendant and Counterclaimant 
uses the roadway to provide access, ingress, and egress to defendant's property. 
11. In answer to paragraph 9 of Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant 
realleges its responses to paragraphs 1-8 herein as if set forth at length herein. 
12. In answer to paragraph 10 of Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant admits to having erected a sign on its property. 
13. In answer to paragraph 11 of Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant denies the same. 
14. In answer to paragraph 12 of Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant denies the same. 
15. In answer to paragraph 13 of Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant denies the same. 
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16. In answer to paragraph 14 of Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant denies the same. 
17. In answer to paragraph 15 of Count I of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant states that the allegation alleges a statement of law and not fact to 
which this answering Defendant and Counterclaimant neither admits nor denies. 
18. In answer to paragraph 16 of Count II of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant 
realleges its responses to paragraphs 1-15 herein as if set forth at length herein. 
19. In answer to paragraph 17 of Count II of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant is without sufficient information to admit or deny this allegation. 
20. In answer to paragraph 18 of Count II of Plaintiffs' Complaint, Defendant 
and Counterclaimant denies the same. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclaimant alleges that plaintiffs' complaint and each and every separate cause of 
action contained therein is barred in whole or in part by reason of laches. 
2. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclaimant alleges that plaintiffs' complaint and each and every separate cause of 
action contained therein is barred in whole or in part by reason of estoppel. 
3. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclaimant alleges that plaintiffs' complaint and each and every separate cause of 
action contained therein is barred in whole or in part by reason of unclean hands. 
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4. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclaim ant alleges that plaintiffs' complaint and each and every separate cause of 
action contained therein is barred in whole or in part by reason of merger. 
5. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclaimant alleges that plaintiffs' complaint and each and every separate cause of 
action contained therein is barred in whole or in part by reason of forfeiture. 
6. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclairnant alleges that plaintiffs' complaint and each and every separate cause of 
action contained therein is barred in whole or in part by reason that defendant's interference 
with plaintiffs' alleged rights, which interference Defendant and Counterclaimant expressly 
denies, is not unreasonable. 
7. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclaimant alleges that plaintiffs' complaint and each and every separate cause of 
action contained therein is barred in whole or in part by reason of set off. 
8. As a separate and further defense, this answering Defendant and 
Counterclaimant alleges that plaintiff, Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC, does not have 
standing to bring suit against defendant. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW, Defendant and Counterclaimant, and for a cause of action against 
plaintiffs and Counterdefendants, and each of them, alleges, states and avers as follows: 
1. Defendant and Counterclaimant is an Oregon limited liability company with 
its principal place of business in Madison County, Idaho. 
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2. Plaintiffs and Counterdefendants Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen are 
residents of Madison County, Idaho. 
3. Plaintiff and Counterdefendant Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC is an 
Idaho limited liability company with its principal place of business in Madison County, 
Idaho. 
4. Defendant and Counterclaimant owns real property in Madison County 
Idaho that Defendant and Counterc1aimant uses for ingress and egress to Defendant and 
Counterclaimant's storage rental business. 
COUNT I 
(Right of Way Forfeiture - Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen) 
5. Defendant and Counterclaimant incorporates all the prior allegations of this 
counterclaim as if set forth in full herein. 
6. Both Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen have a "right of way to be used 
in common with others" with Ellis Dean Moon in which each person has a 113 undivided 
interest in said "right of way to be used in common with others" over Defendant and 
Counterclaimant's property that Defendant and Counterclaimant uses for ingress and egress 
to its storage rental business. 
7. The phrase "right of way to be used in common with others" refers to the 
right of way for Kenton D. Johnson, Nephi H. Allen, Ellis Dean Moon, and Defendant and 
Counterclaimant. The phrase "right of way to be used in common with others" does not 
refer to "others" beyond those identified in the specific grants of rights. 
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8. Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen have allowed "others" beyond those 
identified in their respective specific grants of rights to use the "right of way" thus 
overburdening the "right of way." 
9. As a result of overburdening the "right of way," Defendant and 
Counterclaimant is entitled to a declaration from the court declaring that Kenton D. Johnson 
and Nephi H. Allen have forfeited their "right of way" and further declaring that Kenton D. 
Johnson and Nephi H. Allen shall have their respective "right of way" declared cancelled. 
COUNT II 
(Unjust Enrichment - Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen) 
10. Defendant and Counterclaimant incorporates all the prior allegations ofthis 
counterclaim as if set forth in full herein. 
11. Defendant and Counterclaimant has incurred expenses improving and 
maintaining the right of way for all right of way holders. 
12. This improvement and maintenance has conferred a benefit on Kenton D. 
Johnson and Nehpi H. Allen. 
13. It would be unjust for Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen to obtain the 
benefit that Defendant and Counterclaimant has conferred on them without paying their 
proportionate share of the conferred benefit. 
14. Accordingly, Defendant and Counterclaimant is entitled to recover from 
Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen unjust enrichment damages for their proportionate 
share of the benefit Defendant and Counterclaimant has incurred on them. 
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COUNT III 
(Trespass - Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC) 
15. Defendant and Counterclaimant incorporates all the prior allegations of this 
coooterclaim as if set forth in full herein. 
16. Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC has no express grant of easement or 
right of way to traverse Defendant and Counterclaimant's property. 
17. Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC has traversed on multiple occasions 
Defendant and Counterclaimant's property and has in fact invited others to traverse 
Defendant and Counterclaimant's property without Defendant and Counterclaimant's 
perrmsslOn. 
18. The actions of Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC amount to a civil trespass 
for which Defendant and Counterclaimant should be awarded damages. 
19. The actions of Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC further cause Defendant 
and Counterclaimant irreparable injury thus entitling Defendant and Counterclaimant to an 
injooction preventing Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC or their invitees from traversing 
over this small strip of property belonging to Defendant and Counterclaimant. 
COUNT IV 
(Trespass - Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen) 
20. Defendant and Counterclaimant incorporates all the prior allegations of this 
coooterclaim as if set forth in full herein. 
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21. A small strip of land exists between Defendant and Counterclaimant' s 
property and the property of Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen for which Kenton D. 
Johnson and Nephi H. Allen have no express easement. 
22. Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen have traversed on multiple occasions 
over this small strip of property to access their property where they conduct business as 
Rexburg Plumbing & Heating. 
23. Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen have in fact invited others to traverse 
over this small strip of property to access the property of Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. 
Allen without Defendant and Counterclaimant' s permission. 
24. The actions of Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen amount to a civil 
trespass for which Defendant and COlmterclaimant should be awarded damages. 
25. The actions of Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen further cause 
Defendant and Counterclaimant irreparable injury thus entitling Defendant and 
Counterclaimant to an injunction preventing Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen or their 
invitees from traversing over this small strip of property belonging to Defendant and 
Counterclaimant. 
COUNT V 
(Equitable RecoupmentlEstoppel- Kenton D. Johnson and Nehpi H. Allen) 
26. Defendant and Counterclaimant incorporates all the prior allegations of this 
counterclaim as if set forth in full herein. 
27. Defendant and Counterclaimant erected the sign at issue in good faith and at 
considerable expense. 
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28. If Defendant and Counterclaimant is required to abandon the sign or 
otherwise remove the sign from the right of way, plaintiffs and Counterdefendants, Kenton 
D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen, should in equity be required to pay Defendant and 
Counterclaimant the costs it incurred to install and remove the sign. 
COUNT VI 
(Attorney's Fees) 
29. Defendant and Counterclaimant incorporates all the prior allegations of this 
counterclaim as if set forth in full herein. 
30. Defendant and Counterclaimant has been required to retain the law firm of 
Smith, Driscoll, & Associates, PLLC to Defendant and Counterclaimant the complaint and 
to prosecute the counterclaim. Accordingly, Defendant and Counterclaimant is entitled to 
an award of reasonable attorney's fees under Idaho Code Section 12-121, 12-123, 12-120, 
and Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant and Counterclaimant prays judgment as follows: 
(1) That plaintiffs' complaint be dismissed and that Plaintiffs take nothing 
thereby; 
(2) That Defendant and Counterclaimant obtain a declaration declaring the 
rights of Kenton D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen in the "right of way" forfeited and 
cancelled; 
(3) That Defendant and Counterclaimant recover a judgment against Kenton 
D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen for damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 
(4) That Defendant and Counterclaimant recover a judgment against Rexburg 
Plumbing & Heating, LLC for damages in an amount to be proven at trial and that 
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Defendant and Counterclaimant obtain an injunction prohibiting Rexburg Plumbing & 
Heating, LLC or its invitees from traversing over the property of Defendant and 
Counterclaimant to access the business of Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC. 
(5) That Defendant and Counterc1aimant recover a judgment against Kenton 
D. Johnson and Nephi H. Allen for damages in an amount to be proven at trial and that 
Defendant and Counterclaimant obtain an injunction prohibiting Kenton D. Johnson and 
Nephi H. Allen or their invitees from traversing over the property of Defendant and 
Counterc1aimant to access the business of Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, LLC. 
(6) That Defendant and Counterc1aimant recover its reasonable attorney's fees 
and costs incurred in defending plaintiffs' complaint; and 
(7) For such other and further relief as to the Court appears just and equitable 
in the premises. sf::--
DATED this ~ day of March, 2010. 
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Bryan . 
Attorneys £ 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW the undersigned and makes demand for a jury trial of the issues in 
the above matter. / s J:-
DATED this ~ day of March, 2010. 
Bryan D. S i 
Attorneys for Defendant and 
Counterc1aimant 
CERTIFICATE OF,...-SERVICE 
?J~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _01_ day of March, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM, AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL to be served, by placing the same in a sealed envelope and depositing in 
the United States Mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivery, facsimile transmission or 
overnight delivery, addressed to the following: 
Hyrum D. Erickson, Esq. 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, 
Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 8340 
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[ . S. Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
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Hyrum D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Counterclairnant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
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Case No. CV-10-1l5 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
First Reply 
1. The Counterclaim fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
Second Reply 
2. Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny each and every allegation of the Counterclaim 
not admitted herein. 
3. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants admit the allegations of paragraphs 1,2,3, and 4 of 
the Counterclaim. 
Count I of Counterclaim 
4. Paragraph 5 makes no allegation and requires no reply. 
5. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants admit they have an express right of way over the 
property in question and admit Defendant/Counterclaimant uses the property in question for 
ingress and egress to its property. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny all other allegations in 
paragraph 6. 
6. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny the allegations of paragraphs 7, 8, and 9 of 
the Counterclaim. 
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Count II of Counterclaim 
7. Paragraph 10 makes no allegation and requires no reply. 
8. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny the allegations of paragraphs 11, 12, 13, 
and 14 of the Counterclaim. 
Count III of Counterclaim 
9. Paragraph 15 makes no allegation and requires no reply. 
10. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny the allegations of paragraphs 16,17,18, and 
19 of the Counterclaim. 
Count IV of Counterclaim 
11. Paragraph 20 makes no allegation and requires no reply. 
12. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny the allegations of paragraphs 
21,22,23,24,and 25 of the Counterclaim. 
Count V of Counterclaim 
13. Paragraph 26 makes no allegation and requires no reply. 
14. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny the allegations of paragraphs 27 and 28 of 
the Counterclaim. 
Count VI of Counterclaim 
15. Paragraph 29 makes no allegation and requires no reply. 
16. The Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants deny the allegations of paragraph 30. 
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants request that the Counterclaim be dismissed; 
that Defendant take nothing thereunder and the Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants recover the amounts 
requested in Plaintiffs' complaint and for such other and further relief as is appropriate. 
DATED this 6th day of April, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY 
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
-
I hereby certifY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was on this date 
served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their name, either by mail-
ing, hand delivery or by telecopying to them a true and correct copy of said document in a 
properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to 
them; or by facsimile transmission. 
DATED this 6th day of April, 2010. 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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[ ] Hand Delivery 
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Hyrum D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-1O-115 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
Plaintiffs above named, through their attorney of record, Hyrum Erickson, of Rigby, 
Andrus & Rigby, Chtd. hereby move the Court for Summary Judgment pursuant to Rule 56(a). 
This motion is supported by the attached Brief in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
DATED this 17th day of November, 2010. 
Hyru nckson 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY 
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was on this date 
served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their name, either by mail-
ing, hand delivery or by telecopying to them a true and correct copy of said document in a 
properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to 
them; or by facsimile transmission. 
DATED this 17th day of November, 2010. 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
Hyrum D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
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KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, through their attorney of record, Hyrum Erickson of Rigby, Andrus, & Rigby, 
Chtd. submit the following Brief in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Introduction 
This is a case regarding Highway 101 Investments, LLC's (hereinafter Highway 101) 
placement of a sign on property subject to an express easement held by defendants Kenton 
Johnson and Nephi Allen. The property subject to the easement will hereinafter be referred to as 
"the street". Defendant's Kenton Johnson and Nephi Allen are members of Defendant Rexburg 
Plumbing & Heating LLC, which operates out of a building served by the easement. Plaintiffs 
are seeking the removal of the sign. 
This Brief is supported by the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. The Affidavit contains the following attachments: 
1. Exhibit "A" - an ariel photograph of the parties respective properties. 
2. Exhibit "B" - a copy of Highway 10 l's responses to Plaintiff's Interrogatories, including 
as the response to interrogatory number 1, a narrative by Highway 10 l's of the events 
leading up to the placement of the sign. 
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3. Exhibit "C" - a copy of Plaintiffs' Answers to Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories to 
Plaintiffs. 
4. Exhibit "D" - a copy of Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to Defendant's First Set of 
Requests for Admissions. 
5. Exhibit "E" a copy of the documents attached to Highway WI's response to Plaintiff's 
Request for Production of Documents. The documents have been bate stamped by 
Plaintiff's counsel for the convenience of the Court and parties. References to page 
numbers for Exhibit E refer to the bate stamps. 
Background 
Plaintiffs Nephi Allen and Kenton Johnson own property in the north part of Rexburg 
Idaho, just off of the Sugar Salem road. They are the managing members of Rexburg Plumbing 
and Heating LLC, a plumbing and heating company which operates out of the building on the 
property. Attached as Exhibit "A" to the Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiff's Motion 
for Summary Judgment is an ariel photograph showing the respective parties properties. The 
property owned by the Plaintiffs is labeled Rex. P & H. Located directly north of the property 
owned by Nephi Allen and Kenton Johnson is a street that provides access to their business from 
the Sugar Salem highway. The street also provides access to two other businesses. Leishman 
Electric, which is located directly across the street from Rexburg Plumbing and Heating, and 
Highway 101 dba American Self Storage, which is located next door and to the east of Rexburg 
Plumbing and Heating. This street has sometimes been identified as "American Street". 
Nephi Allen and Kenton Johnson obtained the property where Rexburg Plumbing and 
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Heating is now located pursuant to a warranty deed dated October 23,2000, and recorded 
October 24,2000 in Madison County, Idaho, as Instrument # 286132. (Ex. E. 16.) Pursuant to 
that deed, they acquired fee simple title to the property where the business is located, and an 
express easement over the street providing entrance to their property. The portion of their deed 
granting the express easement reads as follows: 
ALSO A right-of-way to used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 
East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; thence East 140.90 feet; thence 
North 565.74 feet to the true point of beginning; and running thence North 
89°49'50" East 378.37 feet; thence South 25.00 feet; thence South 89°49'50" West 
394.40 feet; thence North 32°37'44" East 29.74 feet to the point of beginning. 
(Ex. E. 16.) 
Defendant Highway 101 is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. It does business as 
American Self Storage. It owns and operates a self storage facility that is served by the street. It 
is managed by Barbara Miller, aka Barbara C. Steiner-Miller, and her husband, Danny Miller. 
Highway 101 acquired its property by way of a warranty deed from American Self-Storage LLC 
dated February 2,2007. (Ex. E. 21.) American Self-Storage LLC acquired its property from 
Boyd and Dorothy Weaver by way of a warranty deed dated March 23, 2001. (Ex. E. 20.) 
Highway 10 l's deed also provides for a right of way to be used in common with others as 
follows: 
Together with: a right-of-way to be used in common with others described as 
follows: 
Parcel 2: Beginning at a point that is North 00° 11'06" East 539.56 feet along the 
section line and South 89°48'54" East 142.21 feet from the Southwest corner of 
Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, Madison 
County, Idaho; and running thence North 32°08'41" East 29.74 feet; thence North 
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89°21'24" East 378.37 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 25.00 feet; thence South 
89°21'24" West 394.40 feet to the point of beginning. 
(Ex. E. 21.) 
In 2007, Highway 101 wanted to expand its self storage business and sought a conditional 
use permit from the City of Rexburg. The placement of the sign that is currently in dispute stems 
from that application. Highway 10 1 provided the City of Rexburg an application for a 
conditional use permit. (Ex. E. 84-89.) In its application, Highway 101 misrepresented its 
ownership of the street. Highway 101 represented to the City that it owned not only the property 
that it owned it fee simple, but it also represented to the City that it owned the street. (Ex. E. 84.) 
However, it did not own the street. Along with adjacent property owners, it shared a right of way 
to be used in common with others. (See Highway 101's deed at Ex. E. 21.) Highway 101 left out 
the language in its deed indicating that its interest in parcel 2 is a right of way to be used in 
common with others, not fee simple ownership. Nothing in the record indicates if Highway 101's 
misrepresentation was intentional, or simply an oversight. However, Highway 101 made the 
same misrepresentation multiple times over the next few years and the City seems to have 
accepted the misrepresentation as true. (See Ex. E. pp. 90-91, 59, 64 (minutes of P&Z meeting 
"Danny Miller said it is listed on his deed"); See also Exhibits B and D which provide the parties 
respective narratives.) 
Argument 
1. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101 's affirmative defense 
of laches. 
Defendants have pled laches as an affirmative defense. (Answer p. 4.) The necessary 
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ON FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-
elements to maintain a defense of laches are as follows: 
(1) defendant's invasion of plaintiffs rights; (2) delay in asserting plaintiffs rights, 
the plaintiff having had notice and an opportunity to institute a suit; (3) lack of 
knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would assert his rights; and (4) injury or 
prejudice to the defendant in the event relief is accorded to plaintiff or the suit is 
not held to be barred. 
Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho 352,359,48 P.3d 1241,1248 (2002) (citing 
Henderson v. Smith, 128 Idaho 444, 449,915 P.2d 6, 11 (1996). The elements of laches are not 
present here. 
1) Invasion of rights: Plaintiff's concede that the first element of laches is present - The 
defendant, Highway 101 invaded Plaintiff's rights by placing the sign in Plaintiffs' right of way. 
2) Delay in asserting right: Plaintiff's have not delayed asserting their rights. Prior to 
Highway 101 placing the sign, Nephi Allen made clear to Danny Miller that he did not have the 
right to place the sign in its present location. (Ex. D. 4-5.) Since the installation of the sign, 
Plaintiff's have repeatedly raised the removal of the sign with Highway 101. (Ex. D.) They are 
now forced to seek legal action. 
3) Lack of knowledge that Plaintiff would assert: The day before it erected the sign, 
Nephi Allen made Danny Miller aware that Highway 101 was not to place the sign in its present 
location. He showed Danny Miller the deeds containing the easements. Highway 101 had no 
basis to believe that the Plaintiffs would not assert their rights. (Ex. D. 4-5.) 
4) Prejudice to Highway 101: Even if there were some delay in Plaintiff's requiring the 
sign to be removed, there would be no injury to Highway 101 - it is no more expensive to 
remove the sign now than it was the day after it was put up. 
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2. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101's affirmative defense 
of estoppel and on Count V of Highway 101's counterclaim - Equitable 
RecoupmentlEstoppel. 
Defendant's have pled estoppel as both an affirmative defense and as a counterclaim. 
However, there is no basis to conclude that Plaintiff's are estopped from asserting their rights 
pursuant to their easement. The elements of equitable estoppel are as follows: 
(1) a false representation or concealment of a material fact with actual or 
constructive knowledge of the truth; (2) that the party asserting estoppel did not 
know or could not discover the truth; (3) that the false representation or 
concealment was made with the intent that it be relied upon; and (4) that the 
person to whom the representation was made, or from whom the facts were 
concealed, relied and acted upon the representation or concealment to his 
prejudice. 
Ogden v. Griffith, --- P.3d ----,2010 WL 2560045 (Idaho,201O) (citing JR. Simplot Co. v. 
Chemetics Int'l, Inc., 126 Idaho 532,534,887 P.2d 1039,1041 (1994). Highway 101 has not 
alleged that any of the defendants made a false representation or concealed a material fact from 
Highway 10 1. If the alleged fact is the defendant's easement and their intention to enforce that 
easement, Nephi Allen showed the easement to Danny Miller the day before the sign was erected 
and indicated his intent to enforce the easement. (Ex. D.) Additionally, even if it were alleged 
that Plaintiffs concealed or misrepresented a material fact, the existence of the easement in 
Defendants' deeds were a matter of record having been recorded with Madison County. It is 
undisputed that misrepresentations were made in relation to this sign. However, the 
misrepresentations were made by Highway 101 to Madison County when Highway 101 
represented that it owned the ground subject to the easement and failed to identify the existence 
of the easements. Madison County then permitted the placement of the sign. However, neither 
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of those events estoppes the Plaintiff's from exercising their right to enforce the easement. 
3. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101's affirmative defense 
of unclean hands. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has summarized Idaho's clean hands rule as follows: 
The doctrine of "unclean hands" is based on the maxim that, "he who comes into 
equity must come with clean hands." Gilbert v. Nampa School Dist. No. 131, 104 
Idaho 137, 145,657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983). It allows a court to deny equitable relief to a 
litigant on the ground that his or her conduct has been "inequitable, unfair and 
dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to the controversy at issue." Gilbert, 
supra; see also Hoopes v. Hoopes, 124 Idaho 518,522,861 P.2d 88, 92 
(CLApp. 1993); 27 Am.Jur.2d. Equity § 126 (1996). In determining if this doctrine 
applies a court has discretion to evaluate the relative conduct of both parties and 
to determine whether the conduct of the party seeking an equitable remedy should, 
in the light of all the circumstances, preclude such relief. Curtis v. Becker, 130 
Idaho 378, 941 P.2d 350 (CLApp.1997). 
Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 251, 92 P.3d 492,501 (2004). The facts do not support the 
contention that the Plaintiff's behavior has been "inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent 
and deceitful". Highway 101 has made no such allegation in its Answer, Counterclaim, or 
responses to discovery. Any balancing of the equities in this case will show that Plaintiffs are 
entitled to their relief and that the responsibility for Highway 101 's placing of the sign within the 
easement lies solely with Highway 101. It was Highway 101 that repeatedly submitted 
inaccurate applications to the City of Rexburg asserting that they owned the property in question 
and failing to recognize the other property owners easements. After Rexburg granted the 
application based on the inaccurate applications, Highway 101 then elected to go forward with 
the erection of the sign in reliance of that application, in spite of being shown the Plaintiff's 
easements. The Plaintiffs have done nothing unfair, dishonest, or fraudulent and Highway 101 
has alleged no facts that would support the defense of unclean hands. 
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4. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101 's affirmative defense 
of merger and on Count I of Highway 101's counterclaim - Right of Way Forfeiture. 
Highway 101 alleged "merger" as an affirmative defense and right of way forfeiture as a 
counterclaim. As Plaintiffs did not understand what was meant by "merger", they requested 
clarification in Interrogatory no. 4. Highway 101 's response to interrogatory No.4 explains that 
by "merger" Highway 10 1 is alleging that the right of way has been taken for public use and the 
plaintiff's may not assert a private cause of action. (Ex. B. 6.) This is essentially the same 
assertion that is made in Count I of Highway 101 's counterclaim. Plaintiffs are aware of no case 
law setting out the doctrine of "merger" as proposed by Highway 101.1 
Highway WI's assertion that the street has been taken for public use is inconsistent with 
both their Sign Permit Application to the City and common sense. If the land subject to this lien 
is a public street, then Highway 101 has placed a sign in the middle of a public street. That is not 
the case. In its sign permit application to the City of Rexburg, Highway 101 represented to the 
City that it owned the Street. (Ex. E. 90-93.) On the second page of its Sign Application, 
Highway 101 provided the City a legal description of the property on which the sign would be 
located. In Highway WI's legal description it correctly identified Parcell - the property owned 
by Highway 101 where its self storage business is located. However, Highway 101 again 
represented that it owned Parcel 2 - to which it had only a right of way to be used in common 
with others. Highway 101 's placement of the sign in the middle of the street makes it clear that it 
IThe only Idaho case law Plaintiff's counsel could locate as how a "merger" can lead to 
the loss of an easement seems to relate to the owner of a servient easement obtaining title to the 
dominant easement. MacCaskill v. Ebbert, 112 Idaho 1115, 1121 n. 4, 739 P.2d 414,420 n. 4 
(Ct. App. 1987). 
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does not consider the street "a public street." Highway 101 may not both assert the street as 
public, and assert its right to place the sign in the middle of it. 
Because there is no basis to conclude that the Plaintiff's easements are non-enforceable 
based on "merger" or forfeiture and because the allegation is inconsistent with Highway 101 's 
position, Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101 's affirmative defense of 
"merger" and Count I of Highway 101 's counterclaim. 
5. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101's affirmative defense 
of forfeiture. 
It is undisputed that Plaintiffs, Highway 101, and Leishman Electric continue to use the 
right of way granted in their deeds. Plaintiff's are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 
101 's affirmative defense of forfeiture. 
6. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101's affirmative defense 
number six that Highway 101's interference with Plaintiffs' easement is not 
unreasonable. 
Plaintiffs easement provides for a "right-of-way to used in common with others" over a 
"street" approximately 385 feet long and 25 feet wide. Highway 101 asserts that placing a large 
sign in the middle of the 25 foot wide right of way is not an unreasonable interference with 
Plaintiff's use of their easement. 
Presumably Highway 101's assertion is based on Plaintiff's supposed ability to use their 
easement by driving around the sign. However, this is not a defense. Plaintiff's are entitled to 
the use of their entire easement, not just the portion left over after the sign is erected. 
Additionally, Plaintiff's guests have hit the sign and the sign's presence requires Plaintiffs and 
any guests, including customers visiting Highway 101 's storage facility, to drive off of the 
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easement and onto Plaintiff's property. (Ex. D. 4-6.) 
7. Plaintiff's are entitled to summary judgment on Highway 101's affirmative defense 
of set off. 
Highway 101 's affirmative defense of a "set off' is dependant on the success of their 
counterclaim. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on each of Highway 101 's 
counterclaims. As such, Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Highway WI's 
affirmative defense of "set off'. 
8. Plaintiff's are entitled to summary judgment on Count II of Highway 101 's 
counterclaim - Unjust Enrichment. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has summarized the elements for unjust emich as follows: 
A prima facie case of unjust emichment consists of three elements: (1) there was a 
benefit conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the 
defendant of such benefit; and (3) acceptance of the benefit under circumstances 
that would be inequitable for the defendant to retain the benefit without payment 
to the plaintiff for the value thereof. 
Vandeiford Co., Inc. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547, 558,165 P.3d 261, 272 (2007) (citing 
Aberdeen-Springfield Canal Co. v. Peiper, 133 Idaho 82, 88, 982 P.2d 917, 923 (1999). None of 
those elements are present here. 
It is undisputed that Highway 101 has spent considerable time and money paving the right 
of way. However, Highway 101 's work has not benefitted Plaintiff's and has in fact harmed 
them. When Highway 101 paved the right of way, it laid down blacktop on approximately 8 feet 
of Plaintiffs' property thus encouraging anyone entering the right of way to travel on his property. 
(Ex. D. 4-6.) Prior to Highway 101 's paving of the right of way, the right of way was just fine for 
Plaintiffs' needs. Although it may have benefitted Highway 101 by allowing its customers easier 
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access to its storage facility at the end of the right of way, it provided no benefit to Plaintiffs, for 
whom the unpaved right of way was completely satisfactory. 
It is not inequitable to requiring Highway 101 to bear the cost of its road construction 
project. Plaintiff's had no part in planning or otherwise directing the work. They were never 
approached regarding paying for it. They would have preferred that it not be done. (Ex. C. 4-5.) 
It was done solely for the benefit of Highway 101 and its storage business that is located at the 
end of the right of way. Highway 101 made the decision to pave the street, in spite of the fact 
that it was entirely satisfactory to the other easement holders. It is not inequitable that they pay 
for it. It would be inequitable to allow Highway 10 1 to decide to pave the right of way at 
considerable expense for the benefit of its business, and then, without warning, force Plaintiffs to 
pay for a portion of it. 
9. Plaintiff's are entitled to summary judgment on Counts III and IV of Highway 101's 
counterclaim - Trespass. 
Highway 101's response to Interrogatory No.9 and 10 indicate that the trespassing 
counterclaims were based on a mistaken reading of the boundary lines in question. (Ex. B. 9 -
response to Interrogatory 9.) As there is no basis for this counterclaim, Plaintiff's are entitled to 
summary judgment. 
10. Plaintiff's are entitled to Attorney's Fees and Costs. 
Highway 10 1 has pled 11 separate affirmative defenses and counterclaims. All but one of 
them amounts to the assertion that it is somehow unfair for Plaintiff's to seek to enforce their 
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easement.2 Each is based on the premise that somehow Plaintiffs bear some of the responsibility 
for Highway 101 having placed the sign in the easement. However, Highway 101 has not alleged 
that Defendant's took any action encouraging them to put the sign in its location. The easements 
were a matter of public record. In fact, an identical easement appeared in Highway 101 's deeds. 
However, Highway 101, either intentionally, or through a serious and repeated error, repeatedly 
represented to the City that it owned the street outright. The City then granted Highway 101 a 
permit for the sign, and Highway 10 1 elected to place the sign in reliance on that permit in spite 
of being shown Plaintiff's easements in their deeds. 
Any confusion regarding the ownership of the property was caused by Highway 101's 
misrepresentations. It cmmot rely on its own mistakes to bar its neighbors from enforcing their 
rights. However, that is exactly what they are attempting to do. Plaintiff's have been forced to 
retain counsel and file a lawsuit at considerable expense to correct Highway 101 's mistake. 
Highway 10 1 's defenses amount to an attempt to make the Plaintiff's responsible for its mistakes. 
Idaho Code section 12-121 authorizes the Court to award attorney's fees to a plaintiff 
when the defendant defended the case "frivolously, umeasonably, or without foundation." 
I.R.C.P.54(e)(I). Although Highway 101 has drafted a lengthy Answer and asserted numerous 
affirmative defenses, its defense of this lawsuit has been frivolous, umeasonable, and without 
foundation. Plaintiff's have accrued considerable attorney's fees to address a variety of baseless 
affirmative defenses and counterclaims. As such, Plaintiffs are entitled to attorney's fees and 
costs. 
2The other counterclaim, trespass, is based on Highway 101's mistaken reading of a 
survey it commissioned. 
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, 
DATED this 17th day of November, 2010 
Hyrum E ckson 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was on this date 
served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their name, either by mail-
ing, hand delivery or by telecopying to them a true and correct copy of said document in a 
properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to 
them; or by facsimile transmission. 
DATED this 17th day of November, 2010. 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
7I~~'t7-:-Hyrum ricks on 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
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Hymm D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
Case No. CV-1O-115 
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KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
ss. 
County of Madison. ) 
HYRUM ERICKSON, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am the attorney for Plaintiffs. 
2. Attached as Exhibit "A" is an ariel photograph of the parties respective properties. 
3. Attached as Exhibit "B" is a copy of Highway 10 1 's responses to Plaintiff's 
Interrogatories. 
4. Attached as Exhibit "C" is a copy of Plaintiffs' Answers to Defendant's First Set of 
Interrogatories to Plaintiffs. 
5. Attached as Exhibit "D" is a copy of Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to Defendant's 
First Set of Requests for Admissions. 
6. Attached as Exhibit "E" is a copy of the documents attached to Highway 101 's response 
to Plaintiff's Request for Production of Documents. The documents are in the order in 
which they were provided to Plaintiffs. However, for ease of reference, our office has 
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bate stamped each page of the documents with numbers 00001-00121. The citations in 
Plaintiff's Brief in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment reference these 
bate numbers. 
DATED this 17th day of November, 2010. 
Notary for State of Idaho 
Residing at: St. Anthony 
My Commission expires: 6124/2011 
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SECTION II: ALLOWABLE SIGN AREAS FOR WALL SIGNS 
(INCLUDING PROTRUDING SIGNS & ROOF SIGNS) 
1) Maximum Area of Wall Sign Allowed = 10% of the area of the building wall 
for walls located within a ft. to 100 ft. from the street ROW (right-of-way) line. 
2) Maximum Area of Wall Sign Allowed = 12% of the area ofthe building wall 
for walls located within IDa ft. to 200 ft. fi'om the street ROW (right-of-way) line. 
3) Maximum Area of Wall Sign Allowed = 14% of the area of the building wall for 
walls located more than 200 ft. from the street ROW (right-of-way) line. 
4) Wall banners up for 60 days or less are considered temporary. These banners 
must be logged and recorded in at the City of Rexburg to assure 60 day limits. These 
banners may be up with permanent wall signs as long as the coverage does not exceed 
20% of wall. The only exception to this is by going through the Planning and Zoning 
Administrator. This 20% coverage is the total of the permanent and temporary signs 
combined. Any banners up over 60 days are considered permanent. These banners 
will be covered as aforementioned in maximum area (depending on distance/rom 
right-ol-way (ROVfl) of wall signs and must have a sign permit. The only exception to 
this is through obtaining permission from the Planning and Zoning Administrator in 
which the Planning and Zoning Administrator will determine if a Conditional Use 
Permit is needed tor an extended period of time or it has turned into a sign that is not 
for temporary use and must be removed. 
SECTION III : ALLOWABLE "SIGN SIZE" and "SIGN PERMIT 
CONDITIONS" BY ZONE 
1. Construction Signs are defined as temporary and they must be 
removed 
within thirty days of project completion. 
2. Approval is done by the Planning Department (PD) or a 
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) in a Public Hearing. 
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001 
Rent 
Lease 
Sale 
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32 
32 
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Sec. II 
Length 
Of sign 
Width 
32 
Sec. I 
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10 
10 
10 
8 ft Min. 
Sign area 
Indirect 
Internal 
. Internal 
Indirect 
Direct 
Internal 
10 
Single story 
Less than 
30 
I per street 
frontage 
I per 
Business 
I per property 
(Wall or 
Free Standing) 
Sec. I 
Wind speed 
higher than 
sign can 
PD 
PD 
PD 
PD 
PD 
w/CUP 
CUP 
PD 
PD or 
CUP 
PDor 
CUP 
jfin 
ROW 
Rent 
Lease 6 
Sale 6 
Home 2 
Construction 32 8 
& 
POO, 64 8 
Identification 
5 Zone· MDR HDR , 
;ryp~ Sign: Milx A .. ~a tt~jg!l* (SqVtj 
Rent 32 10 
Lease 32 10 
Sale 32 10 
Home Occupation 2 Limited by 
Wall 
Construction 32 12 
& 
Temporary 
POO, Subdivision 64 8 
Identification 
Directional 6 Code 
Public Service 6 Code 
Project signs for I sq ft 12 
Identification Per 3 
Attached/detached Lineal ft 
50 sq ftMax. Of bldg 
All other signs 
Prohibited 
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None 
None 
None 
Indirect 
Internal 
Internal 
~~~~qQ~ LightiM ~isttictjQ!!§ (-pm Styl~ qr 
Emrc,rty (qIP) 
5 feet + None I per street PD 
frontage 
5 feet + None I per street PD 
frontage 
5 feet + None 1 per street PO 
frontage 
Must be None I per street PO 
Parallel frontage 
To wall 
5 feet + Indirect lor more PO 
Internal With max. 
96 SQ. FT. 
5 feet + Indirect lor more CUP 
Internal With max. 
64 SQ. FT. 
Not in None Code CUP 
Sight 
Triangle 
Public None Code CUP 
ROW 
Bldg wall Indirect /Not in set-back CUP 
Facing the Internal Or higher than 
Street IThe eave line; 
I per parcel 
00 
II 
6. Zone: PROFESSIONAL OVERLAY 
yc": yp~ I:~ 
Rent 32 
Lease 32 
Sale 32 
Horne Occupation 2 
Construction & 32 
Temporary 
PUD, Subdivision 64 
Identification 
Directional 6 
Public Service 6 
Accessory On- 1 sq ft 
Premise, Wall, Per 3 
Free Standiug, or Lineal ft 
Canopy Marquee Of bldg 
50 S~ft Max. 
Open Lands Code 
All other signs 
Prohibited 
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10 
10 
10 
Limited by 
Wall 
12 
8 
Code 
Code 
Less than 
Height of 
Wall;FS 
Max. J2 
Feet high 
Code 
~&g)1~ 
5 feet + None 
5 feet + None 
5 feet + None 
Must be None 
Parallel 
To wall 
5 feet + Indirect 
Internal 
5 feet + None 
Not in None 
Sight 
Triangle 
Public None 
ROW 
Bldg wall Indirect 
Facing the Internal 
Street Flood light 
Code Code 
12 
~e~thc!:iijA~ {f:D} 
c::,": 
or (fJ~) 
I per street PD 
frontage 
I per street PD 
frontage 
I per street PD 
frontage 
1 per street PD 
frontage 
lor more I PD 
With max. 
96 SQ. FT. 
lor more CUP 
With max. 
64 SQ FT. 
Code CUP 
Code CUP 
1 per parcel CUP 
Code PD 
0011 
08/07/2008 04:03 FAX 12085243840 YESCO 
Justin Steadman 
From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject; 
"Justin Steadman" <jsteadman@yesco.com> 
<hwy1 01 investments@cableone.net> 
Thursday, June 12,20089:19 AM 
Fw: American Self Storage 
Danny, below is the email from Rexburg City that you wanted me to forward to you. 
141001 
Page 1 of 1 
Including the $1,000 down payment you have a/ready given us the remainder of the down payment would be 
$8,922.33. If your preference is to pay the contract in full that amount including the $1,000 down is $28,767. 
Would you like me to stop by and pick up a check or will you be dropping it off? 
Thanks, 
Justin 
---- Original Message -----
From: Natalie Powell 
To: Ju~ji!J §t~@~.l.I:nan 
Sent: Thursday, June 12,2008 7:31 AM 
Subject: RE: American Self Storage 
Justin, 
The sign permit application for American Self Storage has been reviewed and approved for installation. 
Please contact me when the sIgn is complete so as we cali schedule for a final inspection. 
TI1ank you, 
Natalie Powell 
Compliance Officer 
Rexburg City PoHce Dept 
from: Justin Steadman [mailto:jsteadman@yesco.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 20083:17 PM 
To: Natalie Powell 
Subject: American Self Storage 
Natalie, based on our previous conversation VESCO will be installlng the 4' x 20' awning and the 10' x 20' pole 
sign according to the permit application dated 5~22-08. Please reply to this email confirming the city approval to 
proceed. 
Thanks, 
Justin 
5894149. 
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6/13/2008 
06/12/2008 23:10 FAX 12085243840 YESCO 
Justin Steadman 
From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 
"Justin Steadman" <jsteadman@yesco.com> 
<hwy1 01 investments@cabfeone.net> 
Thursday, June 12,20089:19 AM 
Fw: American Seff Storage 
Danny, below is the email from Rexburg CIty that you wanted me to forward to you. 
!4]OOl 
Page 1 of 1 
Including the $1,000 down payment you have already given us the remainder of the down payment would be 
$8,922.33. If your preference is to pay the contract in full that amount including the $1,000 down is $28,767. 
Would you like me to stop by and pick up a check or will you be dropping it off? 
Thanks, 
Justin 
M~~~_ Original Message ---
From: Natal(e..Pow~" 
To; J_Llstin $tee.dman 
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2008 7:31 AM 
Subject: RE: American Self Storage 
.Just1n, 
The sign permit application for American Self Storage has been reviewed and approved for installation. 
Please contact me when the sign is complete so as we can schedule for a fine/Inspection. 
Thank you, 
Natalie Powell 
Compliance Officer 
Rexburg City PaHoe Dept 
From: Justin Steadman [mailta:jsteadman@yesco.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2008 3~17 PM 
To; Natalie Powell 
Subject: American Self Storage 
Natalie, based on our previous conversation YESCO will be installing the 4' x 20' awning and the 10' x 20' pole 
sign according to the permIt application dated 5~22-0a. Please reply to this email confirming the city approval to 
proceed. 
Thanks, 
Justin 
589-4149. 
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00113 
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CLIENT NAME 
OR BUSINESS 
REVISiONS 
ORIGINAL DESIGN 
DATE DEPT. 
COUNTY 
A 
B 
c 
D 
r-
t: 
F 
G 
BY 
STATE 
ZONING 
CODE 
DESIGN 
NUMBER 
JOB 
NUMBER 
SALES 
PERSON 
DESIGNER 
CREDIT 
RATING 
, 
~ 
. jf . '6 
OO"tCi 2' j 
TIN 
!.f":) 
--~ 
~-! 
,::.':) 
~ 
DESIGN DEPT. RECORD AFTER SALE APPRO 
~'. ' 
CREDIT 
DESIGN 
ESTIMATE 
PERMIT 
SLS. MGR. 
SLS. SEC. 
DIV. MGR. 
SLS. SEC. 
EXPEDITE 
PRODUCTION 
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BLUE 
STAKE 
PLOT PLAN I SIGN INSTALLATION 
JOB NAME 
JOB ADDRESS 
CALLED BY 
CONTACTED 
CHECKED BY 
ATTACH PHOTO 
SHOWING WALL OR GROUND 
SURFACE WHERE SIGN 
IS TO BE INSTALLED 
DATE 
TITLE 
DATE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
POWER 
SUPPLY 
TO SIGN 
JOB ORDER NO. 
SALESPERSON 
PE'RMIT NUMBER 
BLUE STAKE NUMBER 
110 V 
277 V 
480 V 
220 SINGLE PHASE 
208 S~NGLE PHASE 
OVERHEAD 
UNDERGROUND 
NOT REQUiRED 
MINIMUM CLEARANCE ALLOWED 
p.A. HEIGHT OF DISPLAY 
I 
I 
I I . CABINET SIZE 
I 
I 
I 
• I 
EMBEDMENT SIZE 
TYPE WALL OR' GROUND SURFACE 
IS SIGN LOCATION MARKED' ( 
IS EXISTING SUPPORT TO BE USED? ( 
IF-YES: GIVE OATA 
) IF YES: NOTE HOW 
NOTE DISPOSITION OF SIGNS REMOVED 
SHOW PLOT PLAN BELOW WITH KEY DIMENSIONS AND ELEVATIONS "NOTE ANY OBSTRUCTIONS 
EXPEDITING 
FINAL APPROVAL SALES Hi) oJ 1 ~ 
~~"''''V 
) 
YOUNG ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY 
Conditional Sale Agreement 
Upon acceptance, this conditional sale agreement becomes effective on the Date Signed below, between YOUNG ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY, hereinafter "Seller", of 
1530 W. Sunnyside Idaho FaHs, 10 834112 , and Highway 101 Inves1ments, LLC dba American Se" Storage ---
a Limited Liability Company or Partnership of 120 Lost Trail Pl,ldaho Falls, 10, 83404 ,hereinafter "Buyer." 
SELLER HEREBY SELLS 10 Buyer the display(s) described below, hereinafter the "Sign,' and Buyer hereby buys the same from Seller on the tenns and conditions herein 5e' 
forth. 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
28 585 00 Sale price 
1 182 00 Sales tax 
Induded Pennit 
29 767 00 Total sale price 
$ 2976700 Total sale price 6!. _ ",( 
$ 9 922.33 Down paymenlUce.-
$ 19 84467 Unpaid balance 
'Finance charge annual percentage rate (APR) ="",0"".0",,0 ___ % 
BUYER WILL PAY SELLER the sum of $ 19,844.67 , payable in __ -'-__ payments of $ 19,844.67 
consecutive calendar month beginning with the month of December, 1899. &d ~Cl72!' _ 
Sign Location(s): 270 Americen StreelJRexburg, 10 
Sign Description: 
One 10' x 20' double face non illuminated pole sign installed at an over all height of 26'. 
One 4' x 28' internally illuminated awning with eggcrate boHom. 
Pole sign and awning to be manufactured and installed according to design #6001982 
Manufacturing of signs will not begin until sign permit has been acquired . 
$ 19844.67 Unpaid balance 
$ ___ -'0""'.0""-0 Rnance charge 
$ 19 844 67 Contract balance 
each, on or before the first day of each 
s.: ;;3 of' 
. tUs7bIUP~ ~ /J6ilcli .000 ilJtVW'c2 d;wu pa'lI't1.e{//~6' aYLd 
Wll! pay balpql/l[~ of' covzflMcfaPDl/t, tJ"e.Ce-ttp+ oP 
peY'f/vt/-f. /-~ 
~~:Od"" ",,,, 181 M~.o." 181'0,"11 0-"'" 0 R~~" ;go(,) • 
This document, including all terms and conditions on the back hereof and an addendum, if applicable, contains the entire agreement. BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THIS 
DOCUMENT HAS BEEN READ, IS UNDERSTOOD, AND BUYER AGREES TO BE BOUND BY THE SAME. 
Justin Steadman - 2 
Account Executive 
Trtle 
C-2627-S 
Contractor's License Number 
;J ~(:Ju. \() 
Date Signed ) 
For value received, payment and perfonnance by Buyer is unconditionally and 
personally guaranteed by the undersigned. 
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PA(';F hO 
RECEIPT AND LIEN WAIVER 
PROJECT NAME: American Self Storage - Phase 3 
PROJECT ADDRESS: 270 American Street, Rexburg, ID 83440 
CONTRACTOR: YESCO Young Electric Sign Company 
PAYEE NAME/ADDRESS: 1530 W. Sunnyside, Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
WORK COMPLETED/ 
MATERIALS SUPPLIED: (1) lO'X 20' Dbl. Face Sign (1) 4'X28' Awning 
LAST INVOICE DATE: 9/3/08 TOTAL DUE: $29,767.00 
AMOUNT PAID: $1,000 $8,922.33 and $19,844.67 
CHECK NUMBER: #2213, #2209, # 2235 DATED: 5/21108,6/13/08,9/10/08 
CHECK ISSUED BY: Highway 101 Investments, LLC 
LIEN WAIVER: In consideration of the payment of the attached check, which is described 
above, and when said check has been properly endorsed and has been paid by the bank upon 
which it is drawn, this document shall immediately become effective, at which time the 
undersigned payee waives, releases and relinquishes all right of lien or claims payee now has 
upon the described property for labor, services, equipment or material furnished to the project 
through the invoice date listed above. Payee further warrants and guarantees that payment in full 
has been made to all laborers and suppliers of labor and all materials to said premises incurred 
through the inVOIce date at the instance of payee. Payee agrees to hold harmless the owner and 
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. and/or its assigns from any loss, claims or expenses by reason of or 
arising out of said lien or claim. 
PAYEE: YESCO (Young Electric Sign Company) 
BY: 
DATE: 
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REMIT 
TO: 
,( 
SOLD TO: 
YOUNG ELECTRIC SIGN COMPANY 2 
PO BOX 11676 
TACOMA, WA 98411-6676 
(801) 621-4710 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS 
120 LOST TRAIL PLACE 
IDAHO FALLS 10 83404 
ATTENTION: 
IZllZll MANUFACTURE ONE 
10' X 21Zl' DOUBLE FACE NON ILLUMINATED 
POLE SIGN INSTALLED AT AN OVER ALL 
HEIGHT OF 24'. 
ONE 4' X 28' INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED 
AW~ING WITH EGGCRATE BOTTOM. ( 
eilu",- INSTALL 
Amount: 
6.0000 % STATE TAX 
Total: 
Payments Applied: 
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~LL OVERDUE PAYMENTS SHALL BEAR INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 1 ~% PER 
MONTH OR THE MAXIMUM RATE ALLOWED BY LAW. 
14/1·97 
!!:::founG 
eLeCTRIC 
SIGn 
!.I!Sseo. compon!::l 
INV 
NUMBER: 
OG23397 
INVOICE DATE: 
09/12/08 
ICE 
ORDERED BY / P.O. NUMBER 
FOR WORK AT: 
AMERICAN SELF STORAGE 
270 AMERICAN ST 
REXBURG ID 
SALESPERSON: 
JUSTIN STEADMAN 
1.1Zl 1971Zl0.1Zl1Zl 
I 
1.1Zl 8B85.1Zl1Zl 
19,71Zl1Zl. 
B, 885. I 
2B, 585. r 
1, 1~2.1 
29,767.1 
9,922.: 
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'YLON SIGN DETAIL 
;r~~  
~ 
"'"_ ....... 
"" '--':i '""'~ - '-
.~ } ·r~}~J::::. ~\.;! }~/ :;t:r~U·~.::'T~li~·:·~·~1 I have d udled the above 
! I d.e llgn dfawlng Md lind lhe 
.c-:::c-----::c--==- _~~~,-. - .-... -._-J tol~~:::tt:~::eab~: 
( 1 MOltflols 
(}eoIa's 
l l ~dan$ 
Client Signature · Date 
MFG/INSI: (1) ILLUMINATED OfF PYLON SIGN DISPLAY, 
CABINET: STEEL FRAME WITH ALUMINUM SKIN AND 
RETAINERS PAINTED TO MATCH PMS 485 C, 
FACES: 0132 BRIGHT RED COOLEY FABRIC WI FIRST 
SURFACE VINYL 
VINYL: 3630-33 RED 13630-97 BRISTOL BLUE I 
3630-22 BLACK f 3650-10 WHITE, 
ILLUMINATION: INTERNAL: T-12 FLUORESCENT 
D/HO LAMPS (UL), 
PYLON: PAINTED TO MATCH PMS 294 C, 
STREET GRADE 
SCALE: 1/4"""1'-0" 
The cola rs; depicted an this rendering may not match cduct colors on finished dl$ploy. Plea se refer to colorcoll·ouls foro pproved colorspedficotlons. 
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YLON SBGN DETAIL 
.......... 
i !: Jat:tn"I.Jl"'i:.~':Hlil .. lfI" 
I have .wdled lhe above 
.1 deiMgn dJt7WSng.:md fIrrd lhe 
_______ DJ:'TE--- ; 10111)wlllD datdlbocceptable: 
, ( 1 Copy.& LIitt1.r Sl~e 
( ) Malerlal$: 
{ )CO!OI' 
{ )DIm.nllon, 
Client Signature· Dale 
1t~ \.rl~ 
''>J~ \ \~\.-
c I ~d 
( ~O 
MFG/INST: (1'NLLUMINATED DIF PYLON SIGN DISPLAY. 
CABINET: STEEL FRAME WITH ALUMINUM SKIN AND 
RETAINERS PAINTED TO MATCH PMS 485 C. 
FACES: 0132 BRIGHT RED COOLEY FABRIC WI FIRST 
SURFACE VINYL. 
ViNYL: 3630-33 RED 13630-97 BRISTOL BLUE 1 
3630·22 BLACK 13650-10 WHITE. 
ILLUMINATION: INTERNAL: T-12 FLUORESCENT 
DIHO LAMPS (UL). 
PYLON: PAINTED TO MATCH PMS 294 C. 
STREET GRADE 
SCAllE: 1/4"=1'-0" 
The colors depicted on this rendering moy n01 matdl odual colors on finished display. Please mferte color coll-Ouls for approved calor spedftcollons. 
-' 
~ 
.".-.---. 
12 North Center 
Rexburg. 10 83440 
Sign Permit Application 
www.rexburg.org 
City of Rexburg 
Phone: 208.359.3020 
Fax: 208.3.59.3022 
Fixed Signage 
/l'" t \di~8'i~'\i,q 
, 
Contractor Information, /I.. ~} ... - f; " 
Contractor's NameJ ; &5«.".\ -[(\lVi'4~ tl,&~t,~k(' S:~(~~t (;j'w-""\'?(,~f~id.!' (,,~liJ~U''\'i 
Contractor',; i\ddms~ '5"1;6' W~t' .s1A'~f;;O'~. City/State/Zip: .I.o~ t1i'-w.:Sj ,:rJJ 't§' Eii.U>.~) 
Contractor's Teleph()ne:C~OB) 6J~ ~ r'JS5 g Mobile: O,'!@I.'-) Sf)""" 4 (~9 
Electrical/Specialty Contractor Information (For powered or lighted signs) 
Contractor~s Name: _____________ Contractor's License Number: _______ _ 
Contractor's i\ddress: _____________ City/State/Zip: ____________ _ 
Contractor's Telephone: ___________ Mobile: ________________ _ 
Contractor's Signature: _______________ Date: _____________ _ 
Sign Information 
"l.-..... e;.. Sil,'l1 area sq. ft: --"~'---':....:::V==-__ -=-:---;;:::_:;:-_ Sit,'l1 Height (from ground): _-.:'---''-'',.-__ -..,. _ _;/_;: S~ A:Cr~ r{~ t...'4~&o Sign Descriptions: ---''''---''---..........:.---'------I.::-'------'-------'-If--:::....c..-(----''-
For a Sign Pennit it is mandatoty that you have the following information: 
2 sets of elevation drawings of a sign & (plot plats ({applicable) 
Drawn to scale with dimensions and complete construction materials 
Footings if applicable 
Engineer stamped if required 
FREESTANDING SIGN 
o Plot Plan to scale showing: 
o a) Building location 
o b) Lot size 
o c) New sign location 
o d) Dimensions to sign from propetty lines 
o e) Parking lot entrances 
o f) Distance of sign from right of way 
o g) Existing Signs location & area 
WALL SIGNS 
o a) Sq. footage of wall (sign on) 
o b) Existing signs & area 
o c) New sign & area 
o d) Location of sign on wall 
o e) Is sign lighted? Ye,s (must meet state electrical code) 
(Jign h1l1!! be in legal ZOllCfor lighting alld !J'Pe) 
o h) Is sign Lighted? Yes (must meet state electrical cod!) (J'ign I1I11S! be ill legal '.(.olle for litJ;tillg alld !fpc) 
Fee: $100.00* - $75.00 refundable at time affinal inspection and photo of completed sign. 
'"An extra $40.00 charge will be applied to y powered or lighted sign. 
Signature of Applicant: _-=r---.::::..-_-b~/_._·4_ ... ::....·~_-_~£ /~;__D.ate.--S_f;4-;l_.l~;o'--,o_0 ____ _ 
Note: This document is for application purposes only (the legal sign permit form must be signed by city officials before 'ign i, .I'pro\'cd) 
See Sign Ordinance (no. 908) at www.rexhurg.org for regulation information. 000 
FREE STANDING SIG1~L (10'x 20' not lighted) 
(a) Building Location: 
270 American Street, Rexburg, ID 83440 (Zone CBC) 
(b) Lot size: 
130,756.3 Sq. Ft 
Legal Description: 
Parcell: Beginning at a point that is North 00°11'06" E 433.36 feet along the section 
line and South 89°48'54 East 317.92 feet from the Southwest Corner of Section 17, 
Township 6 North, Range 40 East ofthe Boise Meridian, Madison COUilty, Idaho; 
and mnning thence North 00°28'26" West 98.73 feet; thence North 89°21'24" East 
219.80 feet; thence North 00°28'26" West 124.67 feet to the Notth line of the South 
Half ~f the Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (S %, SW %, SW %); thence 
along said north line North 89° 35'13" East 439.70 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 
223.47 feet; thence South 89°30'57" West 659.50 feet to the point of beginning. 
Parcel 2: Beginning at a point that is North 00°11'06" East 539.56 feet along the 
section line and South 89°48'54" East 142.21 feet from the Southwest corner of 
Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, Madison 
County, Idaho; and running thence North 32°08'41" East 29.74 feet; thence North 
89°21'24" East 378.37 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 25.00 feet; thence South 
89°21'24" West 394.40 feet to the point of beginning. 
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(c) New Sign Location 
See attached plot plan 
(d) Dimensions to sign from property Hnes 
See attached plot plan 
(e) Parking lot entrances 
See attached plot plan 
(f) Distance of sign from right of way 
See attached plot plan 
(g) Existing Signs location & area 
The Existing Sign is located on the premises of Rexburg PIUlubing. Our current lease will 
terminate upon the construction of the new sign proposed in this application. The Existing 
signs will then be removed. 
(h) Is sign Lighted? 
The free standing sign is not lighted 
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WALL SIGN (awning 4~ x 28' lighted) 
(a) Sq. Footage of wall 
The wall upon which the awning will be attached is 2,040 sq. ft. the building is 1 J ,000 sg. h-
The building is located over 400 ft from the street ROW (right-of-way) line. 
(b) Existing signs & area 
The Existing Sign is located on the prenuses of Rexburg Plumbing. Our current lease will 
terminate upon the construction of the new sign proposed in this application. The Existing 
signs will then be removed. 
(c) New sign & area 
See attached 
(d) Location of sign on wall 
The sign on the wall will be centered over the new office which is located over 400 ft from 
the street right-a-way. 
(e) Is the sign lighted? 
Yes. 
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Rexburg Municipal Code 
CHAPTER 15.06 SIGN CODE* 
*Note to Chapter 15.06: Prior Ordinance History: Ords. 528, and 775. 
Use and Placement of Signs: Appendix 6, Schedule "B" 
Sections: 
15.06.010 
15.06.020 
15.06.030 
15.06.040 
15.06.050 
15.06.060 
15.06.070 
15.06.080 
Definitions 
Safe sign construction 
Clear view of intersecting streets 
Maximum height 
Permits and fees 
Copies on file 
Severability 
Violation - Penalty 
15.06.010 Definitions 
1) Animated sign: A sign, any visible part of which moves, flashes, or changes color, regardless 
of the source of energy which causes the movement, flash, or, change of color. 
2) Architectural blade: A roof sign or projecting sign with no legs or braces which is an integral 
part of the building structure, rather than an object added to or standing on the building. 
3) Awning: A projecting cover extending over a door, window or wall section with supports 
attached to the building and used as cover, protection, or as decoration. 
4) Background area: The area comprising the message portion of a sign, not including the 
supporting structure, shall constitute the Background area. When computing the area of sign 
background, any single piece flat sign shall be calculated by measuring one side even though 
both sides may be used for advertising. (For example a 4'x 8' flat sign will be considered a 
32 square feet background area) For V shaped signs, or any other three dimensional sign 
shall have the area of sign background calculated by considering all sides of the sign facing 
the primary public right-of-way. This is irrespective of whether the back sides of the signs 
are used for advertising. 
a) On pole signs the supporting structure does not count as part ofthe area of the sign. The 
area calculated in the wind loads calculation for the pole sign is for all intents and 
purposes, the background area of the sign. 
b) On wall signs the background area of the sign is calculated by the following methods 
depending on which is most reasonably applicable as determined by the city. 
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i) If only letters are being put on the wall then the area is computed by drawing 
rectangles around each letter to enclose the extremities of the letter, and then 
calculating the area enclosed within the rectangles. 
ii) If a cabinet or flat panel with letters is being put on the wall then the area is the area 
of the extremities of the flat panel or cabinet like structure. 
iii) If an area is painted out in a different shade or color on a wall (not matching the 
general background of the rest of the building) for advertising with lettering or 
graphics then the extremities of the entire painted out area will count as advertising 
area. 
5) Billboard: See definition for Off Premise Signs. 
6) Blanketing: The partial or complete shutting off of the face of one sign by another sign. 
7) Building face or wall: All windows and wall area of a building on one elevation. 
8) Canopy sign or marquee sign: A sign which is attached parallel to the faces of a canopy or 
marquee. 
9) Changeable copy panel (reader board): A sign display which is characterized by copy or 
illustration which may be modified at periodic intervals, regardless of the method. 
10) Construction sign: Any sign which warns people of construction or demolition for a project 
or which describes the project, builder, architect or others involved in the project. 
11) Copy: Any combination of letters or numbers that are intended to inform, direct or otherwise 
transmit information. 
12) Directional sign: Any sign which serves to designate the location or direction of any place or 
area. 
a) If logos are put on the directional signs they are calculated in the area of the directional 
sign. In addition the logos must be less area than the directional information to be 
considered a directional sign. 
13) Free standing, detached or ground signs: A sign, which is wholly supported by columns or 
other vertical supports in or upon the ground (not part afbuilding structure) 
14) Frontage: Distance measured along the property line which fi·onts upon a street or alley. To 
constitute frontage, the street or alley must provide access to abutting properties. 
IS) Height of sign: The distance measured vertically from the finished elevation of the ground 
where the sign is placed to the highest point of the sign or sign structure, whichever is higher. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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16) Illuminated sign: A sign which uses a source of light for illumination. 
17) Lighted, direct: Lighting, the source of which is visible to a viewer. 
18) Lighting, flood lit: Lighting, which is reflected from the surface of a sign or building. 
19) Lighting, indirect or internal: Lighting for which the source of light is located in such a 
manner that the light must travel through a translucent material other than the bulb or tube 
necessary to enclose the light source, which material has the effect of dispersing the light 
before it strikes the eye of the viewer. 
20) Off-premise sign: Any sign used for the purpose of displaying, advertising, identifYing or 
directing attention to a business, service, activity or place including products, or services sold 
or offered for sale on premise other than on the premises where such sign is displayed. (See 
schedule B for regulations) 
21) Portable sign: A sign that is not affixed to the ground or another structure. 
22) Projecting sign: A sign that projects from, and is supported by a wall of a building or other 
structure. 
a) If a sign is connected to wall it counts as part of wall signage 
b) If a sign is connected to pole it counts as part of free standing signage 
23) Public service information sign: A sign which provides general public service information 
such as time, date, temperature, weather, directional information and messages of interest to 
the traveling public, and which are commonly used to augment business identification signs. 
24) Real, estate or property for sale, rent or lease sign: Any sign pertaining to the sale, lease or 
rental of land or buildings. 
25) Super graphics: Any abstract mosaic, mural or painting or graphic art technique or any 
combination thereof. 
26) Swinging sign: A sign which is installed on an arm or spar, and which is not permanently 
fastened to an adjacent wall or upright pole. 
27) Temporary sign: A sign which is intended to be displayed for a period of time not to exceed 
sixty (60) days and is not permanently affixed. All devices such as banners, pennants, flags 
(not intended to include flags of any nations), search lights, twirling or sandwich type signs, 
sidewalk or curb signs and balloons or other air or gas filled figures. 
a) Unless otherwise regulated in this code (such as construction sign or real estate or 
property for sale, rent or lease sign) temporary signs must be reviewed by the planning 
and zoning administrator for approval before being put up. 
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b) Temporary signs must be recorded and logged in at the city with the approval of the 
planning and zoning administrator unless the said authority deems otherwise do to the 
nature of the event or other contributing factors. 
c) In general, temporary signs are reserved for limited activities important to the citizens of 
the City of Rexburg. In addition in general temporary signs should be out of the right-of-
way, 32 sq. ft. or less and in good taste for the surrounding environment. The planning 
and zoning administrator for a limited time may approve exceptions to this. If the 
planning and zoning administrator deems the sign to exceed the general limits and intent 
of this sign code the said administrator may deny the temporary sign, or refer the 
applicant to apply for a conditional use permit. 
d) Examples of uses of temporary signs are for big events such as the Folk Dance Festival, 
Rexburg Rush, close out sales, going out of business sales, elections or other events held 
at limited allotted times of year. 
28) Under canopy or marquee: A sign suspended below the ceiling or roof of a canopy or 
marquee. 
29) Wall Signs: A sign placed on the wall of a building as defined in the Rexburg City Planning 
and Zoning Ordinance. 
a) For flat plane building structures the wall area can only be calculated by walls parallel 
and seen from one standard orthographic elevation view. No other walls can be added to 
this area in calculating the area of a sign allowed for that wall. 
b) For dome or curved structures the wall signs cannot exceed the prescribed area of the 
curved or dome like structure as seen from a standard orthographic elevation view. (Ord. 
908 (Schedule "A"), 1993). 
15.06.020 Safe sign construction 
The development of better sign construction and to provide minimum standards to safeguard life, 
health, safety, property and public welfare by regulating size, height, and structural requirements 
for all signs and sign structures outside of buildings and visible from the public right-of-way. 
(Ord. 908 §2, 1993). 
15.06.030 Clear view of intersecting streets 
No sign may be placed or constructed so that any portion thereof is placed or projects into any 
public right-of-way_ For the purpose of ensuring reasonable visibility and safety this ordinance 
shall prohibit the placement of signs within the sight triangle. The sight triangle applies to corner 
lots on intersecting City streets. The sight triangle is defined as follows: The triangle of land 
formed on any corner lot by drawing two (2) lines, starting at the same afore mentioned corner 
point heading away from each other along the lot lines, right-of-way lines, or prescribed right-of-
way lines (whichever is applicable), a distance of thirty (30) feet and then connected by a 
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diagonal line along the endpoints of the two (2) drawn lines forming a triangle. (Ord. 908 §3(l), 
1993). 
15.06.040 Maximum height 
The maximum height of any free standing sign shall be twenty-four (24) feet from ground level 
to the top of the sign. On lots where a 24 foot free standing sign is allowed and the building 
height is greater than 24 feet, the maximum height of a free standing sign may be reviewed under 
a Conditional Use Permit for a taller free standing sign not to exceed the building height. (Ord. 
908 §3(2), 1993). 
15.06.050 Permits and fees 
1) Permits Required. Except as otherwise provided in this Code, it shall be unlawful for any 
person to erect, construct, enlarge, move or convert any sign in this City, or cause the same to 
be done, without first obtaining a sign permit. A permit shall not be required for a change of 
copy of any sign, nor for the repainting, cleaning or other normal maintenance or repair of a 
sign or sign structure for which a permit has previously been issued in accordance with this 
Code, provided that the sign or sign structure is not altered in any way. 
2) Permission to Install. No person shall erect, construct or maintain any sign upon any 
propeliy or building without the consent ofthe owner or authorized representative of the 
owner. 
3) Sign Not Regulated By the Code. An application for any sign or advertising display or 
structure for which no specific regulation in this Ordinance is applicable shall be considered 
by the Planning and Zoning Commission under the Conditional Use Permit procedure as 
outlined in the Planning and Zoning Ordinance, and such application shall be approved or 
denied in harmony with the intent of these regulations. 
4) Permit Fee. An application fee shall be paid in accordance with the current fee schedule 
maintained by the City Clerk, as approved by the City Council. (Ord. 908 §3(5), 1993). 
15.06.060 Copies on file 
There shall hereafter be kept on file, in the offices of the City Clerk and the Planning and Zoning 
Administrator, three (3) copies of this sign code, duly certified by the Clerk, for use and 
examination by the public. (Ord. 908 §4, 1993). 
15.06.070 Severability 
The sections ofthis Ordinance are severable and the invalidity of a section shall not affect the 
validity of the remaining sections, which should be construed as closely as possible with the 
overall purpose and intent of this Ordinance in the event any portion hereof is deemed to be 
invalid. (Ord. 908 §6, 1993). 
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15.06.080 Violation - Penalty 
Any person, firm or corporation violating any provision of this Ordinance shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor, and be subject to the following penalties or remedies: 
1) If a sign is placed in or projects into any public right-of-way, or has been deemed unsafe by 
the building department and/or city engineer it may be immediately removed by the City at 
the owner's, sign company's and/or responsible person's expense. 
2) If in violation of some other provision of this Ordinance, the City may cause a written notice 
to be given requiring that the violation be corrected within (14) days and if the owner, sign 
company and/or responsible person for the violation fails to comply, then the violator(s) shall 
pay a penalty of up to $300 per day for each day of violation and/or up to 30 days in jail. The 
City shall have the right to remove the sign at the violator's expense in addition to the 
aforementioned penalties for each day of violation. 
3) The City may seek injunctive relief through the courts for enforcement of the provisions of 
this Ordinance and in addition to the relief sought shall also be entitled to its attorney's fees 
and costs. (Ord. 908 §5, 1993). 
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ORDINANCE NO. 908 (REVISION) 
AN ORDINANCE REPLACING ORDINANCE 775, FOR THE 
REGULATION OF "ON" AND "OFF" PREMISE SIGNS IN 
REXBURG. ADOPTING SECTIONS I THROUGH VII WITH THE 
ATTACHED SCHEDULE (A) AND (B) INCLUDING THREE 
SPREADSHEETS ALONG WITH THE CURRENT CITY OF 
REXBURG BUILDING CODE REGULATING SAFE SIGN 
CONSTRUCTION, WITH ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS RELATING 
TO SIZE AND HEIGHT OF SIGNS IN VARIOUS ZONES FOR THE 
CITY OF REXBURG, IDAHO; REQUIRING COPIES OF SAID CODE 
TO BE KEPT IN THE PLANNING AND ZONING OFFICE AND THE 
CITY CLERKS OFFICE; PROVIDING FOR PENALTIES FOR THE 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDINANCE AND FOR SEVERABILITY; 
AND PROVIDING WHEN THIS ORDINANCE SHALL BECOME 
EFFECTIVE. 
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL, THE 
CITY OF REXBURG, IDAHO: 
SECTION I. Ordinance No. 775, is hereby repealed. 
SECTION II. The purpose of this code is to promote the development of 
better sign construction and to provide minimum standards to safeguard life, health, 
safety, property and public welfare by regulating size, height, and structural 
requirements for all signs and sign structures outside of buildings and visible from the 
public right-of-way. 
SECTION III. All signs visible from the public right-of-way must be located 
and constructed in accordance with the following parameters with respect to the 
location of signs out of the public right-of-way. the maximum height of the signs, 
area of signs, clearance required for signs, allowed location of signs, allowed sign 
illumination, exemptions allowed by a Conditional Use Permit, types of a signs, sign 
permit fees. and sign permit requirements. 
1. Clear View of Intersecting Streets: No sign may be placed or constructed 
so that any portion thereof is placed or projects into any public right-of-way. 
For the purpose of ensuring reasonable visibility and safety this ordinance 
shall prohibit the placement of signs within the sight triangle. The sight 
triangle applies to corner lots on intersecting City streets. The sight triangle is 
defined as follows: The triangle of land formed on any corner lot by drawing 
two (2) lines, staJiingat the same afore mentioned corner point heading away 
from each other along the lot lines, right-of-way lines, or prescribed right-of-
way lines (whichever is applicable), a distance of thirty (30) feet and then 
connected by a diagonal line along the endpoints of the two (2) drawn lines 
forming a triangle. 
2. The maximum height: Unless further restricted in this Sign Code, the 
maximum height of any free standing sign shall be twenty-four (24) feet from 
ground level to the top of the sign. On lots where a 24 foot free standing sign 
is allowed and the building height is greater than 24 feet, the maximum height 
of a fi'ee standing sign may be reviewed under a Conditional Use Permit for a 
taller free standing sign not to exceed the building height. 
3. Definitions: Various types of signs and definitions relating to signs are 
attached as Schedule "A" hereto and incorporated as a part of this Ordinance. 
This Schedule is not intended to be all-inclusive, but is to be for definition 
purposes in assisting in the understanding and compliance with the intent of 
this Ordinance. 
4. Use and Placement: Schedule "B" including (3 spread sheets showing the 
separate Zones) attached hereto, and by reference made a part hereof, is 
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intended to set forth various types of signs, and the respective zones in which 
such signs shall be allowed. 
5. Permits and Fees 
A) Permits Required. Except as otherwise provided in this Code, it shall be 
unlawful for any person to erect, construct, enlarge, move or convert any 
sign in this City, or cause the same to be done, without first obtaining a 
sign permit. A permit shall not be required for a change of copy of any 
sign, nor for the repainting, cleaning or other normal maintenance or 
repair of a sign or sign structure tor which a permit has previously been 
issued in accordance with this Code, provided that the sign or sign 
structure is not altered in any way. 
B) Permission to Install. No person shall erect, construct or maintain any 
sign upon any property or building without the consent of the owner or 
authorized representative of the owner. 
C) Sign Not Regulated Bv the Code. An application for any sign or 
advertising display or structure for which no specific regulation in this 
Ordinance is applicable shall be considered by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission under the Conditional Use Permit procedure as outlined in 
the Planning and Zoning Ordinance, and such application shall be 
approved or denied in harmony with the intent of these regulations. 
D) Permit Fee. An application fee shall be paid in accordance with the 
current fee schedule maintained by the City Clerk, as approved by the City 
Council. 
SECTION IV. There shall hereafter be kept on file, in the offices of the City 
Clerk and the Planning and Zoning Administrator, three (3) copies of this sign code, 
duly certitied by the Clerk, tor use and examination by the public. 
SECTION V. Any person, firm or corporation violating any provision of this 
Ordinance shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and be subject to the following penalties 
or remedies: 
1. If a sign is placed in or projects into any public right-of-way, or has been 
deemed unsafe by the building department and/or city engineer it may be 
immediately removed by the City at the owner's, sign company's and/or 
responsible person's expense. 
2. If in violation of some other provision of this Ordinanee, the City may cause a 
written notice to be given requiring that the violation be corrected within (14) 
days and if the owner, sign company and/or responsible person for the 
violation fails to comply, then the violator(s) shall pay a penalty of up to $300 
per day for each day of violation and/or up to 30 days injail. The City shall 
have the right to remove the sign at the violator's expense in addition to the 
aforementioned penalties for each day of violation. 
3. The City may seek injunctive relief through the courts for enforcement of the 
provisions of this Ordinance and in addition to the re/iefsought shall also be 
entitled to its attorney's fees and costs. 
SECTION VI. The sections of this Ordinance are severable and the 
invalidity of a section shall not affect the validity of the remaining sections, which 
should be constllled as closely as possible with the overall purpose and intent ofthis 
Ordinance in the event any portion hereof is deemed to be invalid. 
SECTION VII. This Ordinance shali become effective upon its passage, 
approval and publication in the manner provided by law. 
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PASSED BY THE COUNCIL, AND APPROVED BY THE MAYOR this 
03 rd day of December, 2003. 
Bruce Sutherland, Mayor 
ATTEST: 
Blair D. Kay, City Clerk 
(SEAL) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of Madison ) 
T, Blair D. Kay, City Clerk of the City of Rexburg, Idaho, do hereby certify: 
That the above and foregoing is a full, true and correct copy oftbe Ordinance entitled: 
AN ORDINANCE REPLACING ORDINANCE 775, FOR THE 
REGULATION OF "ON" AND "OFF" PREMISE SIGNS IN 
REXBURG. ADOPTING SECTIONS I THROUGH VII WITH THE 
ATTACHED SCHEDULE (A) AND (B) INCLUDING THREE 
SPREADSHEETS ALONG WITH THE CURRENT CITY OF 
REXBURG BUILDING CODE REGULATING SAFE SIGN 
CONSTRUCTION, WITH ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS RELATING 
TO SIZE AND HEIGHT OF SIGNS IN VARIOUS ZONES FOR THE 
CITY OF REXBURG, IDAHO; REQUIRING COPIES OF SAID CODE 
TO BE KEPT IN THE PLANNING AND ZONING OFFICE AND THE 
CITY CLERKS OFFICE; PROVIDING FOR PENALTIES FOR THE 
VIOLATION OF THIS ORDINANCE AND FOR SEVERABILITY; 
AND PROVIDING WHEN THIS ORDINANCE SHALL BECOME 
EFFECTIVE. 
Passed by the City Council and approved by the Mayor this 03RD day of December, 
2003. 
Blair D. Kay, City Clerk 
(SEAL) 
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SCHEDULE "A" 
DEFINITIONS 
ANIMATED SIGN: 
A sign, any visible part of which moves, flashes, or changes color, regardless of the 
source of energy which causes the movement, flash, or, change of color. 
ARCHITECTURAL BLADE: 
A roof sign or projecting sign with no legs or braces which is an integral part of the 
building structure, rather than an object added to or standing on the building. 
AWNING: 
A projecting cover extending over a door, window or wall section with supports 
attached to the building and lIsed as cover, protection, or as decoration. 
BACKGROUND AREA: 
The area comprising the message portion of a sign, not including the supporting 
structure, shall constitute the Background area. When computing the area of sign 
background, any single piece flat sign shall be calculated by measuring one side even 
though both sides may be used for advertising. (For example a 4'x 8' flat sign will be 
considered a 32 square feet background area) For V shaped signs, or any other three 
dimensional sign shall have the area of sign background calculated by considering all 
sides of the sign DIcing the primary public right-of-way. This is ilTespective of 
whether the back sides of the signs are used for advertising. 
1) On pole signs the supporting structure does not count as part of the area of 
the sign. The area calculated in the wind loads calculation for the pole sign is 
for all intents and purposes, the background area of the sign. 
2) On wall signs the background area of the sign is calculated by the following 
methods depending on which is most reasonably applicable as determined by 
the city. 
A) If only letters are being put on the wall then the area is computed by 
drawing rectangles around each letter to enclose the extremities of the 
letter, and then calculating the area enclosed within the rectangles. 
B) If a cabinet or flat panel with letters is being put on the wall then the 
area is the area of the extremities of the tlat panel or cabinet like 
structure. 
C) If an area is painted out in a different shade or color on a wall (not 
matching the general background a/the rest a/the building) for 
advertising with lettering or graphics then the extremities of the entire 
painted out area will count as advertising area. 
BILLBOARD: 
See definition for Off Premise Signs. 
BLANKETING: 
The partial or complete shutting offofthe face of one sign by another sign. 
BUILDING FACE OR WALL: 
All windows and wall area of a building on one elevation. 
CANOPY SIGN OR MARQUEE SIGN: 
A sign which is attached parallel to the faces of a canopy or marquee. 
4 
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CHANGEABLE COPY PANEL (READER BOARD): 
A sign display which is characterized by copy or illustration which may be modified 
at periodic intervals, regardless of the method. 
CONSTRUCTION SIGN: 
Any sign which warns people of construction or demolition for a project or which 
describes the project, builder, architect or others involved in the project. 
COPY: 
Any combination of letters or numbers that are intended to inform, direct or otherwise 
transmit information. 
DIRECTIONAL SIGN: 
Any sign which serves to designate the location or direction of any place or area. 
I) If logos are put on the directional signs they are calculated in the area of the 
directional sign. In addition the logos must be less area than the directional 
information to be considered a directional sign. 
FREE STANDING, DETACHED OR GROUND SIGNS: 
A sign, which is wholly supported by columns or other vertical supports in or upon 
the ground (not part of building structure) 
FRONTAGE: 
Distance measured along the property line which fronts upon a street or alley. To 
constitute ii'ontage, the street or alley must provide access to abutting properties. 
HEIGHT OF SIGN: 
The distance measured vertically from the finished elevation of the ground where the 
sign is placed to the highest point of the sign or sign structure, whichever is higher. 
ILLUMINATED SIGN: 
A sign which uses a source of light for illumination. 
LIGHTED, DIRECT: 
Lighting, the source of which is visible to a viewer. 
LIGHTING, FLOOD LIT: 
Lighting, which is reflected from the surface of a sign or building. 
LIGHTING, INDIRECT OR INTERNAL: 
Lighting for which the source of light is located in such a manner that the light must 
travel through a translucent material other than the bulb or tube necessary to enclose 
the light source, which material has the effect of dispersing the light before it strikes 
the eye of the viewer. 
OFF-PREMISE SIGN: Any sign used for the purpose of displaying, advertising, 
identifying or directing attention to a business, service, activity or place including 
products, or services sold or offered for sale on premise other than on the premises 
where such sign is displayed. (See schedule B for regulations) 
PORTABLE SIGN: 
A sign that is not affixed to the ground or another structure. 
PROJECTING SIGN: 
A sign that projects from, and is supported by a wall ofa building or other structure. 
I) Ifa sign is connected to wall it counts as part of wall signage 
2) If a sign is connected to pole it counts as part of free standing signage 
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PUBLIC SERVICE INFROMATION SIGN: 
A sign which provides general public service information such as time, date, 
temperature, weather, directional information and messages of interest to the traveling 
public, and which are commonly used to augment business identification signs. 
REAL, ESTATE OR PROPERTY FOR SALE, RENT OR LEASE SIGN: 
Any sign pertaining to the sale, lease or rental ofland or buildings. 
SUPER GRAPHICS: 
Any abstract mosaic, mural or painting or graphic ali technique or any combination 
thereof. 
SWINGING SIGN: 
A sign which is installed on an arm or spar, and which is not pel111anently fastened to 
an adjacent wall or upright pole. 
TEMPORARY SIGN: 
A sign which is intended to be displayed for a period of time not to exceed sixty (60) 
days and is not permanently affixed. All devices such as banners, pennants, flags (not 
intended to include flags of any nations), search lights. twirling or sandwich type 
signs, sidewalk or curb signs and balloons or other air or gas filled figures. 
1) Unless otherwise regulated in this code (such as construction sign or real 
estate or property for sale, rent or lease sign) temporary signs must be 
reviewed by the planning and zoning administrator for approval before being 
put up. 
2) Temporary signs must be recorded and logged in at the city with the approval 
of the planning and zoning administrator unless the said authority deems 
otherwise do to the nature of the event or other contributing factors. 
3) In general, temporary signs are reserved for limited activities important to the 
citizens of the City of Rexburg. In addition in general temporary signs should 
be out of the right-of-way, 32 sq. ft. or less and in good taste for the 
surrounding environment. The planning and zoning administrator for a 
limited time may approve exceptions to this. If the planning and zoning 
administrator deems the sign to exceed the general limits and intent of this 
sign code the said administrator may deny the temporary sign, or refer the 
applicant to apply for a conditional use permit. 
4) Examples of uses of temporary signs are tor big events such as the Folk Dance 
Festival, Rexburg Rush, close out sales, going out of business sales, elections 
or other events held at limited allotted times of year. 
UNDER CANOPY OR MARQUEE SIGN: 
A sign suspended below the ceiling or roof of a canopy or marquee. 
WALL SIGNS: 
A sign placed on the wall of a building as defined in the Rexburg City Planning and 
Zoning Ordinance. 
A) For flat plane building stl1lctures the wall area can only be calculated 
by walls parallel and seen from one standard orthographic elevation 
view. No other walls can be added to this area in calculating the area 
of a sign allowed for that wal I. 
B) For dome or curved stl1lctures the wall signs cannot exceed the 
prescribed area of the curved or dome like stl1lctureas seen from a 
standard olihographic elevation view. 
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SCHEDULE "B" 
CBD, HBD, INDUSTRIAL & AIRPORT 
SECTION I: FREE STANDING, ON PREMISE SIGNS 
(BASIC SIGN SIZES & SIGN SIZE LOCATION FORMULAS) 
1) Maximum sign size = 200 sq. ft. Maximum sign height to top of sign = 
24ft. (or building height (with conditional use permit). 
2) An 80 sq. ft. sign allowed for any single property up to 50,000 sq. ft. in lot 
sIze. 
3) For properties larger than 50,000 sq. ft. in area, total alIowable 
sign area (sq. ft.) would be increased by 0.0016 sq. ft. of sign for each sq. ft. 
of property in excess of50,000 sq. ft. 
EXAMPLE 1: 
Lot Area = 125,386 sq. ft. 
First 50,000 sq. ft. ------------------------------------------ 80 sq. ft. of 
signage 
Next 75,3 86 sq. ft. x 0.0016 sq. ft. sign! sq. ft. prop.--12 J sq. ft. of signage 
Total allowable Sign Area------20 I sq. ft. 
This would alIow one 200 sq. ft. sign OR one 100 sq. ft. sign + one 101 sq. ft. 
sign or 
some other similar combination of signs whose total area would not exceed 20[ 
sq. ft. 
EXAMPLE 2: 
Lot area = 245,678 sq. ft. 
First 50,000 sq. ft. --------------------------------------------- 80 sq. ft. of 
signage 
signage. 
sign or 
Next 195,678 sq. ft. x 0.0016 sq. ft. sign! sq.ft. prop. -- 313~of 
Total allowable Sign Area ------------------------- 393 sq. ft. 
This would allow one 200 sq. ft. sign, a 100 sq. ft. sign and a 93 sq. ft. 
any other similar combinations of sign sizes whose total area would not 
exceed 393 sq. ft. 
EXAMPLE 3: 
Lot area = 845,979 sq. ft. 
First 50,000 sq. ft. --------------------------------------------- 80 sq. ft. of 
signage 
Next 795,979 sq. ft. x 0.0016 sq. ft. sign! sq.ft.prop.-1.274 sq. ft. of 
Total alIowable Signage-------------------- 1,354 sq. ft. 
This would allow for six 200 sq. ft. signs and one 154 sq. ft. sign. 
4) Clear distance between signs: 
Area of Sign 1 + Area of Sign 2 must be equal to or less than 2.0 
Distance between Sign 1 & sign 2 
EXAMPLE: 200 sq. ft. (Area Sign I) + 200 sq. ft. (Area Sign 2) = 2.0 
200 ft. (Distance between Sign I & Sign 2 
7 
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( 
(permissible) 
Therefore 2 signs, each having the maximum size of200 sq. ft. each, 
would have to be 200 ft. apart or greater. 
EXAMPLE: 200 sq. ft. (Area Sign 1) + 100 sq. ft. (Area Sign 2) = 1.94 
155 ft. (Clear distance between Sign I & Sign 2 
1.94 is permissible 
To find minimum distance between signs divide by 2.0 
EXAMPLE: 200 sq. ft. (Area Sign 1) + 100 (Area of Sign 2) = 150 ft 
2.0 
Clear distance between signs need to be 150 ft or greater 
EXAMPLE: 150 sq. ft. (Area of Sign 1) + 125 (Area of Sign 2) = 2.523 
109 ft. (Clear distance between Sign 1 & Sign 2) 
2.523 is not permissible therefore 109 ft. is too small. To tind the 
minimum clear distance you would have to do the following: 
(150 sq. ft. + 125 sq. ft.) = 137.5 ft 
2.0 
therefore 137.5 ft. or greater is permissible 
EXAMPLE: 80 sq. ft. (AreaofSignl)+ 80 sq. ft. (Area of Sign 2)= 1.88 
85 ft. (Clear distance between Sign 1 & Sign 2) 
1.88 is permissible 
5) Distance from property lines. Sign Area = 
10 
Distance from sign to nearest adjacent property line. 
(Not street right-of-way (ROW) line.) 
EXAMPLE: 200 sq. ft. (Sign Area) = 20 ft. 
10 
20 ft = distance from sign to nearest adjacent property line 
EXAMPLE: 80 sq. ft. (Sign Area) = 8 ft 
10 
8 ft = distance from sign to nearest adjacent propelty line 
The distance between the aforementioned sign examples would require the 
signs to be: 
200 sq. ft. + 80 sq. ft. = 140 ft. apart. Factor of 2 or less 
2 
6) Any banners on property other than wall banners must meet and are 
included as part of freestanding sign area unless considered temporary and 
approved by planning and zoning administrator. In general temporary banners 
over 32 sq. ft. will be considered for a Conditional Use Permit unless the planning 
and zoning administrator deems otherwise due to such factors as very limited use 
for such events as the Folk Dance Festival or other important activities important 
to the citizens of the city for limited periods oftime. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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that the throughout the proposal, loading areas are provided and intended to function as 
those areas needed for the temporary parking nature of a storage unit facility. Based on 
the applicant's submitted information addressing parking and based on a cursory review 
of other municipalities parking requirement for storage areas, staff recommends a 
standard of One parking space for every 200 units and one space per employee. Required 
parking shall be provided adjacent to main office. No required space shall be rented for 
the use for vehicular or similar storage. The site plan to be submitted with the building 
permit application shall be reviewed and approved by Madison Fire and Rescue as well as 
any other applicable agency/municipality. This parking requirement is a proposed 
condition of approval. 
Based on the above analysis of relevant substantive criteria and as conditioned, this criterion is 
met. 
c. Be designed and constructed in a manner to be harmonious with the existing character of the 
neighborhood and the zone in which the property is located. 
The surrounding land uses include commercial, farm land, public facilities, and single-family 
homes. These surrounding land uses create a diverse land use and building style for the area. The 
proposed structures, as conditioned and adhering to all standards set forth in the City's 
development code, will therefore fit in with the area. Based on the above information, this 
criterion is met 
d. Not create a nuisance or safety hazard for neighboring properties in terms of excessive noise 
or vibration, improperly directed glare or heat, electrical interference, odors, dust or air 
pollutants, solid waste generation and storage, hazardous materials or waste, excessive traffic 
generation, or interference with pedestrian traffic. 
Regarding glare, heat, electrical interference, dust, air pollutants, there are no foreseeable impacts 
to the neighborhood but they may need to be explored by the Planning Commission. 
Regarding the potential impacts of noise, vibration, and odors, the commission should explore 
these standards and determine if reasonable conditions of approval might address them. Hours of 
operation will be 24 hours per day, but due to the residential nature of this proposal any noise 
impact wiIllikely be eliminate in the evening hours. 
Regarding solid waste generation and storage, excessive traffic generation, or interference with 
pedestrian traffic, the Commission should determine if these standards can be addressed through 
reasonable conditions of approvaL Trash receptacles should be fully screened from the public 
right-of-way and should not be visible from adjacent residential property. There should be no 
outside storage of material or equipment unless fully screened form public right-of-way. This 
screening, if in itself is deemed objectionable by affected property owners, should be approved 
by the Planning Commission or designee. Staff has included proposed conditions of approval that 
address trash storage and general storage occurring on the outside of the building. 
In order to ensure adequate maneuvering area for large vehicles including moving vans, RV s, and 
fire trucks, the site plan should include a diagram depicting vehicle maneuvering for vehicles the 
size of the City's large emergency vehicles. These vehicles should be depicted at comers of 
proposed buildings (see proposed conditions of approval). 
The Commission should determine if through reasonable conditions of approval this criterion san 
be met. 
0700194 U0076 Page 4 
e. Be adequately served by essential publicfacilities and services such as access streets, police 
andfire protection, drainage structures, refuse disposal, water and sewer service, and schools. 
If existing facilities are not adequate, the developer shall show that such facilities shall be 
upgraded sufficiently to serve the proposed use. 
The site is served by all essential public facilities and services; therefore, this criterion is met. In 
addition, site development will undergo review by the public works department to ensure all 
required city services and utilities are supplied. 
J. Not generate traffic in excess of the capacity of public streets or access points serving the 
proposed use and will assure adequate visibility at traffic access points. 
The roads in the vicinity appear to be functioning within acceptable levels of service. The 
proposed use should have minimal impacts on the road network in the area. The Commission 
should determine if this criterion is met. 
g. Be effectively buffered to screen adjoining properties from adverse impacts of noise, building 
size and resulting shadow, traffic, and parking. 
Regarding noise, the hours of operation are not described. As there are adjacent residential zones 
which may be impacted now or in the future, the Commission may want to condition the use on 
hours of operation. Staff recommends the maximum hours of operation, excluding office hours, 
is from 8am to 10 pm seven days per week. No use of the storage units shall occur during the 
hours of lOpm to 8am, including but not limited to loading and unloading of vehicles, 
arrangement of materials inside or outside of storage units, and any other noise generating 
activities (see proposed conditions of approval). 
The current facility is open 24 hours a day. Will this new requirement of operation hours from Sam to 
10pm will only effect the new buildings. If not, will the city be requiring all self storage facilities to only be 
open to the public from Sam to lOpm? 
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The Commission may want to condition the use such that equipment that will generate noise be 
located a maximum feasible distance from existing residential uses surrounding the property. The 
applicant should be encouraged to incorporate large heating/cooling/ventilation equipment that 
uses technology that reduces noise impacts. 
The proposed buildings should be compatible with existing building in the area based on scale 
and appearance. In addition, the City'S architectural design standards will apply to the proposed 
structure and site; therefore, there are no foreseeable building size impacts. 
The City requires minimum setbacks and screening for parking areas. This requirements will be 
reviewed during the site plan review phase when the applicant submits a building permit 
application. 
The Commission should determine ifthe proposal as proposed, or with conditions satisfies this 
criterion. 
h. Be compatible with the slope of the site and the capacity of the soils and will not be in an area 
of natural hazards unless suitably designed to protect lives and property. 
Not applicable 
.0700194 U0077 Page 5 
) 
i. Not result in the destruction, loss or damage of a historic feature of significance to the 
commun,ity of Rexburg. ''';> NA -( fEiof CE· > ./~.~~,.~£?_~l~~~J~ ___ ...... ___ ._._ .. ___ ._~._ ""-. v ... ,(d-d l S· .-rfrk ~t"Af+- .., j~ Ii f\1./W\t > -
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Staff re~oJJ:ll11en~,s.,t.~_~.!_,t.h.~ .. QQ.m.roiS&iem take public testimony and determine if the proposed 
conditional use permit can be approved, denied, or approved with conditions. Staff has proposed a 
ber of conditions of approval, should the Commission choose to approve with conditions. 
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Proposed Conditions of Approval 
1. Trash receptacles should be fully screened from the public right-of-way and should not be visible 
from adjacent residential property. 
No trash receptacles will be located on the property. We have no city trash services. 
2. There should be no outside storage of material or equipment unless fully screened form public right-
of-way. This screening, if in itself is deemed objectionable by affected property owners, should be 
reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission or designee. 
We do not have any outside storage of material or equipment. 
3. A site plan, elevation plans, and a lighting plan reflecting all conditions of approval and incorporating 
all City standards, e.g. landscaping, parking, design standards, etc. shall be submitted and approved 
by the City prior to the issuance of a building permit. 
The Site plan, elevation plans and lighting plan has been submitted for approval and for building permits. 
4. Commercial lighting standards per the City's development code shall be adhered to. 
The current facility has lights which are attached to the buildings. This was built under permit issued by 
Madison County in 2002. Those units are operated on a 24 hour access basis. If the new units will only be 
allowed to operate from 8am -to- lOpm we will not provide any lighting on the new buildings, except 
recessed door ways. 
5. Large equipment that is to be located on the subject property and is to be used for 
heating/cooling/ventilation of the proposed building(s), or similar uses, shall be located the maximum 
feasible distance from any adjacent residential dwelling unit, and shall incorporate any current 
technology that reduces noise generation. 
There will be no large equipment used for heating/cooling/ventilation. 
6. The final setbacks shall be approved by the planning department during the review of the building 
permit application process. All setback requirements shall be adhered to. 
All Buildings located adjacent to residential property will be located 10 feet away. 
7. Sign permits are not covered by this permit and require a separate submittal for review and approval. 
Any and all signage shall comply with Rexburg'S Sign ordinance, and shall obtain sign permits prior 
to installation. 
8. A decorative masomy wall, at least six (6) feet in height shall be erected along all property lines 
which lie adjacent to a residential zone. This can be modified ifthe adjacent property owners agree 
on an alternative material and then this mutually agreed upon fencing material is proposed and 
annroved by the Planning Commission. 
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So let it be written, so let it be done!! 
9. One parking space for every 200 units and one space per employee are required. Required parking 
shall be provided adjacent to main office. No required space shall be rented for the use for vehicular 
or similar storage. The site plan to be submitted with the building permit application shall be 
reviewed and approved by Madison Fire and Rescue as well as any other applicable 
agency/municipality. 
The facility will have a total of 577 units, and one employee. Therefore, three (3) parking spots will be 
provided. 
10. The site plan shall include a diagram depicting vehicle maneuvering for vehicles the size ofthe City's 
large emergency vehicles. These vehicles should be depicted at comers of proposed buildings. 
The facility was designed and currently is large enough for IS wheeled semi moving vans to maneuver. 
We have met with the fire department and have addressed this issue. We will provide a drawing based 
upon the size of municipal emergency vehicles. 
11. The maximum hours of operation, excluding office hours, is from 8am to 10 pm seven days per week. 
No use of the storage units shall occur during the hours of 1 Opm to 8am, including but not limited to 
loading and unloading of vehicles, arrangement of materials inside or outside of storage units, and 
any other noise generating activities. 
The current facility is open 24 hours a day; this was and always has been the hours of operations before 
annexation into the city. Will this new requirement of operation hours from Sam to lOpm will only effect 
the expansion? If not, will the city be requiring all self storage facilities located in the Rexburg City 
Limits to only be open to the public from Sam to lOpm? 
12. Ten (10) percent of the total parking area must be provided for landscaping and snow removal. The 
applicant will need to landscape all other areas not included as parking or maneuvering area. A 
landscape plan should be submitted with the building permit for review and approval by the planning 
department. 
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A.mericas Family Community 
Project Information 
Permit Type Conditional Use Permit 
Site Address 270 AMERlCAN ST 
Project Description 
Names Associated with this Project 
Type Name 
Pee Information 
Project Valuation 
Conditional Use Permit 
Public Hearing Notice Fee 
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Total Fees Paid 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
250.00 
200.00 
$450.00 
City of Rexburg 
Department of Community Development 
19 E. Main St. / Rexburg, ID. 83440 
Phone (208) 359-3020 / Fax (208) 359-3024 
Permit # 0700325 
Project Name American Self Storage - CUP 
Parcel # RPRXBCAO 176322 
Contact Phone # License # Exp Date 
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Date Issued: 09/04/2007 
Issued By: EMILY A 
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Ame1iclis family Communit)' 
Project Information 
Permit Type Conditional Use Permit 
Site Address 270 AMERICAN ST 
Project Description 
Conditions 
City of Rexburg 
Department of Community Development 
19 E. Main St. / Rexburg, ID. 83440 
Phone (208) 359-3020 / Fax (208) 359-3024 
Permit # 0700325 
Project Name American Self Storage - CUP 
Parcel # RPRXBCA0176322 
1. Trash receptacles should be fully screened from the public right-of-way and should not be visible from adjacent 
residential property. 
2. There should be no outside storage of material or equipment unless fully screened form public right-of-way. This 
screening, if in itself is deemed objectionable by affected property owners, should be reviewed and approved by the 
Planning Commission or designee. 
3. A site plan, elevation plans, and a lighting plan reflecting all conditions of approval and incorporating all City 
standards, e.g. landscaping, parking, design standards, etc. shall be submitted and approved by the City prior to the 
issuance of a building permit. 
4. Commercial lighting standards per the City's development code shall be adhered to. 
5. Large equipment that is to be located on the subject property and is to be used for heating/cooling/ventilation of the 
proposed building(s), or similar uses, shall be located the maximum feasible distance from any adjacent residential 
dwelling unit, and shall incorporate any current technology that reduces noise generation. 
6. The final setbacks shall be approved by the planning department during the review ofthe building permit application 
process. All setback requirements shall be adhered to. 
7. Sign permits are not covered by this permit and require a separate submittal for review and approval. Any and all 
signage shall comply with Rexburg's Sign ordinance, and shall obtain sign permits prior to installation. 
8. A decorative masonry wall, at least six (6) feet in height shall be erected along all property lines which lie adjacent to 
a residential zone. This can be modified if the adjacent property owners agree on an alternative material and then 
this mutually agreed upon fencing material is proposed and approved by the Planning Commission. 
"Print Name 
~i!mature 
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Americas family Community 
Project Information 
Permit Type Conditional Use Permit 
Site Address 270 AMERICAN ST 
Project Description 
Conditions 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
City of Rexburg 
Department of Community Development 
19 E. Main St. I Rexburg, In. 83440 
Phone (208) 359-3020 I Fax (208) 359-3024 
Permit # 0700325 
Project Name American Self Storage - CUP 
Parcel # RPRXBCA0176322 
9. One parking space for every 200 units and one space per employee are required. Required parking shall be provided 
adjacent to main office. No required space shall be rented for the use for vehicular or similar storage. The site plan to 
be submitted with the building permit application shall be reviewed and approved by Madison Fire and Rescue as well 
as any other applicable agency/municipality. 
10. The site plan shall include a diagram depicting vehicle maneuvering for vehicles the size of the City's large 
emergency vehicles. These vehicles should be depicted at comers of proposed buildings. 
11. The maximum hours of operation, excluding office hours, is from 8am to 10 pm seven days per week. No use of the 
storage units shall occur during the hours of 10pm to 8am, including but not limited to loading and unloading of 
vehicles, arrangement of materials inside or outside of storage units, and any other noise generating activities. 
12. Ten (10) percent of the total parking area must be provided for landscaping and snow removal. The applicant will 
need to landscape aU other areas not included as parking or maneuvering area. A landscape plan should be submitted 
with the building permit for review and approval by the planning department. 
13. No variances are addressed or granted with this permit. 
14. Must adhere to Article 6.13B of the Development Code regarding conditional use permits. 
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12 North Center 
Rexburg. ID 83440 
Conditional Use Permit 
www.rexburg.org 
City of Rexburg 
Phone: 208.359.3020 
Fax: 208.359.3022 
C Ji Y () f' 
--... __ .. c~ .. --.. ---_ .... _ 
A~?leril:t:l's Pnrni(v CC,vrif11UfJlfy 
Fee(s) Paid: Yes/No CUP: $250.00 
Publication: $200.00 
Applicant 
Name: Danny & Barbara Miller (dba) American Self Storage Address: 270 American Street 
City: Rexburg State: Idaho Zip: 83440 Phone: 656-9911 
Owner (Complete if owner not applicant) 
Name: ______________ Address: __________________ _ 
City: _____________ State: _____ Zip: ___ Phone: ___________ _ 
Property Covered by Permit: 
Address: 270 American Street Zone: eBC (Section 17) 
Legal Description (Lot, Block, Addition, Division Number) 
Parcell: Beginning at a point that is North 00°11'06" E 433.36 feet along the section line and South 
89°48'54 East 317.92 feet from the Southwest Corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East of the 
Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; and running thence North 00°28'26" West 98.73 feet; thence 
North 89°21'24" East 219.80 feet; thence North 00°28'26" West 124.67 feet to the North line of the South 
Half of the Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (S liz, SW %, SW %); thence along said north line 
North 89° 35'13" East 439.70 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 223.4Tfeet; thence South 89°30'57" West 
659.50 feet to the point of beginning. 
Parcel 2: Beginning at a point that is North 00°11'06" East 539.56 feet along the section line and South 
89°48'54" East 142.21 feet from the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East of 
the .Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; and running thence North 32°08'41" East 29.74 feet; thence 
North 89°21'24" East 378.37 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 25.00 feet; thence South 89°21'24" West 
394.40 feet tb the point of beginning. 
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! { Nature of Request (Briefly explain the proposed use) 
Pursuant to a Pre-Application Conference held on July 19,2007 with Gary Leikness, Planning and Zoning 
Administrator, and John Millar, Public Works Director / City Engineer, American Self Storage seeks a 
Conditional Use Permit in conjunction with a planned expansion of its existing self storage business and 
to erect a sign that can be seen from State Road 33 (Hwy 33). 
In 2001 American Self Storage received a building permit from Madison County in order to build the 
FIRST of FIVE self storage buildings on a 2.98 acre parcel located outside of the City of Rexburg, Idaho. 
In 2002 the FIRST self storage building measuring 30' X 380' was completed. Thereafter, one portion of 
the second self storage building was completed in 2003. Therefore, as of 2003 the use of the property as a 
self storage facility was AN APPROVED USE under the "COMMERCIAL" zoning for then, Madison 
County. 
On or about June 19th , 2003 American Self Storage was annexed into the City of Rexburg, Idaho. The new 
zoning under the city of Rexburg was called "Highway Business District" (HBD). At the time of 
annexation approximately .22 acres of land measuring approximately 25 feet wide and 386 feet long 
belonging to American Self Storage was renamed American Street. In 2004 and after annexation was 
complete, work continued on the second building. The completed SECOND building also measured 30' X 
380'. Therefore, as of 2004, after annexation into the City of Rexburg, use of the property as a self storage 
facility was AN APPROVED USE under the then zoned "HIGHWAY BUSINESS DISTRICT" (HBD). 
After the completion of the SECOND American Self Storage building the zoning of the area (which 
includes all five businesses on American Street: Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, Leishman Electric, US 
Welding, Baked Goods Delivery Service and American Self Storage) was changed from "Highway 
Business District" to the current zoning of "CQMMUNITY BUSINESS CENTER". The city of Rexburg 
Development Code creating the Community Business Center zone was adopted February 16, 2005 and 
amended June 21, 2005. 
City of Rexburg Development Code Section 3.17 E. identifies "Household Goods Warehousing and 
Storage" (6379) as a use "permitted in the CBC zone only after a Conditional Use Permit has been issued, 
and subject to the terms and conditions thereof" 
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Respectfully, American Self Storage requests the City of Rexburg Planning and Zoning Commissioners to 
is'sue a Conditional Use Permit so that we may improve the remainder of our property by adding 
additional storage facilities to the ALREADY EXISTING storage facilities. Thereby, creating a fully 
improved property with pavement, fencing, etc. for the benefit of all, as opposed to the eyesore of bare 
land, gravel, dirt and weeds that currently exist. 
Existing use of property: 
Self Storage Facility 
Will this have an impact on schools: No 
Requirements for Granting Conditional Use Permit 
The following information will assist the Commission and/or City Council to determine if your proposal will meet 
the requirements under the zoning ordinance. 
1. What is the estimated water usage per month? Are the existing mains adequate to provide fire protection? 
Currently NO water is provided to the property. As part of the expansion, Applicant PROPOSES to 
supply water to the property and estimated water usage to serve one bathroom USED BY EMPLOYEES 
ONLY is anticipated to be minimal. The estimated water use for any potential landscaping would be 
seasonal. As a part of the PROPOSED expansion, American Self Storage requests that the Rexburg City 
Fire Department make recommendations for the number of fire hydrants needed on the property and their 
placement locations on the property. The site has been engineered to incorporate the maneuvering of 
large commercial moving vans. Therefore we anticipate the ease of access for a fire truck if the need were 
ever to arise. American Self Storage is located adjacent to the City of Rexburg water tank. We believe that 
the mains will provide enough volume and pressure to supply the water to the fire hydrants. NO city water 
services have been provided to the five businesses along American Street, notwithstanding their 
annexation for taxation and revenue purposes. 
2. What is the estimated sewer usage per month? Will pretreatment be necessary? 
Currently there is NO sewer line running to the property, nor any septic system. As part of the expansion, 
Applicant PROPOSES to provide such service to the property. Estimated sewer usage to serve the one 
toilet would be minimal. Pretreatment would not be necessary. NO city sewer services are provided for the 
five businesses along American Street, notwithstanding their annexation for revenue and taxation 
purposes. 
3. What is the estimated daily traffic to be generated? Will the traffic be primarily private vehicles or 
commercial trucks? 
Currently we experience approximately an average of 14 cars each day coming into or out of the storage 
unit facility. With the planned expansion we expect that number to grow to 36 cars a day on a 24 hour 
basis. Primarily the vehicles that are utilized at the facility are private vehicles used to transport customer's 
household possessions. However several times a year large commercial moving vans arrive at the facility 
to store or pickup house hold goods, necessitated by the relocation of people to our area. The site has 
been engineered to incorporate the maneuvering of large commercial moving vans, for this purpose. 
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4. If commercial, industrial, or a home occupation, what will be the hours of operation? 
The use of the property is commercial. The office hours are currently 10:00am to 6:00pm Tuesday thm 
Saturday. However, the facility is accessible 24 hours a day for the use of customers. As part ofthe 
PROPOSED expansion, access to the units would be controlled via coded security gate. 
5. Will storm water drainage be retained on site? Is an existing storm drain available? Is it at capacity? If so, 
will new facilities be constructed? 
The site has been engineered to retain and control all rain water and melting snow. All water falling onto 
the facility is channeled via grade breaks into underground infiltration systems. Currently there exist four 
such systems. The new expansion would increase the total number to fourteen. Further, there would be 
two snow storage areas to allow snow to be pushed into a concaved and landscaped area with southern 
exposure to facilitate the rapid melting of snow and the subsequent retaining of runoff. The total 
landscaped area for snow storage would be 3,850 sq. ft. 
6. If proposed use is residential, describe number and type of dwelling units. Will this be student housing: 
multi-family for young families, singles and couples, or elderly? 
Not Applicable 
7. What provision has been made for fire protection? Where is the neatest fIre hydrant? Is any point of the 
building further than 150 feet from access suffIcient in width for fIre fIghting equipment? 
As previously stated, as part of the PROPOSED expansion, American Self Storage requests that the 
Rexburg City Fire Department make recommendations for the number of fire hydrants needed on the 
property and their placement locations on the property. Also, the site has been engineered to incorporate 
the maneuvering of large commercial moving vans. Therefore we anticipate the ease of access for a fire 
truck if the need were ever to arise. American Self Storage is located adjacent to the City of Rexburg water 
;ank. American Self Storage believes that the new fire hydrants line can be brought from the city water 
tank facility to supply adequate fire protection to the self storage facility and also benefit the other four 
businesses (Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, Leishman Electric, US Welding, Baked Goods Delivery 
Service). 
8. How much parking is being provided on-site? Do the aisle widths and access points comply with the 
ordinance requirements? Has landscaping been provided in accordance with the ordinance? 
Pursuant to the City of Rexburg Development Code section 5.8 requires 3 parking spaces per 1,000 sq. ft. 
The PROPOSED office space is 25' X 30' or 750 sq. ft. total space. Therefore the code for Business 
Services requires 2.25 spaces. We have exceeded this requirement by providing 4 total spaces (3 normal 
spaces and one handicapped space under the ADA.) Pursuant to section 5.5 (1.) each parking space would 
be 9 feet in width and 18 feet in length. Furthermore, the site has room for 146 parking spaces for loading 
and unloading of household goods. 
Pursuant to the City of Rexburg Development Code section 5.5 (2.) all aisles designed for two-way 
circulation need to be at least twenty-two (22) feet in width and all aisles designed for one-way circulation 
shall be at least 18 feet wide. Applicant's PROPOSED aisles would meet or exceed these requirements. 
BUIldings four and five to the North of the facility encompass an area which measures 90' X 440' (apx.) or 
39,600 sq. feet. Building three to the West of the facility encompasses an area which measures 98' X 215' 
(apx.) or 21,070 sq. feet. Together the total area to be expanded is approximately 60,670 sq. feet. The 
landscaped snow storage area encompasses 3,850 sq. feet. Additionally, the perimeter landscaping 
:ncompasses 11,389 sq. feet. Therefore the total landscaped area for the PROPOSED expansion would be 
... 5,239 sq. ft or 25.11 %, far exceeding the 10% landscaping required. 
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9. Where will solid waste.generated be stored? Is access adequate for the City collection? 
American Self Storage currently contracts with PSI for solid waste disposal for the office. American Self 
Storage's solid waste container is also utilized by Rexburg Plumbing and Heating. The City does not 
provide any solid waste collection services for the five business that have been annexed into the city along 
American Street. 
10. What is the type of noise that will be generated by the use? What are the hours of noise generation? 
Normal traffic noise associated with the current 14 cars a day and, the estimated 36 cars a day, to frequent 
the expanded facility. 
11. What type of equipment will be used in the conduct of the business? 
Normal office equipment (i.e. computer, fax, copy machine, phone), snow removal equipment, Golf Cart. 
12. What are the surrounding land uses? Has buffering been provided as required by the ordinance? 
Under the current zoning the land to the West is "Community Business Center". The businesses in this 
area are Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, Leishman Electric, US Welding, Baked Goods Delivery Service. 
The adjacent land to the South is also "Community Business Center" and the lessee of the land owned by 
Rexburg Plumbing and Heating is Last Roundup Antiques and the City of Rexburg Water Tank Facility. 
Approximately 340 ft. of the land on applicant's Northern border is zoned "Community Business Center" 
and approximately 100 ft of the land on Applicant's Northern border is zoned "Medium Density 
Residential". Applicant requests that the Conditional Use Permit allow an exception to the 10 foot buffer 
requirement along this small portion so as not to require the uneven staggering of PROPOSED Building 
Five and resulting one way aisle created by the additional 5 foot inset on that approximate 100 feet. 
Alternatively, Building Five would be staggered to have the required portion of it located 10 ft. from the 
property line. 
The land to the East is also zoned "Medium Density Residential" and the current Buildings One and Two 
have a 30ft. buffer zone. 
PLEASE NOTE that all of the land adjacent to American Self Storage in all directions under the City's 
Comprehensive Plan is identified as "Community Business Center". 
13. Are any air quality permits required? Is dirt or other dust creating materials moved by open trucks or box 
cars? 
Not Applicable 
14. Will the parking lots or other outdoor areas have lighting? 
Currently the North side of the first building and the second building has four (4) outdoor lights. The 
lights are illuminated at dusk and goes off at sunrise. Building four will not have any exterior lights as it 
will be illuminated by lights on the second and fifth building. Building five will have exterior lights on the 
South side, interior to the project. Building three will have exterior lights on the North side which will 
illuminate the parking area. 
15. Are passenger loading zones for such uses as daycare centers and schools provided? How is busing routed? 
For commercial uses, where are the loading docks? Is there sufficient space for truck parking? 
As noted above, we have parking for 146 cars for the loading and unloading of household goods. The site 
ilas been engineered to incorporate the maneuvering of large commercial moving vans. 
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16. If a commercial, multi-family, or public assembly use, where is the nearest collector street? Arterial street? 
State Road 33 (Hwy 33) 33 lies 167 ft to the west of proposed building three, at the beginning of American 
Street.. 
17. What, if any, signage is anticipated in connection with the proposed usage? 
Pursuant to City Ordinance No. 908, Section III (2.) states that the maximum height of any free standing 
sign shall be twenty-four (24) feet from ground level to the top of the sign. Currently, Applicant's neighbor 
is allowing Applicant to have a small sign on State Road 33. However, this may change at any time. 
Applicant'S property is NOT visible from Sate Road 33. Applicant's PROPOSED Building Three will be 
8'6" and will sit over 200 ft from State Road 33 (Hwy 33). The building will be eclipsed by the Rexburg 
Plumbing and Heating building which is 24 ft high. Therefore, Applicant requests a conditional use 
permit be granted to Applicant to erect a free standing sign 40 ft high and 200 sq. ft. in size. 
The Commission or Council may address other points than those discussed above, but a narrative addressing at 
least those applicable points will assist in processing your application. A PLOT PLAN MUST BE ATTACHED IN 
ORDER TO PROCESS THIS APPLICATION. Included on the plot plan setbacks, parking, etc. 
Formal notice will be sent to applicant after approval of a Conditional Use Permit. Notice will state the conditions 
of the permit. If conditions are violated or not met there will be 90 day period to cure the problem. Failure to 
comply with the terms may result in revocation of the Conditional Use Permit. 
Danny K. Miller Date 
Conditional Use Permit Procedures 
The City of Rexburg Zoning Ordinance designates certain land uses in each Zoning District which are allowed. 
These are listed in the Zoning Ordinance for each zone. The Planning & Zoning Department should be consulted 
if you have questions about whether your proposal will need a Conditional Use Permit. 
If a c.u.P. is needed, you will need to get an application from the Planning & Zoning Department and fill it out for 
a c.u.P. You will then need to return the application and request to be placed on the Planning & Zoning 
Commission agenda at least 18 days prior to the meeting. Application and public hearing fees are required to be 
paid up front. Prior to granting a conditional use, at least one Public Hearing shall be held to give persons an 
opportunity to be heard. The Planning & Zoning Meetings are held on the 1 st and 3 rd Thursday of every month at 
7:00 pm. 
The Secretary of Planning & Zoning will put the notice for the hearing in the paper 15 days prior to each hearing, 
mail a copy to all the property owners within 300 feet and post a notice on the property. After the Planning & 
Zoning Commission holds their hearing they will make a recommendation to the City Council. The City Council 
will take the Planning & Zoning Commission recommendation into consideration. If a hearing is required before 
':he City Council they will then take into consideration oral and written testimony as well as the recommendation 
from the Planning & Zoning Commission. A decision will be made by the City Council within the time frame 
allowed bv Section 67-6511 Tr1<'1hn Code, 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that a Public Hearing will be held before the Planning & Zoning 
Commission of the City ofRexbmg, Idaho, Thursday, August 16,2007, at 7:05 p.m., in the City 
Council Chambers of the City Building at 12 North Center, Rexburg, Idaho, regarding a Conditional 
Use Permit (07 00325) for additional storage facilities. The property is located at 270 American 
Street, Rexburg, Idaho. The property is currently zoned Community Business Center (CBC). 
The city code governing this request is ORDINANCE No. 926 
'~DEVEWPMENT CODE OF THE CITY OF REXBURG, IDAHO" 
(ADOPTED FEBRUARY 16th, 2005) and Amended 7/06/2005; 5/07/2007; 7/03/2007 
The storage units will be located at 270 American Street in Rexburg, Madison County, Idaho, and 
more particularly described as follows: 
Parcell: Beginning at a point that is North 00°11 '06" East 433.36 feet along the section line and 
South 89°48'54" East 317.92 feet from the Southwest Corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, 
Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; and running thence North 00°28'26" 
West 98.73 feet; thence North 89°21'24" East 219.80 feet; thence North 00°28'26" West 124.67 feet 
to the North line of the South Half of the Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (S Vz, SW 1/4 , 
SW 1;4); thence along said north line North 89°35'13" East 439.70 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 
223.47 feet; thence South 89°30'57West 659.50 feet to the point of beginning. 
Parce12: Beginning at a point that is North 00°11 '06" East 539.56 feet along the section line and 
South 89°48'54" East 142.21 feet from the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, 
Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; and running thence North 32°08'41" 
East 29.74 feet; thence North 89°21 '24" East 378.37 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 25.00 feet; 
thence South 89°21'24" West 394.40 feet to the point of beginning. 
At such hearing the Planning & Zoning Commission will hear all persons and all objections and 
recommendations relative to such proposed permit. The City Clerk will also accept written 
comments at City Hall prior to 4:00 p.m. on August 15th, 2007. 
This notice is given pursuant to the provisions of Section 67-6509 and 67-6511 Idaho Code, and all 
amendments thereof 
CITY OF REXBURG 
B~hu.'~ Q 1< 01 
Blair D. Kay, City Clerk ) 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that a Public Hearing will be held before the Planning & Zoning 
Commission of the City of Rexburg, Idaho, Thursday, February ih, 2008 at 7:05 p.m., in the City 
Council Chatnbers of the City Building at 12 North Cente:r, Rexburg, Idaho, regarding a zone 
change from Medium Density Residential One (MDR1) to Community Business Center (CBC). 
The city code governing this request is ORDINANCE No. 926 
"DEVELOPMENT CODE OF THE CITY OF REXBURG, IDAHO" 
(ADOPTED FEBRUARY 16th, 2005) and Amended 7/06/2005; 5/07/2007; 7/03/2007 
The said parcel is located at 814 N. Yellowstone Hwy in Rexburg, Madison County~ Idaho, and 
more particularly described as follows: 
Part oEthe South Half of the Southwest Quarter (S Vz SW %) of Section 17, Township 6 North, 
Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho described as follows: 
Beginning at a point that is N.00ol1'06"E. 1159.37 feet along the section line and N.89°35'15"E. 
420.47 feet from the Southwest comer of said Section 17 and running thence N.89° 35'15"E. 432.74 
feet thence S. OOoOS'OS"E. 495.01 feet to the South 1/64th line of said Section 17; thence 
-S.S9°35'15"W.664.00 feetalong said South 1/64th line to a point qn a curve on: the easterly right~of­
way line of U.S. High~ay No. 191; thence along said easterly .right-of~way line the· following two (2)' 
courses: (1) 432.89 feet along said curve to the right, Curve Data: Delta = 13°24'25". Radius = 
1850.00 feet, Chord bearing= N.23°25'48"E. 431.90 feet; thence (2) N.30010'04''E. 116.11 feet to 
the point of beginning. Parcel contains 6.383 acres. 
At such hearing the Planning & Zoning Commission will hear all persons and all objections and 
recorumen:dations relative to such proposed permit The City Oe.rk will also accept written 
comments at City Hall prior to 4:00 p.m. on February 06th, 2008. 
This notice is given pursuant to the provisions of Section 67-6509 and 67-6511 Idaho Code, and all 
amendments thereof 
DATED this 7th day of January, 2008. 
Published: January 19th, 2008 
February 02nd, 2008 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
TO AMEND THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN MAP 
FOR THE CITY OF REXBURG 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a Public Hearing will be held the 17th of March, 2010, 
at 7:30 p.m. at City Hall, 35 North 1 st East, Rexburg, Idaho, before City Council of the City of Rexburg, 
Madison County, Idaho, to consider amending the current Comprehensive Plan Map. The proposed 
changes to the Comprehensive Plan Map are as noted below with the associated legal descriptions. 
2010 Proposed Land Use Changes for Areas #1 thru 6: 
Area 1 (bordered by South 1 st East, East 1 st South, SQuth 2nd East, and East 2 nd South) - #09 00468 City of 
Rexburg as designated by the following legal description: 
Block 50 of the Original Rexburg Townsite and Block 1 of the Parker Addition to Rexburg, Madison 
County, Idaho 
The land use designation proposal is to change from Low Density Residential (LDR) to Neighborhood 
Commercial/Mixed Use (NC/MU). 
On February 04, 2010 Planning and Zoning recommended approval of the "Land Use Designation" 
from Low Density Residential (LDR) to Neighborhood Commercial/Mixed Use (NC/MU). 
Area 2 (approximately South 2nd East and East Main) - #09 00469 T arghee Professional Offices, LLC as 
designated by the following legal description: 
The West half of Block 1, the Rigby Addition, City of Rexburg, Madison County, Idaho 
The land use designation proposal is to change from Low Density Residential (LDR) to Neighborhood 
Commercial/Mixed Use (NC/MD). 
On February 04, 2010 Planning and Zoning recommended approval of the "Land Use Designation" 
from Low Density Residential (LDR) to Neighborhood Commercial/Mixed Use (NC/MU). 
Area 3 (approximately 301 South 12th West) - #0900470 - Jon Gregory as designated by the following 
legal description: 
That portion of the South Half of the South Half northwest Quarter of Section 25, Township 6 North, 
Range 39 East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho, lying west of U.S. Hwy. 20. 
The land use designation proposal is to change from Low Density Residential (LDR) to Medium Density 
Residential (MDR). 
On February 04, 2010 Planning and Zoning recommended approval of the "Land Use Designation" 
from Low Density Residential (LDR) to Medium Densitv Residential (MDR). 
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Planning &. Zoning Minutes 
12 North Center 
Rexburg, 10 83440 www.rexburg.org 
Commissioners Attending: 
August 16, 2007 
Phone: 208.359.3020 
Fax: 208.359.3022 
City Staff and Others: 
Winston Dyer - Chainnan 
David Stein Charles Andersen 
Ted Hill Dan Hanna 
IVfike Ricks Thaine Robinson 
Rex Erickson - City Council Liaison 
Gary Leikness - Planning Administrator 
Stephen Zollinger - City Attorney 
JaNell Hansen - Secretary 
Josh Gamer 
Chairman Dyer opened the meeting at 7:01 pm. 
Roll Call of Planning and Zoning Commissioners 
Ted Hill, David Stein, Charles Anderson, Thaine Robinson, Winston Dyer, Dan Hanna,josh Garner, Mike Ricks 
Minutes: 
A. Planning and Zoning meeting - August 2, 2007 
Thaine Robinson motioned to approve the Planning & Zoning minutes for August 2, 2007. David Stein 
seconded the motion. 
Dan Hanna, Josh Garner, Winston Dyer and Charles Andersen abstained for having not been present. 
N one opposed. Motion carried. 
Public Hearings: 
7:05 pm - Conditional Use Permit - 270 American Street -American Self Storage Expansion 
Danny Miller presented his application for a Conditional Use Permit for expansion of American Self Storage. The 
first buildings were built before the area was annexed into the City. It was zoned commercial in the County, and 
the-n Highway Business District when it was annexed. It is now zoned Community Business Center. He presented 
the site plan for the proposal. He said there is a need for additional storage facilities in Rexburg. 
Chairman Dyer commented tha,t he was pleased with this application. It is a model application. He asked for 
clarification on the zoning on the property to the north. Danny I'viiller said the zoning on the property to the north 
is split as Commercial and Residential. The setbacks from the commercial zone for out buildings would be 5 feet. 
The setbacks from the residential zone for our buildings would be 10 feet. We could move the entire building 
south five (5) feet, but this will turn the traffic lane into a one-way street. 
Chairman Dyer asked how they are planning to buffer their development from the neighboring residential 
property. Danny Miller said they would be putting up some type of fence. 00063 
Chairman Dyer asked what their plan was for lighting their property. Dannv Miller said the lighting on the existing 
building is attached to the buildings so it lights the corridors. The proposed buildings will have lights in the 
doorways. Chairman Dyer asked ifhe will be willing to use cut-off fixtures. Danny Miller said he would be willing 
to do that. 
Chairman Dyer asked about signage. Gary Leikness said commission can dictate signage location. The applicant 
would like a street sign which says 'American Street", which he believes is a private street. 
Chairman Dyer asked if the street privately held by applicant. Danny Miller said it is listed on his deed. 
Charles Andersen asked if they are planning to put in a septic, since there is no sewer connection. Danny Miller 
said the plan is to put in a holding tank until there is sewer in the area. The road would have to be bored under, 
which the cost is $40,000 for one toilet and one sink. He didn't feel it was worth it. 
Gary Leikness said the hearing was not advertised as a variance of sign height or setbacks. The conditional use 
permit is the only item that can be decided tonight. 
Chairman Dyer opened the public input portion. 
In favor: 
tvIichael Williams, 4648 Cedar Butte Circle. I am an interested citizen, and a personal acquaintance of the applicant. 
He would like the Commission to be aware that the applicants have done a fantastic job of making their business 
look nice. They have done more than what has been required. They improved the whole area. They are very 
thorough. This will be a great asset. It is consistent with what was originally planned for the site. This will make it 
a little nicer for everyone around there. 
Dave Waters, representing Blue Ox Development, the property to the North. We support this conditional use 
permit. We are in agreement with the applicant regarding the setback requirement and the sewer line. As a 
development company, we can afford the street boring better than the applicants can at this point. 
Neutral: None 
Opposed: None 
Written Input: None 
Chairman Dyer closed the public input portion. 
Gaw Leikness presented the staff report. 
Thaine Robinson said this is possibly the best land use for this property, since it is so far off the street and is not 
visible from the highway. He would be in favor of the proposal. Charles Andersen agreed. 
Chairman Dyer noted that the applicant came forward with an approved master plan under the rules and 
regulations at the time, and all was in order. He also has real issues with sign proposal. He doesn't feel we can 
justify any request for a higher sign, but this issue can be addressed at a later date. 
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David Stein motioned to approve the Conditional Use Permit at 270 American Street for the American Self 
Storage expansion with the conditions listed in the staff report (see below), and the conditions listed in the zoning 
ordinance under conditional uses. Dan Hanna seconded the motion. 
David Stein amended the motion to mention that no variances were addressed at this time. Dan Hanna 
seconded. 
None opposed. Motion carried. 
Proposed Conditions of ApprovaJ 
1. Trash receptacles should be fully screened from the public tight-of-way and should not be visible ftom adjacent 
residential property. 
2. There should be no outside storage of material or equipment unless fully screened fonn public right-of-way. This 
screening, if in itself is deemed objectionable by affected property owners, should be reviewed and approved by the 
Planning Commission or designee. 
3. "-1 site plan, elevation plans, and a lighting plan reflecting all conditions of approval and incorporating all City standards, 
e.g. landscaping, parking, design standards, etc. shall be submitted and approved by the City prior to the issuance of a 
building pennit. 
4. Commercial lighting standards per the City's development code shall be adhered to. 
5. Large equipment that is to be located on the subject property and is to be used for heating/cooling/ventilation of the 
proposed building(s), or similar uses, shall be located the maximum feasible distance from any adjacent residential 
dwelling unit, and shall incorporate any current technology that reduces noise generation. 
6. The fmal setbacks shall be approved by the planning department during the review of the building pennit application 
process. All setback requirements shall be adhered to. 
7. Sign pelroits are not covered by this permit and require a separate submittal for review and approval. ,-\.ny and all signage 
shall comply with Rexburg's Sign ordinance, and shall obtain sign permits prior to installation. 
8: }1. decorative masonry wall, at least six (6) feet in height shall be erected along all property lines which lie adjacent to a 
residential zone. This can be modified if the adjacent property owners agree on an alternative material and then this 
mutually agreed upon fencing material is proposed and approved by the Planning Commission. 
9. One parking space for every 200 units and one space per employee are required. Required parking shall be provided 
adjacent to mai1l office. No required space shall be rented for the use for vehicular or similar storage. The site plan to be 
submitted with the building permit application shall be reviewed and approved by Madison Fire and Rescue as well as any 
other applicable agency/municipality. 
10. The site plan shall include a diagram depicting vehicle maneuvering for vehicles the size of the City's large emergency 
vehicles. These vehicles should be depicted ~t corners of proposed buildings. 
11. The maximum hours of operation, excluding office hours, is from 8am to 10 pm seven days per week. No use of the 
storage units shall occur during the hours of 10pm to Sam, including but not limited to loading and unloading of vehicles, 
arrangement of materials inside or outside of storage units, and any other noise generating activities. 
12. Ten (10) percent of the total parking area must be provided for landscaping and snow removal. The applicant will need 
to landscape all other areas not included as parking or maneuvering area. ,-\. landscape plan should be submitted with the 
building pelroit for review and approval by the planning department. 
7:30 pm - Conditional Use Permit - South 2nd East - Cell Tower (Teton Communications) CANCELLEI) 
Gary Leikness said it was discovered that the legal description was not correct in the public notice. A revised legal 
desctiption has been requested from the applicant, and we willteschedule this for the next meeting. 
Dan Hanna motioned to table the Conditional Use Permit for a cell tower until the Septembet 6,2007 meeting 
with a request that staff re-notify the sunounding property o,vners with mailings. Charles Anderson seconded the 
lTIotion. 
N one opposed. Motion carried. AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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Unfinished/Old Business: 
New Business: 
1. Preliminary Plat - Henry's Fork Plaza revised plat 
Kurt Roland, Schiess & Associates, 310 N 2nd E Ste 125. He presented the preliminary plat. They are proposing 18 
new lots in the Henry's Fork Plaza subdivision. He said Yellowstone Highway and the guard rail can be repaired. 
We did not extend roads to the east property line during phase 1, because the Steiners didn't want to do this during 
phase one. If this is a requiremen t of this phase, then it will be taken care of. 
David Stein asked what has changed from this plat from the last plat. Kurt Roland said they decided they don't 
want to put a big box store there. They want to stay uniform with what is there now. 
Thaine Robinson asked about the distance from the backs of the buildings and the width of the streets and 
landscaped area. Kurt Roland said 10% will be landscaped. There will be 26 feet between the parking stalls. 
Thaine Robinson said it looks crowded. Staggering the buildings would look better. 
Chairman Dyer asked how we address the relationship of buildings to each other, since the building permits will 
come in one at a time. Gary Leikness said each lot is required to have a 20 foot front yard setback. This creates a 
problem for this proposal. 
The Commissioners talked about the roads in the proposal. 
Gary Leikness said the setbacks need to be addressed tonight. 
Chairman Dyer asked if the existing, privately owned property lines had been adjusted. Kurt Roland said some 
had been. Chairman Dyer said this is not a revised plat, it is an amended plat. Once property in the subdivision 
has been sold, the owners either become signers to the plat, or it becomes an amended plat. 
Gary Leikness said the CC&Rs give the developers permission to revise the plat rather than amend it. 
Stephen Zollinger said you can't circumvent the platting requirements through CC&Rs. If they have changed 
existing property lines, the amended plat has to bare the signatures of all the modified parcel owners. They can 
require the property owners in advance to agree to sign an amended plat, but the city has to see signature of every 
affected parcel owner. 
Chairman Dyer asked if the Commission can take action on this plat. Stephen Zollinger said since this is a 
preliminary plat, we can just make it a condition that all affected parcels have to be signers of the plat. 
The Commissioners discussed the plat, and the interconnectivity of the traffic ways with surrounding developments. 
Charles Andersen said he would like to see the CC&R's. 
\. Gary Leikness said this plat is very much related to the site plan, since we are approving lots that are essentially land 
locked. He feels the applicant can work with him and hammer out all the issues. 
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David Stein motioned to table the preliminary plat for the Henry's Fork Plaza revised plat, pending further input 
from the applicant and staff. Josh Garner seconded the motion. 
None opposed. Motion carried. 
2. Final Plat - Stonebridge, Division 2 
Chairman Dyer declared a direct conflict of interest and excused himself from the table. 
Thaine Robinson was selected to act as chair for this issue. 
Winston Dyer, The Dyer Group, 310 N 2nd E. He presented the plat. This subdivision was first master planned 7 
years ago. Because of some questions and concerns about utility service and possible accommodation of 
recreational facilities along the river, the owner deferred from developing the southern pieces of property and 
concentrated on the northern pieces. He pointed the property out on the map. All the northern phases of the 
subdivision have been constructed. This is a proposal for the southwest quadrant. This is the same proposal as 
what was approved by the Planning & Zoning Commission in September 2003. The proposal stalled at the City 
Council level in final plat approval because of the recreational issues. The piece ofland is about 13 acres, and 
would comprise 31 lots and a public reserve area. It is single family residential zoned LDR2 and will be built to all 
city standards. This phase will generate about 32 cars in the peak hour and about a 40 pupil increase in the school 
system. He pointed out the master plan for utilities. 
Jerry Hastings, 611 Summerwood Dr. He represented BC Stonebridge, who is the developer of the property. He 
discussed the history of the project. They have been asked to come back through the final platting process based 
on some issues with river access, etc. The master plan was approved long before Madison trails was ever heard of. 
At that time, there were provisions made on the south side of the river for a trail system. There was not any 
discussion at the master planning stage about a trail system along the north side. When phase 2 originally came to 
the Planning Committee, there were some concerns about the possibility of the need or desire to take the trail 
system to the north side of the river. As we presented the final plat, it was asked that we, as the developers, meet 
with Madison County, who was at that time developing the trails plan, and see if something could be worked out. 
This property was bought with the anticipation that the river frontage would make signature lots in the subdivision. 
In the process of the meetings with the county, we had a proposal that would allow the trail to come to the north 
side of the river, up the street, and then back down into the river. There was concern that this is not what the city 
wanted. The plat was sent on to City CounciL In the City Council meeting, it was determined that we submit our 
ideas, and the city would submit their ideas. Phase 2 was put on hold to allow the city to come up with a plan that 
we could work with. BC Stonebridge wrote two (2) official letters and sent numerous emails to the City Engineer 
and the Mayor's office. There was a meeting with the Mayor, and we were promised some feedback as to what the 
city was asking. In a three (3) year time period, we have not had one comment from the City or the Mayor. Now as 
the project has moved to this stage, we have been asked to come back to the Planning Commission. In the middle 
of development of phase 1, impact fees were enacted. In the meeting, the City Engineer was asked to get 
something to us by March 2004. We have been open to various things along there. We understand now that the 
trail proposals are to be treated like a street, and we are to give the city the property to go through our signature 
lots. BC Stonebridge feels like they are being held up for something that they had in good faith tried to help 
negotiate with the city. \V'e as developers are willing to work out a plan with the city, but we feel very strongly that 
free land is not part of this program. We will work to do something satisfactory to give access down along the river. 
Whatever the proposal is, we would like to see what the maintenance plans are, and what type of safety provisions 
would be made. BC Stonebridge has not been holding up the project. \V'e have made effort to resolve the issues 
with no response from the city. 
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David Stein asked when master plan was set forth. Winston Dyer said the master plan was set forth in 200l. 
Phase 1 was platted simultaneously with the master plan. 
Dan Hanna said more than 20 yrs ago there was discussion about development on the north side for bike/horse 
trails. The intent has always been that the river be preserved for public access. 
Ted Hill said 5 or 6 yrs ago the city made a grant application for the gravel pit on the east side of this property to 
be developed into a recreational area. At that time, the walk path was proposed on the south side of the river. 
Gary Leikness said the subdivision ordinance requires pedestrian connectivity to neighboring commercial 
developments. This would be a great opportunity for pedestrian connectivity to the 2nd East corridor. Most cities 
recognize the value of river frontage and trails systems. This is an urban river, where we are trying to get people to 
go out and recreate. One way is to create loops on the river systems. The applicant has obviously said they want to 
work with the city on such a system. Although this was originally phase 2, with the practicality of getting a sewer 
system in and paying for it, it was in the developer's best interest to develop the northern phases Brst. The city and 
the developer both share in delay of this development to some degree. I would request that the Commission 
require the trail system through there, and explore the possibility of waiving the park impact fees there. However, 
the developer would add value to the project if the subdivision as whole had access to a well defined city trails 
system. If they close this off, these lots get a view of a dry river bed in the summer, but it is only for those lots. A 
public easement to a trails system would add tremendous value to the subdivision. Property values in Rexburg have 
increased in the last three years, so this could offset the cost of the trails system. I would recommend that the trail 
system continue to go through, that we work with them on the impact fees, and that the development has a public 
access easement. 
Josh Garner asked if there is an existing trail in the area right now. The Commissioners discussed the issue. 
Jerry Hastings said the only reason phase 2 was not put in was because there was no response from the city. We 
have asked the city for assurances and we have been stonewalled. Costs have gone up. It's time to get this resolved 
and move forward. \Ve don't want to take another 6 months to get this approved. Time is money. 
David Stein asked if the property is in the urban renewal district. Stephen Zollinger said it's too far east. 
Ted Hill asked how the issue of getting the land for the trails system gets resolved if we move forward on this plat. 
This Commission is not in a position to give this land away. That can't be part of this proposal. Chairman 
Robinson said we are just a recommending body, who will recommend approval or denial of the plat to City 
Council. 
David Stein the issue has to be worked out between the city and developer. We can't resolve it here. 
The Commission discussed the issue. 
Charles Andersen motioned to recommend to City Council to approve the final plat for Stone bridge, Division 2. 
Ted Hill seconded the motion. 
David Stein said our Comprehensive Plan calls for trails systems along the river. We should make a motion that 
the City and developer work it ont, but that we want the trail along the river. Josh Garner agreed. 
Charles Andersen said he agrees, but if the city wants the trail, they need to move on it and get it. 
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Those in favor: 
Mike Ricks 
Dan Hanna 
Josh Garner 
Ted Hill 
Thaine Robinson 
Charles Andersen 
Motion carried. 
Chairman Robinson called a 5 minute break. 
Winston Dyer was restored as chair. 
Compliance: None 
Those opposed: 
David Stein 
Non controversial Items Added to the Agenda: None 
Tabled requests: 
1. Temporal)' Sign Ordinance Deliberation 
David Stein motioned to pick the temporary sign ordinance issue up off the table. Dan Hanna seconded the 
motion. 
None opposed. Motion carried. 
Chairman Dyer said we had a work session on the sign ordinance on August 9. We went through the input we 
received from the public and the business community, and the issues the commissioners had from going through 
the ordinance. We wanted to identify the issues we would revise in the ordinance. The list they created is in the 
Commissioner's notebooks. He asked if anyone would like to change the list. 
David Stein said he agrees with items on list. He asked if we have any sense of how many businesses are at their 
maximum allowed personal signage. Stephen Zollinger said he guesses that most of the businesses along Main 
Street are at their maximum. 
The Commission discussed the temporary sign issue. 
Chairman Dyer said the Commission could work at a subsequent meeting to come up with a good statement of 
intent for the ordinance. Or, we could give it to Gal)' to work on it and make a recommendation to us. Gary 
Leikness said if the Commission nails down the intent for signs in residential and commercial areas, he can run with 
it to make subsequent recommendations. 
Chairman Dyer said he feels it is appropriate that we work on the intent of the sign ordinance, maybe focusing by 
seneral zone types. If we are going to do this, we need to get it done and get it off our table. 
rhe Commission decided to put the statement of overall intent for the sign ordinance on the next agenda. Once 
they create this statement, they will turn the remainder of list of issues over to Gary Leikness. 
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2. Conditional Use Permit - 366 W yd S & 276 Steiner - Dormitory Housing (Thornburg) 
Thaine Robinson motioned to pick up the conditional use permit at 366 West 3ed South & 276 Steiner up off the 
table. Ted Hill seconded the motion. 
N one opposed. Motion carried. 
Chairman Dyer reminded the Commission that those commissioners that did not participate in the hearing at the 
last meeting are not eligible to vote on the final motion. 
Gary Leikness presented the revised site plan for the proposal. He showed how the applicant had addressed the 
issues in the staff report. He pointed out that there is a concrete pad along Steiner Avenue that is likely to be used 
for parking, but the public understood that there would be no access onto this street. He said they have done a 
great job at landscaping the parking area. He recommended that some of the trees be moved for sight distance 
purposes. 
Alicia Thornburg, 264 Steiner Ave. She presented a PowerPoint presentation. The proposal is to put 3 girls at 276 
Steiner, with a single family downstairs, and 7 girls in 366 West 3ed South. She addressed the proposed conditions of 
approval. She said the two patios on the site plans were existing when they bought the homes, and they use them 
for recreation areas. These areas are not intended for parking, and they will not be parking. 
Chairman Dyer asked what guarantee there is that the patio areas won't be used for parking. Alicia Thornburg 
said they have talked about putting raised flower beds around them so people cannot pull in there. They have also 
discussed removing part of the concrete from the areas. 
Chairman Dyer asked if they had received University approval for housing. Alicia Thornburg said BYUI approved 
the housing conditional upon City approval. 
Mike Ricks asked if the tenants will drive compact cars. Chairman Dyer said the ordinance is clear that 40% of 
parking as compact spaces is allowed and that is what applicant has done. 
Mike Ricks said he is satisfied with the proposal and how they have met the conditions. 
Ted Hill asked why the driving isle width is being widened beyond city requirements. Chairman Dyer said the 
applicant is willing to do that if there is concem about maneuverability. They were trying to be accommodating to 
Commission's concerns. 
Gary Leikness said he would recommend that the Commission explore the patios and the placement of the trees 
around the parking areas for clear view. They can keep conditions that are listed in the staff report for the proposal. 
An interested citizen said the properties look great, and the applicants have done a very good job with them. She 
asked what assurance the neighbors have that the properties will be kept up if these people someday decide to sell 
them. Chairman Dyer said this is a good question, and it is one we get all the time. The accurate answer to that is 
that Rexburg does have nuisance ordinances. \'<le have a compliance officer that is paid to take care of these kinds 
of things. The compliance officer is receptive to public input and/or complaints, and would be willing to pursue 
these issues. 
00 
I-u.. ~ 2:: 3 Gary Leikness said if there is an issue with anything on this property, the city has on me the site plan as proposed 
Q g wand approved by the city. It is an added layer to the nuisance ordinance, should any issues arise. 
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David Stein said he likes the proposal. The concrete pad on Steiner Avenue needs to be removed or screened to 
prevent parking. The tree in front of the parking should be moved, also. 
Thaine Robinson said he is fine with how the conditions have been met. He hates to see dormitory style housing 
go in to this neighborhood, but the zone says they can have it, and they have met all the conditions required, so they 
should be allowed. 
David Stein motioned to recommend to City Council to approve the conditional use permit at 366 West 3rd Sou th 
and 276 Steiner for dormitory housing, subject to standard conditions in the zoning ordinance, as well as the 
conditions as recommended by staff. In addition, that the two recreation patios be adjusted so that no parking 
could feasibly take place there, and that a tree be moved so the parking is screened on the east side of the parking 
lot. Thaine Robinson seconded the motion. 
Charles Andersen, Dan Hanna, Chairman Dyer and Josh Garner abstained for having not bee participants in 
the hearing process. 
None opposed. Motion carried. 
Proposed Conditions of ApprovaJ 
1. Trash receptacles should be fully screened from the public right-of-way and should not be visible from adjacent 
residential property. 
2. There should be no outside storage of material or equipment unless fully screel1ed form public right-of-way. This 
screening, if in it self is deemed objectionable by affected property owners, should be reviewed and approved by the 
Planning Commission or designee. 
3. .'\s waste generation is increased, and to avoid overflow of trash receptacles, each unit shall have its own, full-sized, trash 
receptacle available for regular trash "pick-ups" 
4. .'\ site plan reflecting all conditions of approval and incorporating all City stal1dards, e.g. landscaping, parking, etc. shall 
be submitted and approved by the City prior to the issuance of a building pennit. Landscape plan shall include evidence 
that an area of 30% or more of the individual lots is being observed. 
5. Commercial lighting standards per the City's development code shall be adhered to, including the use of dark sky 
compliant lighting .• '\ny proposed lighting shall be reviewed by the City Engineer. 
6. Required parking shall be located 25-feet behind the property which begins approximately 18 feet behind the existing 
sidewalk. 
7. .'\reas of impervious surface that are not approved parking spaces and that are not used as a vehicle aisle shall be 
const1Ucted, or restored to a landscaped area with trees and shrubs to; this will ensure proper screening of parking areas, 
and prevent unapproved parking from occurring. 
8. Parking areas shall be adequately screened form the public right-of-way and adjacent residential properties. Screening 
must include the use of deciduous trees ad evergreen trees to ensure non-seasonal screening. Deciduous trees shall be 
planted with a minimum size of 2-inch caliper DBH. Evergreen trees shall be 7 -feet tall at planting. Shmbs shall include 
5-gallon containers as a minimum. Ground cover shall include a minimum of 50% living material, i.e. grasses, shrubs, etc, 
other ground cover can be non-living matetial, e.g. rocks, bark chips, etc. 
9. Parking areas should have raised concrete curbing near landscaping areas to ensure that these areas remain well defl11ed, 
which will prevent impromptu parking of vehicles. 
10. The north end of the proposed parking area shall include maneuvering area for the last parking stall. TIllS shall include a 
6-foot deep by approximately 22-feet wide paved area. 
11. "'\ site drainage plan shall be submitted for review and approval by the City Engineer prior to issuance of a building 
permit (or change of use per1nit). 
12. Signage shall be designed in a monument style though the use of brick or decorative masonry base and wood material to 
compliment the surrounding neighborhood and suggest pennanence which is consistent with an established 
neighborhood. 
13. "'\n approved building permit must be obtained prior to the issuance of a conditional use permit for the uses requested. 
14. In order to share parking to satisfy required parking, a written agreement for such joint use must be approved by the City 
,.I.ttn1'f1ev as tn fn1'tn ~f'1rl rnntpnr ~ __ ..l --- _L --'----~-t, when approved, shall be recorded in the County Recorder's 
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Office. The agreement shall include language that requires the City to approve any modifications or removing the deed 
restriction to ensure that all standards for parking requirements 011 individual lots is satisfied. 
Report on Projects: 
Dan Hanna reported on the BYU-Idaho Auditorium Design Standards. The Commissioners discussed the 
building. 
Gary Leikness said there will be public meetings with the Planning Consultants on Rexburg'S Comprehensive Plan 
on August 22"d and 25 th at the high school. The Planners would like people to be there to sit at the tables and help 
discussion. 
Gary Leikness said there is a joint meeting on August 30 with the County. The County is in charge, and has asked 
for any items we would like on the agenda. 
Building Permit Application Report: None 
Heads Up: 
1. Joint Planning & Zoning Meeting - Madison County, Sugar City, Teton, New Dale - August 30 
2. Final Plat - Hidden Valley Trails, Phase 1 
3. PreliminalY Plat - Silver Estates 
4. Preliminary Plat - Professional Plaza Modification Plat 
5. Conditional Use Permit - Self Storage Unit Facility - 322 W 4th S 
6. Rezone - RR1 to MDR1 - 796 W 7th S 
Chairman Dyer adjourned the meeting at 11 :30 pm. 
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( Planning and Zoning Department CI'I,'V Of 
12 North Center 
Rexburg, 1083440 
SUBJECT: 
APPLICANT: 
PROPERTY OWNER: 
PURPOSE: 
PROPERTY LOCATION: 
PROPERTY ID: 
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: 
ZONING DISTRICT: 
APPLICABLE CRITERIA: 
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Conditional Use Permit, file # 07 00325 
Danny & Barbara Miller (dba) American Self Storage 
270 American Street 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
American Self Storage, LLC 
368 N 4300 E 
Rigby, Idaho 83442 
Request to expand existing self storage business. 
270 American Street 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
RPRXBCA0176322 
Commercial 
Community Business Center (CBC) 
City of Rexburg Development Code (Ordinance Code 926) 
§ 6.13 Conditional Use Permits 
§ 6.13 (F) (7) "All other conditional use permits may only be granted after 
review and recommendation by the Commission and approval by the City 
Council... J1 
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The applicant has requested a conditional use permit for the expansion of an existing storage unit 
facility. The requested use is listed as a conditional use within the CBC zone. 
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Land uses that require conditional use permits are allowed within a zone if, through reasonable 
conditions of approval, the use and/or facility will not adversely impact the neighborhood and 
community of which it belongs. Therefore, the City, upon receipt of a CUP request, should review 
the proposal and either approve, deny, or approve with conditions. 
As the applicant has pointed out in the application material, the subject property, when it began to be 
constructed and operated as storage units, was located outside of the Rexburg city limits. The 
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applicant is now requesting an expansion of the existing use which now requires the project to be 
subject to all applicable rules and regulations of the City of Rexburg, i.e. development code, design 
standards, etc. 
H. SITE DESCRIPTION 
The subject property is a 120,085 square foot (2.8-acre) lot located (and accessed) from North 
Yellowstone Highway,a 40-foot paved local street (65-foot right-of-way). 
The surrounding neighborhood includes commercial to the west, public facility and large lot single 
family homes to the south and east, and farm land to the north. The property is located in an area of 
the city that the development community is gaining more interest in as is it located in an area near 
City services but has a lot of vacant land, mainly farm land. 
III. ANALYSIS 
The following are the criteria for granting a conditional use permit. Some of the criteria is followed 
by staffs analysis. A conditional use will: 
a. Constitute a conditional use as established in Table 1, Zoning Districts, and Table 2, Land Use 
Schedule. 
The proposed use is listed as a conditionally permitted use under Section 3.17.020(E) of the 
Development Code; therefore, this criterion is met. 
b. Be in accordance with a specific or general objective of the City's Comprehensive Plan and the 
regulations of this Ordinance. 
The City's comprehensive plan has designated the subject property as Commercial. The zoning 
district of CBC is an allowed zoning designation within the comprehensive plan designation of 
Commercial, therefore the proposal is in compliance with the City Comprehensive Plan. 
Regarding regulations of the City development code, the following are applicable substantive criteria 
and how they relate to the proposal; 
fo. 0700194 
i. Yard requirements 
a. Front Yard- front yards are required to be a minimum of 20 feet. The 
proposal exceeds this requirement. 
b. Side Yards- There are no requirements where the subject property abuts 
another commercial zone. Where the subject property is adjacent to a 
residential zone the required side yard setback is ten (10) feet. The 
applicant is proposing a setback less than the requirement. In the 
application material, the applicant states that through the conditional use 
permit request, they are requesting a deviation from this standard. 
Variations from City development standards are handled through the 
variance application procedure, which the application has not applied for, 
therefore, this request cannot be considered at this time. A variance request 
has specific criteria that must be met in order to be issued. In addition, the 
proposal was advertised to the public as a conditional use permit, not a 
variance application. A revision to the proposal should be submitted to 
either the planning commission or be conditioned that the final setbacks be 
approved by the planning department during the review of the building 
permit application process and that all setback requirements be adhered 
(see proposed conditions of approval). 
c. Rear Yard- no requirement 
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ii. Building Height- Building heights for buildings cannot exceed 45-feet. The applicant is 
proposing a building that adheres to this standard. 
iii. Permissible Lot Coverage- As the majority of the subject property's perimeter is 
bordered by a commercial zone, no lot coverage standard applies other than the area for 
landscaping and snow coverage requirement which is ten (10) percent. The applicant has 
not shown area calculations for these required areas. As a condition of approval, the 
applicant needs to show this information on the site plan/landscape plan to be submitted 
with the building permit application (see proposed conditions of approval). 
iv. Project Plan Approval- This section of the development code requires that project plans 
must be prepared by AlE professionals and be submitted for review and approval by the 
Architectural and Design Review Board and all City departments and permitting 
authorities. The applicant will need to submit a site plan/landscape plan, and building 
elevations that complies with all City codes. The Architectural and Design Review Board 
shall review and approve these plans as they apply to the Architectural and Design 
Review criteria. The above are included as proposed conditions of approval. 
v. Signs- If location of signage is a concern at the conditional use permit stage, the 
Commission should explore this, otherwise staff has proposed a conditional of approval 
requiring general compliance with the City's sign ordinance. Sign permits are not covered 
by this application and require a separate submittal for review and approval. The 
applicant has requested a sign height variation for the site to allow for a taller sign on-site. 
As mentioned earlier in this report, the application is for a conditional use permit, not a 
variance. In addition, the public notice for this hearing did not include language required 
for a variance public hearing. A variance requires a different set of criteria to be addressed 
(see proposed conditions of approval). 
vi. Landscaping- As mentioned earlier, the applicant must provide a minimum often (10) 
percent of the total parking area towards landscaping and snow removal. The applicant 
will need to landscape all other areas not included as parking or maneuvering area. A 
landscape plan should be submitted with the building permit for review and approval by 
the planning department. Staff has provided the above recommendations as proposed 
conditions of approval. 
vii. Trash Storage- Trash receptacles need to be screened from adjacent property. This 
material used for screening shall be described in the site plan to be submitted with the 
building permit application. The receptacles cannot be located within twenty (20) feet of 
the public right-of-way. 
viii. Walls and Fences- The development code requires that where the commercial property 
abuts a residential zone, "a decorative masonry wall, at least six (6) feet in height shall be 
erected along all property lines which lie adjacent to a residential zone." This can be 
modified if the adjacent property owners agree on an alternative material and then this 
mutually agreed upon fencing material is proposed and approved by the Planning 
Commission. This is a proposed condition of approval. 
ix. Lighting Standards- The proposal will need to submit a lighting plan with the building 
permit application that adheres to the City's lighting standards for submitted plans and for 
lighting standards (see proposed conditions of approval). In addition, from the application 
material submitted, it appears that the applicant is proposing lighting that is to be mounted 
to the buildings. The ordinance prohibits wall mounted lighting that is intended to light 
parking and maneuvering areas (see proposed conditions of approval). 
x. Parking- The City's Development Code does not have a specific parking requirement for 
storage units. The Code does provide that when specific land uses are not included in t.P.y, 
table for parking requirements, "other uses not included above are to be determined b~iIlfe 
Planning Commission." The applicant has proposed 4 parking spaces and does poin~!i1lt 
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Parcels 
View Results in Excel 
Identify Results 
_____________ , _ _ .. ' ___ .. ____ . __ . :~~r 
PIN: 
Primary: 
Physical: 
Mailing: 
Zoned: 
Deed#: 
RPRXBCA0176322 
HIGHWAY 101 
INVESTMENTS LLC 
270 American St 
120 LOST TRAIL DR 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404 
Community Business 
Center 
335153 
295811E 
288302 
216874 
216871 
City Permits: 07 00386 
0700387 
0700325 
0800260 
,nspection: 2005 
1';:1)( Code: 10007 
Tax Amount: $6,286.32 
Category: 21 (Click For Definition) 
Acreage: 2.5 AC 
Vaiue: $50,000.00 
Category; 42 (Click For Definition) 
AtreClge: 0 
V(3lue: $389,842.00 
120,085 sq. ft, 
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HIGHWA Y 101 INVESTMENTS. LLC 
WARRANTY DEED. INST. NO. 356614 
r - - -, KENTON D. JOHNSON. ELLIS DEAN 
I I MOON. AND NEPHI N. ALLEN 
RIGHT-Of-WAY DESCRI8ED IN 
L - - - -.J WARRANTY DEED. INST. NO. 286132. 
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KENTON D. JOHNSON, ELLIS DEAN MOON, AND NEPHI N. ALLEN 
WARRANTY DEED, INST. NO. 286132. DA TEl 5-28-2010 
Schiess & Associates 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
_0 .... 
PROPERTY SURVEY 
FOR 
AMERICAN SELF STORAGE 
"""""" NO. SEC. 17, T. 6 N., R. 40 E.B.M. 10026 
MADISON COUNTY, !D. """'NO. 
I 
i. 
( 
\.' 
( 
) 
Barbara 
From: "Ruth Williams" <hoochieruthw@yahoo.com> 
To: "Barbara Miller" <hwy101investments@cableone.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 02, 201010:19 PM 
Attach: IMG_3325,jpg; IMG_3326.jpg; IMG_3333.jpg; IMG_3327,jpg; IMG_3328.jpg; IMG_3329.jpg; IMG_3330.jpg; IMG_3332,jpg 
Subject: Sign pictures 
Let me know if you need better ones. 
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9 GA. ALUMINUM FABRIC TIES 
BRACEBAND---F~=================4======================~~~~ 
5 PER SECTION OF RAIL & BRACE 
LINE POST TO HAVE 1 LESS THAN 
FABRIC HEIGHT 
TENSION BAND 
ONE. LESS THAN FABRIC H r. 
TENSION BAR 
___ 0.0. 
END POST 
FOR CORNER 
ADD (1) BRACE 
GRADE 
STYLE CD 
FABRIC 
HEIGHT 
1 5/8" 0.0. BRACE 
3/8" 0.0. GALV. 
TRUSS ROD 
STYLES OF FENCE 
DESCRIPTION (ALL WITOP RAIL.) 
~ NO BARB WIRE WITH TOP RAIL 
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View Results in Excel 
Identify Results 
PIN: 
Primary: 
Physical: 
Mailing: 
Zoned: 
Deed #: 
RPRXBCA0176322 
HIGHWAY 101 
INVESTMENTS LLC 
270 American St 
120 LOST TRAIL DR 
IDAHO FALLS, 1083404 
Community Business 
Center 
335153 
295811E 
288302 
216874 
216871 
City Permits: 07 00386 
0700387 
0700325 
0800260 
Inspection: 2005 
Tax Code: 10007 
Ta~ Amount: $6,286.32 
Category: 21 (Click For Definition) 
AcreagE): 2.5 AC 
Value: $50,000.00 
42 (Click For Definition) 
o 
$389,842.00 
12Q,085 sq. ft. 
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K£NTON O. JOHNSON, £LUS D£AN MOON, AND N£PHI N. ALL£N 
WARRANTY O££O, INST. NO. 286132. DATE I 5-28-2010 
Schiess & Associates 
CUNSUL.TlNCl ENGINEERS 
--
PROPERTY SURVEY 
FOR 
AMERICAN SELF STORAGE 
SEC. 17, T. 6 N., R. 40 E.B.M. 
_ .... 
10026 
MADISON COUNTY, ID. """' .... 1 
State of )ddw 
Countyof tv\adf'~ 
} 
)ss. 
} 
Oll this ~dayof E:.bCYdrLl ,2007. befureme, a Notary Public in andfo! said state, personally 
appeared _Nick Baldwin, Susan Baldwin and Nicki Sue Baldwin_known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liability Company known as _American Self-Storage LLC _ who executed the foregoing 
instrument. and acknowledged to me that he_ executed the same in said LLC name. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affiXed my official seal the day md year in this 
certificate first above written. 
Not· 
Resi gat: -=--,-____ _ 
Commission Expires: ____ _ 
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PARCEL: RP RXBCA0176379 A 
JOHNSON KENTON D ETAL 
POBOX 759 
REXBURG ID-ST440 
766 N YELLOWS=TO=N=E~H=W~Y~ 
X for parce comments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY U,N- VA 
21 1 2007 500 AC 54 
42 1 2007 145 
TOTALS 500 199 
F9=MS F10=SW Fll=UR 
F17=DD F19=SP 
CHANGE DATE: 10 24 2000 
Previous Deed Numbers 
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F3=Exit F12=Cancel 
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PARCEL: RP RXBCA0176325 A 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC GEN PART 
442 S 4 E 
REXBURG 
243 
X for parcel 
CAT/ST# RY 
21 1 2007 
42 1 2007 
TOTALS 
ID 83440 
AMERICAN ST 
comments 
QUANTITY 
810 
810 
UN 
AC 
VA 
70 
128 
199 
FIO=SW Fll=UR 
F17=DD F19=SP 
CHANGE DATE: 00 00 0000 
Previous Deed Numbers 
215102 
212614 
F3=Exit F12=Cancel 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit 
F8=CT F13=TM 
F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
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PARCEL: RP RXBCA0176322 A F10=SW F11=UR 
F17=DD 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS LLC 
*NEWCN 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
REXBURG CITY ACREAGE (STORAGE) 
PARCEL #6320 FROM S2 SW4 SW4 
120 LOST TRAIL DR 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404 ~--------
X for parce1comments 
CAT/ST# RY QUANTITY UN 
21 1 2005 2500 AC 
42 1 2005 
VALUE 
50000 
389842 
TOTALS 2500 439842 
LESS #6324 & PART OF #6325 + 
CODE AREA 1-0007 OWNER CD 
PARC TYPE LOC CODE 
EFFDATE 4052004 EXPDATE 
PREV PARCEL RP06N40E176322A 
HO MRKT HO EXMP CB MRKT OTHER 
ENTER NEXT PARCEL NUMBER RP A 
FKeys: F2=TX F3=Exit F5=SS F6=NM F7=LG 
F8=CT F13=TM FI8=HS F20=Srch F22=EU 
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WARRANTY DEED 
"('y~! THIS INDENTURE, Made this ~ day ofJuly, 2009, between Leishman Electric, an 
Idaho Corporation, whose current address is 422 South 400 East, Rexburg ID, 83440, the 
Grantor, and Highway 101 Investments, LLC, whose current address is 120 Lost Trail Place, 
Idaho Falls, ID, 83404, the Grantee, 
WITNESSETH, That the Grantor, does hereby grant, bargain, sell, convey and confirm 
unto the Grantee, with the rents, and profits thereof and its assigns forever, all of its right, title 
and interest in and to the following described real estate, situated in the County of Madison, State 
ofIdaho, to-wit: 
Beginning at a point that is North 00°11'06" East 539.56 feet along the 
section line and South 89°48'54" East 142.21 feet from the Southwest corner 
of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, 
Madison County, Idaho; and running thence North 32°08'41" East 29.74 
feet; thence North 89°21 '24" East 378.37 feet; thence South 00°28'26" East 
25.00 feet; thence South 89°21'24" West 394.40 feet to the point of beginning. 
Together with all and singular the tenements, hereditaments, and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging or in any wise appertaining. 
SUBJECT TO easements, if any, of record, or in existence, for roads streets, ditches, 
canals, pipelines and utilities. 
And the Grantor, and its assigns, hereby warrant and agree to forever defend the Grantee, 
its assigns, in the quiet and peaceable possession of said premises against all and every person 
lawfully claiming an interest therein. 
WARRANTY DEED - PRO"? 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PAGE 145 
Instrument # 356614 
REXBURG, MADISON, IDAHO 
9-22-2009 02:18:26 No. of Pages: 2 
Recorded fo.r : HIGHWAY 1~. \ INV STMENTS, LLC 
MARIL YN R. RASMUSSEN ,. Fe' 6.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deput 
00026 
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the Grantor has hereunto set its hand the day and year first 
above written. 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC. 
BYfifc~ 
ron LeIs 
Acknowledgment 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
ss. 
County of Madison. ) 
On this 2 gkA.-day of July, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said State, personally appeared Bron Leishman, known to me to be the President of Leishman 
Electric, an Idaho Corporation, the corporation that executed the foregoing document, and 
acknowledged to me that such corporation executed the same. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PAGE 146 
~~4 ~~p , 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: ;6,"r...4 
My Commission expires: ~ - q - dO/:;L, 
00027 
Data and Deed Call Listing of File: 
Tract 1: 0.037 Acres: 1611 Sq Feet:Clos(l're-= s37.3213w 714.46 Feet: Precision =1/2: Perimeter= 1402 Feet 
Tract 2: 0.583 Acres: 25383 Sq Feet: ~lo1\.tre = n59.2314w 0.16 Feet: Precision = 114611: Perimeter = 723 Feet 
001 =/sw,17,6n,40e 
002=n90e 156.93 
003=nOe 565.74 
004=n89.4950e 278.37 
005=n89.4950e 100 
006=nOe 100.5 
007=s89.4850w 100 
008=sOe 100.5 
009=@1 
01O=/n90e 156.93 
01l=/nOe 565.74 
o 12=n89.4950e 278.37 
013=nOe 100.5 
014=s89.4950w 233.00 
015=sI9.2445w 70.22 
o 16=s32.2445w 40.85 
'.1, 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PAGE 147 
." 00028 
( 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PAGE 148 
00029 
( 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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WARRANTY DERD 
UAMUEL . P. HAMHAR S. JUDY A •. lIAHMAR. husband And wif" 
11" ·~ r.lTY () F F.EXBURG. a munici pal. c"rponn!,," 
herejnE[t@~ (" all.c d "the G~anteel Wh02~ current ad{! re~ s i~ 
1~ Nor th CU~Ler Stee~ Rexburg, Idaho ,, :\ !, I.O 
the f o llO',.; .i ne descrih,~d Fremises. to'-'-.'ir: 
Fron! the Sc uthwet:t " corner of Se~tjll n 17. Tow n :~ hl i ' f. :l{:rrh. Ral :/-;C' 
40 u.st. Boise Me !idian, Madison .County. f cJah o . E" :H c,oo . cle· f e' v t 
along th e secti o n line a nd North 230. 00 fC' '' t '. C' tl:e pc ine d 
begi nning; 
thence East 150.00 feet to a 1/2" iI' '' '' p in 1'0" "'; 
thence North 210.oD fL~ t to a p oint; 
thence Wefit 200.00 feet to a po int; 
thence South 210.00 feet to a point; 
thence East 20.00 feet to the pdl.nt of besin ninf .. 
Together wj tn a 20 foot wide acce~ '" c oad & ul :: j i: y (·a ' '·",,·,'r bein~ 
described as: 
Commenci ns at B point 500.00 Ieet ,East f1 v", ·.h e Sout)MCBt corner 
of said Sec~ion 17. a nd running thence North 230.00 feet; thence 
W!:st 2G.00 feet; t h~nce SOcto 230.00 feet; thence EBst :0.00 fe .. t 
to the point of heBinnin~. . 
TO HAVE AND 1'0 HOLD the said premises. ",it:, thei r 'ppUl'lenanCES unto t :,e 
s?iJ Ct'sntee. the Grantee's heirs and assigns f(· rev~r. And tbe said Grantor do~" 
h"r!?by covenBnt to and w~rh the said Grantee. thAt rLe Grantor is the owner in 
fee simple of sa i d premises; that s.;id prelilises Bre free from ,,11 inculDbrances 
except e:;. h ·~reinab"ve ~et forth and thBt the Grantor .'ill ",arrant and def"nd thp. 
same fr;"m all lawful clBlms ' whBtGoever. · 8:,,,,,01:cl.,:"" I)Se: '.J>4u')\,· ~IJ 
--_._-_ .. -+--
cnUNTY OF t'rT6fiP ss ) 
r.ounty nf '~rcJISOf" "-' "- t~ "4 
1 r..1ff.ty :.o!1i'y rt}.,\J ~ W'li~jn 111'';)lImer.1 W;J ~ 
fl'>d OC r. 0 2 f~ 
!\C ____ 'l.jC!.;p :-;;:-.;;;;--.--
',:,;o~ . ,. ij.~· ~~~""n ( .. :-., .~ .~$?-:~;;,;/·"n _.J '" .. 
" . {~ , 
On This_·_J7r·(.'·OElY ~I ( _ c ,--\-:-:. in the yEnr 1992, b" Col'f.' mp.. a 11 0 t "ry 
?ublic in and for said State; p"rs<l~lly afP ... arpc SAMl'EL " 'M~~\AR f. .;\l ilY \ . 
L,\MHAR known 0'(' jdcfJrifjE:'d to me to be t.he perS'ot"(:''; ) .,,', :e I ·· ,'l~ r:- ~.~ \ 1r. )i a 1.( 
subsc r ibed to the ;"'ilhin Insr:rUJr.0nt. '"il"d: a('kr>\"'''4'1~df_ ('~1 I I ;'iC :h -3i' h(l '::h .:- /lt.h.~/ 
C h Pcut~d the samp.. 
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WARRANrry DEED 
;.'01' Value Received 
Boyd R. Weaver and Dot'othy R. Weav'er-, HUSBAND AND 
the grantor ,do hereby grant. bargllin, sell ;Iud convey unto 
John Chapple and Glenda Chuppln, HUSBAND AND WIPE. 
whose current address is 
433 West 2nd South, Rexburg, Id 83440 
M;ldj (;Or! 
the gt"ani:ee , the following described premises, in ............................. , .. County Idaho, to wit: 
PARCEL l: 
Tmmsh,ip 6 North, Range 1,0 East. B()iEe M",rid iJJll, MadIson County, Idaho 
Section 17: Beginning at the Southwest Corller or <;aid Secti,on 17, 
thence East 76.1.3 feet; thence North !,l.O.OO f(.o(: 1:0 a point Oll th(~ 
East Right of l~ay of: the SaJem Road Conllection of [J.S. Highway 191, 
thence North 89'49'30" East 239.07 hwt to th(~ tru~ point of begin-
ning; and running thence North 89'~~' SO" East 109.9 rElet; thence North 
100.50 feet; and runn,ing thence Nor-ttl 89"',9'50" W(;st 109.9 .feet; thence 
South 100.50 faet to the point of beginning. 
PARceL 2: 
Together wi tn a right: of way to bl~ used in COnL'1lon \~i t.h others 
described YS follow: 
Beginning at tho Southwest corne~ of Raid Section; thenc~ Bast 140.90 
feet; thenep. North 565.7f, rc('t t.o the tr.ue point of. bee-inning; and 
running thencu North 89'49' 50" E:1St 173.37 feet; thence South 25 feet; 
thence South 89":,9'50" Hcst 391, .• 0 feet; thence North 32'37'44" East 
29.74 feet to the point of b~BinninB. 
TO itA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee • 
heirs and 8Bsigns forever. And the said Grantor do hereby covenant to and 
with the said Grantee ,that he, the (':Wiler in fee simp,Ie of said premises; that they are free 
front all incumbrances elcep.t: subJe~t too alC eustlng patent ~ese(vations, eaSsMnts, rights of Har, protective 
cover.a~ts, zonntJ oralnances, acd appllcab!e bul!dlOq codes, la~s and requ!<.!lons. 
al!,d that he will warrant and defend the 8ame from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
fJated: September 11, 1995 
Ileyli R, '4eavel!' -·Dcnot.hj R .. th;:dyet . 
~ -I, ~~~' ~~~.j'e~ [ 
----------~------------------rrRadlson --------,-----~----·------------------·--------------------I [ 
STATE OF IDN8(, COUN'l'Y OF STATE OF IDAHO, Cour,ty of Madison IT 
On this day of mrEH~gR, 19 95, On this 11th day of September, 1995. before i 
before me, a n<>tary public in and for Eaid State, p~r8ollany me, a notary public in and for s.aid State, 
ap7lfw;rt W~avec personally appeared Boyd R. Weaver, knOlYn to 
me to be the preson whose name is subscribed 
to the within instrument as attorney ~n fact 
of Dorothy R. Weaver an<;V~cknowledgea, ,io me, 
that he subscribed the ilcim'e' of Dorothy, R. l~save 
thereto as prinCiple, antf/his own'name'as 
... ; 
:::\1" 
::'" ·J·.f·Hh~, 
attorn~y in fact. c'~': , 
:~ I " t y 'oJ:', .7/ 
' ... ' \., A' '~Ii 
_____________ ·",,\.e.;M"""' ••..<...r _. ,,{.?tM:K.//( ./ 
I' '_ ',NQta-ry, PubHc 
Residing at ReKburg. Idaho ' ' 
CommissiNl expi.res: 6/15/97 '~~."t 00011~ 
265573 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
GRANTOR, GLENDA LEE CHAPPLE~ an individual, of Rexburg, Madison County, Idaho, for good 
and valuable consideration, the receipt whereof is hereby arknowledged, does REMISE, RELEASE and forever 
QUITCLAIM, unto JOHN CECIL CHAPPLE, an indivici!,al, as his sole and separate property, of Rexburg, 
Madison County. Idaho, as GRANTEE, and to Grantee's heirs arid assigns, forever, all of Gramor's interest, if 
any exists therein, of whatever kind and nature without warranty pertaining to the following described real estate, 
situated in Madison County, Idaho, to-wit: 
PARCEL 1: 
Township 6 North, fbnge 40 East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho Section 17: 
Beginning at the Southwest comer of said Section 17, thence East 76.43 feet; thence North 
410.00 feet to a point on the East Right of Way of the Salem Road Connection of U.S, 
Highway 191, thence North 89° 49'50" East 239.07 feet to the true point of beginning; and 
running thence North 89° 49'59" East 109.9 feet; thence f-orth 100.50 feet; and funning 
thence North 89 Q 49'50" West 109.9 feet; thence South tOO.50 feet to the point of 
beginning. 
PARCEL 2: 
Together with a right of way to he used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest comer of said Section; thence East 140.90 feet; thence North 
565.74 feet to the true point of beginning; and running thence North 89° 49'50" East 378,37 
feet; thence South 25 feet; thence South 89°49'50" West 394.40 feet; thence North 
32Q 37'44" East 29.74 feet to the point of beginning. 
In construing this Deed, and where the context so requires, the singular includes the plural and the 
masculine the feminine and the neuter. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said GRANTOR has hereunto set her hand and seal this 18th day of 
M h 1997 ~!;;!~Crf!":-tlC t 2"·t::'5~"'J arc, . C "_'r: -~ ..... ,.U CUMf ur M •• d:,:::!"! l ..... " "-" ...... 
I i"'!:rd:.y CC'''jr.y ",~ •••..• v: ...• '. GRANTOR: 
.l·:_l _ ..... ••••• ' If <:~h':..;"\'.r:~ .t!-..,: 
file"": '''OP 2.~· 18_91 .... 
Hi !:! /~~=--~::-'~6;::::'5~3 rc~;&.d~Fi~·';- . --- ,'. __ ,':.",-:". ;~~ ~:. 
":y BE(!;;- ;~.,: ," : -... ,' ::' ~-" ' • ..,;;5.-:'~~ Glenda Lee Chappe 
:---·.2"'~.::..~?i)"-A:.-."J... ___ r:;cmJ~~ .. <' ~ .. , 
.t til!) .t: . • ;...... " r1 / I -.:- " <" •••. '- /:-;;.~<! ,_. STA TE OF IDAHO _} ..... .. - :"- ".~.,.J.L~_d . .J.!" "c. '-' - y , / • 
:SS 
County of Madison ) 
On this 18th day of March, in the year of 1997, before me, a Notary Public in and for said State 
personally appeared GLENDA LEE CHAPPLE, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the 
within instrument, and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
Residing In: Rexburg, Idaho 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
My Commission Expires: 1 1-19-99 
~; 00012 
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QUITCLAIM DEED 
For Value Received JAY ANN MOON, a married woman 
do hereby convey, release, remise and forever quit claim unto 
ELLIS DEAN MOON, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property 
whose address is: 1522 South 4000 West, Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
the following descnoed premises situated in Madison C01D1ty, Idaho, to-wit: 
Commencing at a point on the East right-of-way line of the Salem Road connecting of 
U.S. Highway 191, which point is 76.43 feet East and 440.00 feet North of the Southwest 
corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, 
Idaho, and running thence North 89°49'50" East 239.07 feet; thence North 100.5 feet; 
thence South 89°49'50" West 174.60 feet to the East right-of-way line of the above 
mentioned highway; thence South 32°37'44" West 119.56 feet along a curve of radius 
336.48 feet to the right to the point of beginning. 
ALSO A right-or-way to be used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise 
Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; thence East 140.90 feet; thence North 565.74 feet to 
the true point of beginning; and running thence North 89°49'50" East 378.37 feet; 
thence South 25.00 feet; thence South 89°49'50" West 394.40 feet; thence North 
32°37'44" East 29.74 feet to the point of beginning. 
together with their appurtenances. 
Dated: October d#,2000. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF MADISON 
) 
: ss 
) 
On This a II-",-i.... day of October, in the year 2000, before me, a Notary' Public in and for said State, personally 
peared Jay Ann Moon, known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is subscribed to the within 
trume and ac~ged to me that she executed the same. 
Notary' Public of Idaho 
Residing at :Madison County, Idaho 
Commission Expires 2/16/2001 
LORNA - LEIGH 
STATE OF IDAHO 
NOTARY - •• - PUBLIC 
Instrument # 286133 
REXBURG. MADISON. IDAIiO 
2000.10-24 04:09:00 No. ofPag$S! 1 
RecOl'ded for: FIRST AMERICAN, TlfLE 
MARILVN R. RASl!IUSSE~V..lri'ee: 3.00 Ex.()fficlo Recorder Deputy _______ _ 
-----._ ... ----.. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
00013 
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QIDTCLAIM DEED 
first American Title Company 
m-~'$~~-L\ 
For Value Received DEBORAH M. JOHNSON, a married woman 
do hereby convey, release, remise and forever quit claim unto 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property 
whose address is: 641 North 2400 East, St. Anthony, Idaho 83445 
the following described premises situated in Madison County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Commencing at a point on the East right-of-way line of the Salem Road connecting of 
U.S. Highway 191, which point is 76.43 feet East and 440.00 feet North of the Southwest 
corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, 
Idaho, and running thence North 89°49'50" East 239.07 feet; thence North 100.5 feet; 
thence South 89°49'50" West 174.60 feet to the East right-of-way line of the above 
mentioned highway; thence South 32°37'44" West 119.56 feet along a curve of radius 
336.48 feet to the right to the point of beginning. 
ALSO A right-of-way to be used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise 
Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; thence East 140.90 feet; thence North 565.74 feet to 
the true point of beginning; and running thence North 89 0 49'50" East 378.37 feet; 
thence South 25.00 feet; thence South 890 49'50" West 394.40 feet; thence North 
32°37'44" East 29.74 feet to the point of beginning. 
together with their appurtenances. 
Dated: October ~2000. 
~m~ 
DEBORAH M. JOHNSON 
STATE OF IDAHO 
: ss 
COUNTY OF MADISON ) 
On This c9.0i-k day of October, in the year 2000, before me, a NotaIy Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared borah M. Johnson. known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is subscnoed to the within 
InstrulI! nt, d acknowledg d to at she executed the same. 
I 
,-- ... ~ . 
NICK~ L. SJ'EARS 
STATE OF IDAHO NOTARY~. -PUBLICi 
Instrument # 286135 
REXBURG, MADISON, IDAHO 
2000.10.24 04:11:00 No. of Pages: 1 
Recorded for : FIRST AMERICAN TITLE, 
MARIL VN R. RASIIIIUSSEN. ~ A l\Aee: 3.00 
Ex.on!clo Recorder ~v.....!-v~/ _____ _ 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
00014 
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FlrSt .t".mencan Title Comp""y 
"1'\'\ - d nd+~ 
WARRANTY DEED 
ForVallleReceived INTERMOUNTAIN LEASING, INC., a Colorado Corporation 
Hereinafter called the Grantor, hereby grants, bargains, sells & conveys to 
UNITED STATES WELDlNG, lNC.; a Colorado Corporation 
wllOse address is: 600 South Santa Fe Drive, Denver, Colorado 80223 
Hereinafter called the Grantee, the following described premises situated in Madison County, Idaho, to-wit: 
. Commencing at a point on the East right-of-way line of the Salem Road connecting of U.S. 
Highway 191, which point is 76.43 feet East and 440.00 feet North of the Southwest cornel' of 
Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho, and 
running thence North 89°49'50" East 239.07 feet; thence North 100.5 feet; thence South 
89°49'50" West 174.60 feet to the East I'ight-of-way line of the above mentioned highway; 
thence South 32"37'44" West 119.56 feet along a curve of radius 336.48 feet to the right to the 
point of beginning. 
ALSO A right-of-way to be used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest COI'nel' of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise 
Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; thence East 140.90 feet; thence North 565.74 feet to the true 
point of beginning; and running thence North 89'49'50" East 378.37 feet; thence South 25.00 
feet; thence South 89°49'50" West 394.40 feet; thence NOl·th 32"37'44" East 29.74 feet to the 
point of beginning. 
Instrument # 286131 
REXBURG, IllADlSON, IDAHO 
2000-10-24 04:07:00 No. of Pages; 1 
Recorded for : FIRST AMERICAN TITLE 
MARILYN R. RASMUSSE~ ~ /I'ee: 3.00 
Ex.()fficio Recorder Deputy __ ,-II~==-______ _ 
SUBJECT TO all easenlents, right of ways, covenants, restrictions, reservations, applicable buildulg and zoning ordinances and use 
regulat.ions and restrictiolls of record, and paymellt of accruing present year taxes and assessments as agreed to by parties above. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtellances unto 111e said Grantee and to 111e Grantee's heirs 
and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that tIle Grantor is the oWller in fee 
simple of said premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances except current years taxes, levies, and assessments, and 
except U. S. Patent reservations, restrictions, easements of record, and easements visible upon the premises, and that Grantor will 
warrant and defend the same from all claims whatsoever. 
Dated: October E--, 2000. 
INTERMOUNTAIN LEASING, INC., a Colorado Corporation 
~~ Attest: Thomas A Motborpe, Secretary 
STATE OF COLORADO 
; S8 
COUNTY OF b-?f) V ~ ) 
On This Z3rJ day of October, in the year 2000, before me, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared RICHARD E. LOFGREN and THOMAS A. MOTHORPE, !mown or identified to me to be the President and Secretary, 
of tile Corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behaif of said Corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that SUell Corporation executed the same. 
Notary Public 0( Colorado 
Residing at .b et1 V ~ 
Commission E"pires: 3 J I I (P if , County, Colorado 
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F'lISt American Title Company 
WARRANTY DEED ~t ~ ~ 7 2)dq-4 
For Value Received UNITED STATES WELDING, INC., a Colorado Corporation 
Hereinafter called the Grantor, hereby grants, bargains, sells & conveys to 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man dealing with his sole and separate pl'operty, an undivided 
1/3 interest, ELLIS DEAN MOON, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property, an 
undivided 113 interest and NEPID N. ALLEN, a married man dealing with his sole and separate 
, property, all undivided 1/3 interest 
whose address is: ______ ~P~O~B~o~x~75~9~ ______________________ ,Rexburg,Idaho 83440 
Hereinafter called the Grantee, tile following described premises situated in Madison County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Commencing at a point on the East right-of-way line of the Salem Road connecting of U.S. 
Highway 191, which point is 76.43 feet East and 440.00 feet North of the Southwest corner of 
Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho, and 
mnning thence North 89°49'50" East 239.07 feet; thence North 100.5 feet; thence South 
89°49'50" West 174.60 feet to the East right-of-way line of the above mentioned highway; 
thence South 32°37'44" West 119.56 feet along a curve of radius 336.48 feet to the right to the 
point of beginning. 
ALSO A right-of-way to be used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise 
Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; thence East 140.90 feet; thence North 565.74 feet to the true 
point of beginning; and running thence North 89°49'50" East 378.37 feet; thence South 25.00 
feet; thence South 89°49'50" West 394.40 feet; thence North 32°37'44" East 29.74 feet to the 
point of beginning. 
SUBJECT TO all easements, right of ways, covenants, restrictions, reservations, applicable bulldlng and zoning ordinances and use 
regulations and restrictions of record, and payment of accruing present year taxes and assessments as agreed to by parties above. 
TO HA VB AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and to the Grantee's heirs 
and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and willi the said Grantee, that the Grantor is tile owner in fee 
simple of said premises; 1113t said premises are free from all enCumbrances except ClUTent years taxes, levies, and assessments, and 
except U. S. Patent reservations, restrictions, easements of record, and easements visible upon the premises, and that Grantor will 
warrant and defend the same from all claims whatsoever. 
Dated: October ~ 2000. 
Instrument # 286132 
REXBURG. MADISON, IDAHO 
21100·10·24 04:08:110 No. of Pages: 1 
Recorded rO<" : FIRST AMERICAN TITLE 
MARILYN R. RASMUSSEN " 1)/' Fee: 3.00 
INC., a Colorado Corporation 
Ex.Qfflcio Recorder 0e!:>uti_3 ...·-'v'--_____ _ 
STATE OF COLORADO 
COUNTY OF b >e{1 \J .e.( : 5S 
~~ 
Attest: Thomas A. Mothorpe, Secretary 
) 
ref 
On Tl1is ~ day of OctOber, in the year 2000, before me, a Notary Public in and for said Stale, personally 
appeared RICHARD E. LOFGREN and 1HOMAS A. M01HORPE, known or identified to me to be 111e President and Secretary, 
of the Corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said Corporation, and 
acknowledged to me that sucll Corporation executed the same. 
Not3ty Public \Q[ Colorado 
Residing at ..JJ-efI II e-r, 
Commission Expires: :3 71/ oil , County, Colorado nnL'l16 tlU 1->-
~ 
u.. LJ.. 
1= 
z 
\VARRANTY DEED 
FlrSt American Title CompaJ 
V6\ ~ ,~ 7 f5dLf~ 
For Value Received UNITED STATES WELDING, INC., a Colorado Corporation 
Hereinaf1er called the Grantor, hereby gra.nts, bargains, sells & conveys to 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a mal'l'ied man dealing with his sole and separate propel'ty, an undivided 
1/3 interest, ELLIS DEAN MOON, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property, an 
undivided 1/3 interest and NEPHI N. ALLEN, a man-ied man dealing with his sole and separate 
I property, an undivided 1/3 interest 
whose address is: _____ P-=.O-=..B..:..;ox-=-.-7:...::5::..::9C--___________ , Rexbm'g, Idaho 83440 
Hereinafter called the Grantee, tIle following desclibed premises situated in Madison County, Idaho, to-wit: 
Commencing at a point on the East right-of-way line of the Salem Road connecting of U.S. 
Highway 191, which point is 76.43 feet East and 440.00 feet North of the Southwest cornel' of 
Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise Meridian, :Madison County, Idaho, and 
mnning thence North 89°49'50" East 239.07 feet; thence North 100.5 feet; thence South 
89°49'50" West 174.60 feet to the East right-of-way line of the above mentioned highway; 
thence South 32°37'44" West 119.56 feet along a curve of radius 336.48 feet to the right to the 
point of beginning. 
ALSO A I'ight-of-way to be used in common with others described as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, Boise 
Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; thence East 140,90 feet; thence Not·til 565.74 feet to the trw 
point of beginning; and running thence North 89°49'50" East 378.37 feet; thence South 25.00 
feet; thence South 89°49'50" West 394.40 feet; thence North 32°37'44" East 29.74 feet to the 
point of beginning. 
SUBJECT TO all easements, right of ways, covenants, restrictions, reservations, applicable building and zoning ordinances and 1}~ 
regl.llatiOlls and restrictions of record, mld payment of accming present yem' taxes mld assessments as agreed to by parlies above, 
~ 
a.. 'to HA VB AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appnrten3llCeSlll1to the said Grantee and to the Grantee's heirs 
o and assigns forever. And tile said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that the Grantor is the owner ill fee 
h:!z simple of said premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances except current years taxes, levies, and assessments, and 
2 ~ exoept U. S. Patent reservations, resmctions, easements of record, and easel}Jents visible upon t1le premises, and t11at Grantor will 
a.. \!)~lalTant and defend the same from all claims whatsoever. 
::;) 0 I.ns.tn~menl# ~861'32 ~ ~ 2 3 11.~Xi:'XUffG;MAPI$QN.'P.AHO 
- >- )ated: October . , 2000. 2!JQlJ<1Q~24 ()4;:M;Q9 NQ, of pag~s: 1 
u:: ~ Re(;i;lrq~'9;fQr :EIR$,T AIVl~RiQAN TITkE . 
~ ~ MA'R,I!f'tNR:M$tvtu.S.St;N \. f\ tV Pee: 3,00 
::;) ~ !:;x*Offic;lO'RecorO<lr D~P!:lty_-",,-)J'_ v' ____ _ 8 ~ TNITED STATES WELDry INC., a Colorado Corporation '"\ 
n~ i~M~' ODOll 
Cl-w ~
u:: b (!;)y: Richard E. Lofgre Attest: Thomas A. Mothorpe, Secretary 
LJ..-.:::« 
«.:::::a.. 
( 
Return to: 
NicK R,ALC>.t;,:)f,u Instrument# 295811 
REXBURG, MADISON, IDAHO 
2002-06-10 04:25:00 No. of P 
Recorded for : NICK BAL WIN 
MARILYN R. RASMUSS 
as: 2 
CC#: WO#: ___ _ 
Ex.otflcio Recorder Depl)tlJ:::z~------
RIGHT OF WAY EASEMENT 
For value received, American Self Storage ,("Grantor"), hereby 
grants to PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation, its successors and assigns, ("Grantee"), an 
easement for a right of way 10 . feet in width and 394 feet in length, more or 
less, for the construction, reconstruction, operation, maintenance, repair, replacement, 
enlargement, and removal of electric power transmission, distribution and 
communication lines and all necessary or desirable accessories and appurtenances 
thereto, including without limitation: supporting towers, poles, props, guys and anchor, 
including guys and anchors outside of the right of way; wires, fibers, cables and other 
conductors and conduits therefor; and pads, transfonners, switches, vaults and cabinets, 
along the general course now located by Grantee on, over or under the surface of the real 
property of Grantor in Madison County, State of 
:I/)AtjO , more particularly described as follows and as more particularly 
described andler sao'NH Oli Exhihit(s} at!:flehee hereto and by this reference 
made a part hereof: 
Beginning at a point that is N 00"11 '06" E 564.79 feet along the west section ~ne and 
S 89"48'54" E 157.95 feet from the southwest corner of Section 17, Township.$North, 
Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho and running thence N 
89°21'24" E 378.37 feet; thence S 00°28'26" E 10.00 feet; thence S 89°21'24" W 384.78 
feet to the east line of the highway right-ot-way line; thence along said right-of-way line N 
32"08'41" E 11.90 feet to the point of beginning. 
Assessor's Map No. _______ _ Tax Parcel No. ______ _ 
Together with the right of access to the right of way from adjacent lands of 
Grantor for all activities in connection with the purposes for which this easement has 
been granted; and together with the present and (without payment therefor) the future 
right to keep the right of way and adjacent lands clear of all brush, trees, timber, 
structures, buildings and other hazards which might endanger Grantee's facilities or 
impede Grantee's activities. 
Page 1 on 
NSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
AFFIDAVIT OF COU MARY JUDGMENT 
MOTION FOR SUM 
PAGE 158 
At no time shall Grantor place, use or pennit any equipment or material of any 
kind that exceeds twelve (12) feet in height, light any fires, place or store any flammable 
materials (other than agricultural crops), on or within the boundaries of the right of way. 
Subject to the foregoing limitations, the surface of the right of way may be used for 
agricultural crops and other purposes not inconsistent, as detennined by Grantee, with the 
purposes for which this easement has been granted. 
The rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall be binding upon and shall 
benefit theiT respecti ve heirs, successors and assigns. 
DATED this /0 daYOf~/ 
REPRESENTATIVE ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STATE of_ ....... l.... d""CI..:::.'-'-'-"o'--_ ___ _ 
5S. 
This instrument was acknowledged before me on this ~ day of--,tv\--"o..=.>.v.~_ ) 
My commission expires: "I - J - 0 "" 
Page 2 of2 ,., 00019 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PAGE 159 
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WARRANTY DEED 
Order No.;3040110871·B 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Boyd R. Weaver and Dorothy R. Weaver, Husband and Wife 
the grantor(s), do(es) hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto 
American Self-Storage LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
whose current address is 
368 North 4300 East Rigby, ID 83442 
the grantee(s), the following described premises, in Madison Co1lDty, Idaho. TO WIT: 
Parcell: Beginning at a point that is N 00°11 '06" E 443.36 feet along the section line and S 89°48'54" E 
317.92 feet from the southwest comer of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East of the Boise Meridian, 
Madison County, Idaho; and t;Unning thence N 00°28'26" W 98.73 feet; thence N 89°21'24" E 219.80 feet; 
thence N 00°28'26" W 124.67 feet to the north line of the south half of the southwest quarter of the southwest 
quarter (S'h, SW 'I., SW'h); thence along said north line N 89°35'13" E 439.7(} feet; thence S 00°28'26" E 
223.47 feet; thence S 89°30'57" W 659.50 feet to the point of beginning. 
Together with: a right-of -way to be used in common with others described as follOWS: 
Parcel 2: Beginning at a point that is N 00°11'06" E 539.56 feet along the section line and S 89°48'54" E 
142.21 feet from the southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East of the lIoise Meridian, 
Madison County, Idaho; and running thence N 32°08'41" E 29.74 feet; thence N 89°21'24" E 378.37 feet; 
thence S 00°28'26" E 25.00 feet; t1ience S 89°21 '24" W 394.40 feet to the point of beginning. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee, heirs and assigns 
forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that (s)he is/are the owner(5) in 
fee simple of said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances Except: Current Year Taxes, conditions, 
covenants, restrictions, reservations, easements, Iights and rights of way, apparent or of record. 
And that (5)11e will warrant and defend the same from all lawful clJlims whatsoever. 
Dated: 
State ofIdaho 
County of Madison 
3/23/2001 
} 
}ss. 
} 
On this 2..'>t-d. ry\/)....-c·h 'L bb I , before me, a Notary Public mandfor said state, personally 
appeared Bo,~d R. Weaver and Dorothv R. Weaver 
known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) subscnbed to the '\itilin instrument, and acknowledged 
to me that he/she/they executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and afli.xed my official seal the day and year first above 
written. 
Instrument # 288302 
REXBURG, MADISON, IDAHO 
2001·03·23 04:01:00 No. of Page.: 1 
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MARILYN It RASMUSSEN Q...("'F"' 3.00 
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WARRANTY DEED 
Order No.!3040616664BB 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED WHlCHIS PAID BY A QUAl.IFI.ED INTERMEDIARY AS PART OF A 1031 
DEFERRED EXCHANGE 
American Self-Storage LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
the grantor(s). do(es) hereby grant, bargain. sell and convey unto 
Highway 101 Investments, LLC 
whose current address is 
~~; ~!~!I.rr~ .. ~or. B~rc>~ ~l~~ ,~ xcAn4 
the grantee(s), the following described premises. in Madison County. Idaho, TO WIT: 
Parcell: Beginning at a point that is North 00°11'06" E 443.36 feet along the section line and South 
89°48'54" East 317.92 feet from the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East oftlle 
Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho; and running thence North 00°28'26" West 98.73 feet; thence North 
89°21'24" East 219.80 feet; thence North 00°28'26" West 124.67 feet to the North line of the South Half of the 
Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (S%, SW \la, SWY.); thence along said north line North 
89035'13" East 439.70 feet; tbence South 00°28'26" East 223.47 feet; thence South 89°30'57" West 659.50 feet 
to the point of beginning. 
Together with: a right-of -way to be used in common with others described as follows: 
Parcel 2: Beginning at a point that is North 00011 '06" East 539.56 feet along the section line and Soutb 
89°48'54" East 142.21 feet from the Southwest corner of Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East ofthe 
Boise Meridian, Madison Connty, Idaho; and running thence North 32°08'41" East 29.74 feet; thence North 
89°21 '24" East 378.37 feet; thence Sonth 00°28'26" East 25.00 feet; thence South 89°21'24" West 394.40 feet 
to the point of beginning. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee, heirs and assigns 
forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and willi the said Grantee(s), that (s)he is/are the owner(s) in 
fee simple of said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances Except: Current Year Taxes, conditions, 
covenants, restrictions. reservations. easements, rights and rights of way. apparent or of record. 
And that (s)he will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Dated: 2/2012007 
By: Susan Baldwin, Member 
Instrument # 335153 
REXBURG, ..... DlSON. IDAHO 
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( 
'. 
( 
\ 
Commencing at a point on 
of U. S. -. Highway 191, .,.,"' ... -", ..... ;~ .. 
Southwesr. corner of Se 
Madison County, Idaho; : 
North 100.50 fe.et; thertce 
West 70.22 feet, which point is': ' 
nection; thence South 32°24' 45" 'Wesl: 
TO HAVE AND TO HOlD the said premises, with their appurteria:iices~rit6thesaid 
heirs and assignsforever, . . 
. IN WITNESS WHEREOii;' the Gr.~nt<>r.pursuant to areSbl~tio~6fitsI3cia;d ,~iDirectorsha$ :'<" 
caused its corporate name to;behereuntosubscdbed by its President arid its corporatesealt60El. ' 
affixed by its Secretary this ' :jan{iaty 2,)986 . ,:./, . 
: .... . 
!h. I1'lntor' • do "t:f~ 11'Ut. barplll, .all and convey IUltn 
• ,f _ .. 
LBISRMAN !LECTIUC. ,, ' Canerd 'I'artnlnbil' 
.. , /;,;;;;. I- ; ... 
who.e current ,ddr ••• 'I "h...· 
422 Sou~h 400 Ba.t 
ie"burl. Idaho 83440 
tho rr(lII1~ I. the 101l0'll1nrr dwc.ribed ;nmllu, l"-~~.!!~.County Idaho, to wit. 
A r1sht-of-vl, to bti c. d i~ coa~on w1th other. de.cr~bed .. f ollc~8: 
Be,1a~1n& It tha Southve.t corner ol ~ect1ou 17. tawaab1p 6 Hot • ~,e 
40 !Ut. 801 .. Mar1duIl, Mlld1 on Oounty, lUl10l thence rut 140.10 leet; 
thanco North .56S.74 teet to the true point of be81.1u1lnll .uri rumia, 
thiaci North 89°49'.50' Klot 378.17 !eetl theace South 15 . 00 fnt; thence 
South S9·4~·.50 W .. t 394.40 f.at. thence North 32°37'44" z.-t 29.74 feet 
to thl poj~t of he,iDDfn,. 
TO ilA VEl AND 'ro HOlD the I .. U PrmllMol, .. Ith th"lr ac:rurtl\Dan«.& unlO I • .td Cr n~. . 
their ,,,Ira and .. ri ..... torn.,. Ant) tlIe lId GrantM a do hereby ","vonOlnt L9 d 
with the ujd Grant.. ,that thly lite the own.... I" I •• ,lInlll. of IIlld prem ; lh.1l tho . III (r>ie 
tram ~Il IncoL'OIhnn<ea I"L<opt IIIltte ' . ot public record . 
and lhlt t h. y will ",arrant and dc/end Ibe ,All c: rom all J...nul clall'll4 .. haIlJOIver. 
Dated: IlUUIIt 27 . 1986 
r-- - 00005 
For Value Received 
CHARLES R. RAS1.fi1SSEN 
the grantors • do 
whose current address is 
175 South 2nd West 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 ' •... , 
the grantees , the following described premi8~~~ : 
Township 6 North, Range 40 East 
Section 17: Beginning at ·. the '··" QI\"t-t.v",,. 
thence EaSt..16 . 
point: . on "the " ~··- ··.L \'·1'R'·:1'jv'i1':';;;;)f,,:,way/of 
Connection ' ~'~~.~;;:~l~~~~~~~!jf~~~i~l;;i~:j!~gj~I~['~~~ East 239 ~ 07 , . _ • .,'i: .•. · ·.,.· 
;~:;~ilf~:~~~~~~etr; "' .' ., ;~~:~~!~~.~ <, .) 
feet ;tht'h'ice' Sotith ;125 ;50 
West 219.BO feet; <,thence 
of beginning. . ',"'. . 
Together with a right-oI-way to be uBed in 
as f 0110W8 : 0; 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of said Section;' ' ,,"t:u<;c: .,' J~CO'" 
feet; thence North 565.74 feet to the true point of" . ," .. ' ., ... .... . 
running thence North 89°49'50" East 378.37feet;thehce !rSoUth ', 25~OO!feetf 
thence South 89°49 '50 West 394.40 feet; thence North 32°37 ,'44 " East:29~74 
feet to the point of beginning. . 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances . unto the 'said Grantee S I 
their heirs and assigns forever. ; And the said Grantor s do > hereby covenant to and 
with the said Grantees. that they are the owners infeesimple of Said premises: that they are free 
from all incumbrances except matters of public record. . 
and that they will warrant and delend the same from all1awfulclabna~ha~jver. 
;~~,;:;, ' .. ::. ;>:;;/ . 
Daf.ed: I\.ugust 27. 1986 "r 
STATE OF IDAHO. COUNTY OF .... ... . 
On this 27th day of August ,1IHii5'·; 
betore me, a notary public In and tor said state. personally 
appell~,~,~:,";~." //'4"; ", '.:'.' ' 
.. ' · .. ci:il1~.iij.~S ::R.~'Mf!mUssen and Beryl · S~ 
, ':>:' ··Rasmussea.,\ husband and wife 
• of> ,". \-; 
t~;~e :o'~e the kr;.~ WhOl1l nameS ure 
auljJ¢t.:l~~d ~th8 ~tl)lQ;~airwnent. and acknowledged to . . '. 
, - ~ "\~f'ey. ' . ' executed thoaaino;/\ 
.,:; ., 
( 
" ,' 
ELECTIRC, INC., of 442 South 40b East, 
' . . - ' ," 
rg. ; Cdunty of Madison, State of Idiho, for a ~ood 
consideration, the receipt of which is hereby 
hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto 
General partnership, of 422 South 4.00 c;chit, 
County of MaaiGon, State of Idaho as GRANTBE, 
heirs and assigns forever, all of the 
described real estate located in Madison County, 
***Commencing at. a point Which is East 156.93 
feet and North 565.74 feet and North 89°49'50" 
East 278.37 feet from the Southwest corner of 
Section 17, Township 6 North, Range 40 East, 
Boise Meridian, Madison County, Idaho, and 
running thence North 89°49'50" East 100 feet, 
thence North 100.5 feet, thence South 
89°49'5U" west 100 feet, thence South 100.5 
feet to the point of beginning •• *** 
TOGETHER with all improvements, water, water rights, 
• ditch rights, easements, hereditaments an~ 
its heirs and assigns does hereby 
, warrant and shall defena the quiet and peaceable 
by the Grantee, its heirs and 
lawful claims of all pGrsons. 
truing this deed, and where the context so 
singu1c.r includes the plural and the masculine, 
has hereunto subscribed 
27th day of May, 1986. 
LEISHMAN 
an Idaho 
( 
( 
aoknowledged tOme that 
IDAHO ) 
:ss 
) 
On this 28th day of May, in 
No 
Residing In: 
My Commission 
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For Value Received 
: :i··;3;::. :.~:.; -:· 
the grantor 8. do 
;": ' 
hereby grant, bar.taiii/ i~ll aim ·co~vey~~rtd ·~' 
Boyd R. Weaver and Dorothy R. We,;,i~er, hU8band"and~ife 
whose current address Is 
P. o. Box 448 
St. Anthony, Idaho 83445 
the grantoo s' the following described premises, in ___ .... kt~ui;l.n.qn .. ....... County Idaho, to ·. wit: 
Township 6 North, Range 40 East. BOise ·Met'idian, Madf~~riCri~ntY;Idaho 
Section 17 : Beginning at the SouthWest .. corner .of >,"said· Secti'on ·:17j . 
thence East 76.43 feet; thence Nor th :<:440.00 ·Uet.. toa . 
point on the Eaot R1ght-of"way of .. thf!{Si\lem· •.  Road · \ . 
Connect:f.on of U.S. H1ghway191. tlience ;Nci:o:-th89°49'50" 
East 239.07 feet to the true point of begirii11ngL8.iid ·· 
running thence North 89°49'50" East ; 659.50feet;thericie 
North 226.00 feet; thence South 89°49'50" West .439.70 
feet; thence South 125.50 feet; thence .South89"49'.50" 
West 219.80 feet; thence South 100.50 feet to ,the point 
of beginning. 
Together with a right-of.;.way to be used in COllullon w:.f.th others dest'ribed 
as follows: 
Beginning at the Southwest corner of said Section; thence East 140.90 
feet; thence North 565.74 feet to the true point of beginning; and 
running thence North .. 89°49'50" Eaat 378.37 feetJ thence South 25.00 feet; 
thence South 89"49'50 West 394.40 feet; thence North 32°37'44" East 29.74 
feet to the _point of beginning. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said GrlUltee s. 
their heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantors do hereby covenant to and 
with the said Grantee €I, that t he y are the owner 9 in fee simple of SAid premises; that they are free 
from all incumbrances except matters of public record 
and that the y will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Da~: August 29, 1986 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF MADISON 
On this 29th day ot August .19 86, 
before me, a. notary publle In and tor 8aid State, personally 
appeared • 
Nyle Tanner and Cheryl Tanner, hushand 
and wife 
. swhose name s are 
1~}l·rQlril·mt. and acknowled8'cd to 
'.~ :;, 
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being r~-recorded to correct the notary . --~---~----------------
DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, LEISIP,!M fiL ECTRIC, IN C, 
a corporation du ly on~a~izcd a l' J ~}'isLing under lhe laws 'J f the Slate ,)( Irlai,:), grar,tor, d"!!,, hl're h:' (: 1' ''')1. 
Ba rga in, Sell an d Convey unto CHARLES R. RA S1'flJ£· SI'N '''111 BERYL 3. RAS ~\USS EN , hi.s \"iC c 
131 ~est 2nd Sou',h, Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
grantee, the 1'0110wing- desc r ibed renl estate, to-wit: 
3eginnin g at: a poi.l'\t lin th~ E'-1St". righ ,f:. ',.Jay (\f " he S:3 1 f ' ~n i{-·. ld C .. ,nnC!ct:'ion til" 
U,S . HighHay l'H , ,hich point is ltiO . ':iI, i.(,·"t ;':;)st :'Ir)(1 \';\i.",;, :)/,f) , r,·) kd " "c' 
South,,'est corn:::\:' of. Scc tiOfl 1 7, T(')\a.'T1 shi p 6 Nor th. H~,"'\~c 1111 ~':,1St, B() i~;r, '.j," ·,di :l!1, 
Hf1.dis OLl Count)' I IUd-no I i111d runn i.ng th~qce North Fi<Y'L1C)I 5()11 E.1SI: l/,'i. (-.;'/ i (:(:: I ilC! H', l' 
Sou th 100 ,50 feet; Llien cCo ~lorth ::;9'49' 5(J" l!;ast . 65'),50 feet; Ll1cn Ce ,!n: tlt 2~~(), 00 
fe et; thence Sou th 89 0 [19' 50'1 ioJes t 772.70 feet to the !'",nn righ t-of -"C)v 'i.nr: (\ 1 
t'le S"lcm Road Cun',1(!ction; r:.henc.e. South 19°24 ' ''5'' \.}QBt 7(J,22 r 'cet to" !",int 
opposite !;tatiIHl 51~+O() . 54 or" thE: S31er. I Rond COl1\1e.c:t i on ~'tlrvC':y: th(;nCi ':'; '11th 
):? n'2 !, '!~)" hle .st. (d:. ~S feet; tl\ ell (:e. So uth :)2Ci 37" ~I/,!! \'}c',st , 29. 71, re cl' to t.: I<' 1" .. , 
nr h(~ ~~ illnin).I •. !.t-:SS: C()mmC'nc~.ng ilt;') poi.nl: on th r-~ !~ ~,I ~t tight- n ( - wJ1Y 11.:1 ..... "'~. h.' 
~\:L1 I ~ m RU;l d cnnl)i\(:tit)11 or u, s l:lgIH":~I ': lr:i.~ ,-,r lli c h i").inL i,l'; l~,(). ')"·l fC('I.1: F;i!~l :Ind 
\(,5 . ,'/1 r(,c!~ ;\(~r Lh of: the: )nld' lw.r(~st "'nr!1C i" or S (~(,:I. j(~I': 1.7. ':o· .• rnsld r) A >!n}-l ~I. H;l!II',V 
,~;n Fn s!:. ; ~oi ~:'; t .' >!crLd:'~l!I, ~I;'\dison COt.;:,· ... , rdn1\(l ; " !1d r l l:lni nr; rl,,:"' l"l{'C' ;lnl '~ \ ; :"q(" ,'I'l ")(:" 
1':a s L 17B.37 (r!c~t~ l\l(;W C: l:! ~~)~'lh 100.50 r('.ct ~ ·,·h_·~"": r:(:' S(\ ~ lth p,q"' /J~ j!")(.J' . \.~ : · ' · ~ ' ) .no r"' I~t 
l:~H·. t~<":l~ ~;\ Hlth 1. 9 0:12!\1!15" '.fest 70 22 r(:! I~t) ·hjc.~ !",Ol.!"it i~; nrpl}~ .. i t(· st;,e Il.l,\ ~)l:~·I· ()(.r) .:. 
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Hyrum D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a 
married man dealing with his sole and 
separate property, and REXBURG 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
Defendant. 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-IO-115 
PLAINTIFFS SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST 
SET OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 
PLAINTIFFS SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS - Page 1 
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KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
COMES NOW Plaintiffs and respond to Defendant's First Set of Requests for Admission 
to Plaintiffs as follows: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: Admit that defendant's response to your 
interrogatory number one is true and correct. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE: Objection. Plaintiffs object to Request for 
Admission No.1 as it does comply with lR.C.P. 36(a) which requires that "Each matter of 
which an admission is requested shaH be separately set forth." Request for Admission No. 
1 refers to an response to an interrogatory that is three pages long and amounts to an 
admission of Defendant's entire narrative regarding the case. 
Additionally, Request for Admission No.1 seeks admissions regarding conversations 
to which the Plaintiff was not a party. Plaintiff anticipates that the details of those 
conversations will be discovered through depositions of the parties present, which 
depositions have not yet been taken. Request for Admissions No.1 also seeks admissions of 
Defendant's thoughts and intentions regarding its decisions. Plaintiff objects on the 
grounds that Defendants intentions and thoughts are inappropriate topics for requests for 
admissions and not readily obtainable by Plaintiff. 
On those basis Plaintiff denies all portions of Defendant's Request for Admission 
No.1 not expressly admitted below. Plaintiff admits as follows: 
Highway 101 applied for a permit to place a sign on their property and the permit was 
denied as set out on the first page of Defendant's response to Interrogatory No. 1. 
PLAINTIFFS SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS - Page 2 
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Regarding the last sentence on page 2, Plaintiff admits that Highway 101 placed a sign in 
the right of way, but denies that it is consistent with the signs of the other business which are 
either painted onto the business buildings or much smaller signs installed on the business 
owner's property. 
Plaintiff admits that Highway 101 contracted with YESCO to build the sign for a price of 
$29,767 and that YESCO applied for a sign permit application. 
Plaintiff admits that the email from Natalie Powell dated June 12,2008, is authentic and 
admissible. 
Plaintiff admits that while work was being done on the right of way, the location of the 
sign was marked with paint and that those markings were visible. However, Plaintiff denies that 
this provided notice to Plaintiff or any other interested party as there were a number of painted 
markings in the right of way related to the construction. 
Plaintiff admits that at some point Dean Moon inquired about the purpose of the 
markings, was told that they were for the location of a sign and subsequently showed Kenton 
Johnson and Nephi Allen the proposed location. 
Plaintiff admits that the conversation between Mr. Leishman, Danny Miller, YESCO, and 
the City of Rexburg occurred as stated near the end of page 3. 
Plaintiff admits that the meeting between the principals of Rexburg Plumbing & Heating, 
Highway 10 1, and Mr. Leishman occurred that same day. Plaintiff s assert that prior to the 
meeting in which Danny MiIler was present, the principals of Rexburg Plumbing & Heating met 
ch Bron Leishman and that together they agreed that they did not want the sign in the proposed 
;ation. Plaintiffs state that during their discussion with Danny Miller they offered Highway 
1 space on their property for the sign and that Mr. Leishman offered space on his property for 
~ sign but that Defendant rejected those offers citing problems with the locations and stating 
1t he did not want to go through the permit process again. Plaintiffs deny that they did not 
Jject to the placement of the sign. Both Plaintiffs and Mr. Leishman complained and objected 
the placement of the sign - this was the entire purpose of the meeting. Plaintiff asserts that 
Ibsequent to this meeting the principals of Rexburg Plumbing & Heating had various 
LAINTIFFS SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
:EQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS - Page 3 
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conversations among themselves regarding possible solutions. 
Plaintiffs admit that Mr. Leishman called the city. However, Plaintiffs recollection is 
that the work stopped due to the broken pipe - not because of the dispute regarding the sign. 
Plaintiffs admit that the Rexburg city attorney visited the site. 
Plaintiff s admit that a meeting occurred at the office of the Rexburg Public Works 
Director's Office as set out in page 4. Plaintiff is unable to admit to the precise happenings or 
statements made in the meeting. No Plaintiff was present and the depositions of those present 
have not yet been taken. Plaintiff denies that their absence from the meeting can be construed as 
a lack of interest on their part. They were not informed of the meeting prior to it. Additionally, 
Plaintiffs deny that information provided by the city in any way impairs their ability to enforce 
their right of way. The information from the city was incorrect - Highway 101 did not own the 
property and it failed to recognize or locate the recorded rights of way. 
Plaintiffs admit that the conversation described in the truck between Mr. Miller and Dean 
occurred. However, Plaintiffs state that Danny Miller's information to Dean included the 
incorrect information regarding Highway 101's ownership of the street, the city's approval of the 
sign, and that any statement by Dean was premised on that information and to the effect that "if 
that is the case, then I guess there is no problem." 
Plaintiffs deny the last sentence of the interrogatory. Plaintiffs admit that numerous 
realtors have told them that failure to enforce a right of way may cause serious problems with 
selling a property. Plaintiffs assert that after a consultation with Mr. Leishman regarding the 
meeting, Kenton Johnson obtained copies of the recorded deeds showing the rights of way 
belonging to Plaintiff sand Mr. Leishman. Kenton Johnson showed these easements to Nephi 
Allen. Subsequently, on August 2,2008, Nephi Allen entered into a discussion with Danny 
Miller that began outside at their vehicles and during which Nephi Allen and Danny Miller 
moved into Rexburg Plumbing and Heating's office. Nephi Allen showed Danny Miller the 
deeds including the right of way and stated "that sign cannot go there". Danny Miller indicated 
that Mr. Millar had ok'd the sign and that they were putting it in. He indicated that he would not 
have bought Highway 101 's property if he couldn't put the sign in and that it was paid for and 
PLAINTIFFS SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
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'ATE OF IDAHO, ) 
ss. 
mnty of Madison ) 
Hyr~rickson 
Nephi Allen, being first duly sworn, deposes on oath, deposes and says that he has read 
e within and foregoing Plaintiffs' Supplemental Response to Defendant's First Set of Requests 
r Admissions, knows the contents thereof, and believes the saL to be true. 
NePhf1frit- ........... 
~--
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 9th day of July, 2010. 
NotaryA?ublic for Idaho 
Residing at: Rexburg, Idaho ,. 
My Commission Expires: ~0. 6-;/ f' 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was on this date 
served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their name, either by mail-
ing, hand delivery or by telecopying to them a true and correct copy of said document in a 
properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to 
them; or by facsimile transmission. 
DATED this 9th day of July, 2010. 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
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[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
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Hyrum D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a 
married man dealing with his sole and 
separate property, and REXBURG 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
Defendant. 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
COMES NOW Plaintiffs and respond to Defendant's First Set of Requests for Production 
of Documents to Plaintiffs as follows: 
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please state the name, address, and phone number of each 
and every person having knowledge of the facts of this case, and for each such person provide a 
brief summary of the knowledge each person has. 
ANSWER: The majority of the persons whose information is responsive to this 
interrogatory are listed in Defendant's response to interrogatory No. 15. In addition, the 
Plaintiffs add the following: 
Val Dietrich 351-1063 859 S. Yellowstone Hwy., Ste. 802, Rexburg ID 83440 
Ted Whyte 351-9595 859 S. Yellowstone Hwy., Ste. 802, Rexburg ID 83440 
Joe Allen 351-1047 859 S. Yellowstone Hwy., Ste. 802, Rexburg ID 83440 
Rod Jones 356-0000 1014 Erikson Dr. Suite B, Rexburg, ID 83440 
Each of these individuals is a realtor with whom the Plaintiffs have spoken regarding the 
difficulty of selling the property if the right of way is not enforced. Mr. Deitrich, Mr. 
Whyte, and Mr. Allen all work out ofthe Century 21 office in Rexburg. 
PLAINTIFFS ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
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INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please state the name, address, and the phone number of 
each and every witness you plan to call to testify at the trial of this matter, and provide a brief 
summary of the facts to which each witness will testify. 
ANSWER: Plaintiffs have not yet determined who they will can at trial witnesses. 
Witness will be disclosed pursuant to a supplemental response or pursuant to the court's 
pretrial order. 
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please list and identify any exhibits you intend or expect to 
introduce into evidence at the trial ofthe above-entitled matter, and state the names and 
addresses of the person(s) presently having possession of said exhibit(s). 
ANSWER: Plaintiffs have not yet determined what, if any, exhibits will be 
introduced into evidence at trial. Exhibits will be disclosed pursuant to a supplemental 
response or pursuant to the court's pretrial order. 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Please identify any and all experts whom you have 
engaged and who are expected to testify at the trial of this cause, and for each such expert, please 
provide educational background, field of specialization, detailed summary of the opinions to 
which the expert will testify, and all facts, data, events and other knowledge utilized by the 
expert upon which his/her testimony is based. 
ANSWER: Plaintiffs have not retained any experts at this time. 
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Have you obtained written or recorded statements from 
anyone concerning any of the issues of this action? If so, for each statement, state the name and 
PLAINTIFFS ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES 
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address of the person who took the statement; the name and address of the person who made the 
statement; and the substance of the statement. 
ANSWER: None, other than those prepared by Defendant as responses to Plaintiff's 
discovery requests. 
INTERROGATORY NO.6: State whether you intend to rely upon any statement made 
by any party. If your answer is in the affirmative, please state the following: the place of the 
conversation; the date of the conversation; the name, address and telephone number of each 
person present at the conversation; and what was said by each party in the conversation. 
ANSWER: Although Plaintiffs do not expect to rely on them in their case in chief, 
they expect that aU conversations by the parties related to the sign are likely to be 
introduced at trial. These include the conversations set out in Defendants Response to 
Interrogatory No.1 as well as the additional conversations set out in Plaintiff's 
Supplemental Response to Defendant's Request for Admission No. 1. To the best of 
Plaintiff's knowledge, all conversations are included therein. 
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Do you contend that the sign at issue has caused you 
damage? If so, please identify in specificity all facts that support your contention, the name, 
addresses and phone numbers of all witnesses who have information in support to your 
contention, and all documents that support your contention. 
ANSWER: Yes. However, the mere presence of the sign on the Plaintiff's right of 
way is an injury to the Plaintiffs and they are entitled to the removal of the sign without a 
showing of additional injury. In addition, clients or persons visiting plaintiffs have hit the 
PLAINTIFFS ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORlES 
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sign. Nephi Allen and Kenton Johnson have both seen people hit the sign. For example, 
they saw a driver from Clair and Dee's Tire Factory hit the sign. They also had a client 
come back into their building to apologize for hitting the sign. Plaintiffs do not have names 
or telephone numbers for anyone who has hit the sign. 
Plaintiff's believe that hitting the sign or having difficulty in turning around may 
cause bad feelings regarding their business. 
The location of the sign makes it more difficult and time consuming to plow snow 
from the right of way and plaintiff's property. 
When Plaintifflaid down the asphalt on the right of way, he extended the asphalt on 
to Plaintiff's property and onto the property of Leishman Electric. This is shown on 
Attachment "A" to this response. The portion in yellow is the asphalt laid by the 
Defendant that exceeds the right of way and encroaches on the neighboring property. The 
part showing the 8' of asphalt is the portion on the Plaintiff's property. The portion 
showing 28' is the portion belonging to Leishman Electric. In order to make room for the 
sign and to aI10w cars to pass on both sides of the sign, Defendant paved a portion of 
Plaintiff's property. Because Defendant paved the property, nearly everyone who travels 
on the right of way now drives over Plaintiff's property. 
Additionally, the Defendant's paving of the right of way, including the placement of 
the sign, has substantially increased the speed with which vehicles travel on the right of 
way and made it a popular location for u-turns. 
INTERROGATORY NO.8: Do you contend that the sign as issue has unreasonably 
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( 
interfered with any person's use of the right of way? If so, please identifY the name, addresses 
and phone number of each such person and please identifY in specificity all facts supporting your 
contention for each such person. 
ANSWER: The signs location in the right of way unreasonably interferes with the 
Plaintiff's use oftne right of way. He can't pass over that portion of the right of way where 
the sign is located. See also Plaintiff's response to Interrogatory No.7. Additionally, the 
original right of way was 25 feet wide. The placement of the sign effectively shrinks the 
right of way to 19 feet and makes it difficult or impossible for the right of way to contain 
two lanes of traffic. The sign requires vehicles approaching each other to use the property 
of Plaintiffs and or Leishman Electric in order to avoid each other or the sign. 
INTERROGATORY NO.9: If any of your answers to the request for admissions served 
herewith is a denial of the requested admission, or otherwise is not an unequivocal admission, for 
each such answer please state the following; 
1. All facts that support your response; 
2. The names, addresses and phone numbers of all witnesses who have information 
in support of your response; and 
3. The identity of all documents that support your response. 
Defendant reserves the right to ask additional interrogatories and/or take oral depositions; 
further, the foregoing interrogatories shall be considered continuing and at such time as 
additional information becomes available to plaintiffs, supplement answers should be filed with 
respect to the appropriate interrogatories hereinabove set forth. 
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ANSWER: Please see the response to the individual requests for admissions. 
DATED this 9th day of July, 2010. 
STA TE OF IDAHO, ) 
ss. 
County of Madison ) 
Nephi Allen, being first duly sworn, deposes on oath, deposes and says that he has read 
the within and foregoing Plaintiffs' Answers to Defendant's First Set ofInterrogatories to 
Plaintiffs, knows the contents thereof, and believes the same to be true. 
Nephi Allen 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this 9th day of July, 2010. 
Residing at: Rexburg, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ~/.J- tP/1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY 
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was on this date 
served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their name, either by mail-
ing, hand delivery or by telecopying to them a true and correct copy of said document in a 
properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to 
them; or by facsimile transmission. 
DATED this 9th day of July, 2010. 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Hy£~ b. Ericks~n 
/ [L/J Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
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Bryan D. Smith, Esq. - ISB #4411 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. - ISB # 7010 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
414 Shoup Ave. 
P.O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone: (208) 524-0731 
Facsimile: (208) 529-4166 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Highway 101 Investments, LLC 
., 
! 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married 
man dealing with his sole and separate 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a 
married man dealing with his sole and 
separate property, and REXBURG 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, 
LLC, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-IO-115 
RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT 
COME NOW Defendant, HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, 
("DefendantlCounterc1aimant"), by and through their attorneys of record of the firm Smith, 
Driscoll & Associates, PLLC, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 33, and responds to 
the Plaintiff/Counterdefendants' First Set of Interrogatories to DefendantlCounterclaimant, 
as follows: 
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INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please describe the process by which Highway 
101 decided to place the sign in its current location. Please include any conversations 
with easement holders, including plaintiffs, and conversations with City officials 
regarding permits or ownership of the property. 
RESPONSE: DefendantiCounterc1aimant Highway 101 Investments, LLC 
(hereinafter "Hwy 1 0 1 ")'s original desire was to construct a highway billboard sign tall 
enough to be seen over plaintiffs' building in a size large enough to be seen from N. 2nd 
E. and Hwy 33. The sign was to be constructed on the northwest corner ofHwy 101's 
property. As part of Hwy 101 's application for a conditional use permit, Hwy 101 
requested to be allowed to place such a sign in excess of the City of Rexburg's sign height 
limitations on its property. (See Staff Report page 3 produced concurrently herewith.) 
At the Rexburg planning & zoning hearing on Hwy 101 's application for a conditional 
use permit on August 16,2007, Planning Administrator Gary Leikness said, "the hearing 
was not advertised as a variance of sign height or setbacks" and Chairman Winston Dyer 
noted that "[h]e also has real issues with sign proposal. He doesn't feel we can justify any 
request for a higher sign." (See Planning & Zoning Minutes dated August 16, 2007 
produced concurrently herewith.) (See Ordinance No. 908 (Revision) produced 
concurrently herewith. See also Commissioner Thaine Robinson's comment on page 2 of 
the Minutes, supra, "this is possibly the best land use for this property, since it is so far 
off the street and is not visiblefrom the highway . ... If) (emphasis added.) As a result, 
Hwy 101 decided to place the sign on the farthest northeast corner of the narrow strip of 
property that was also a right of way to the abutting properties so as to be as least 
intrusive to the right of way users as possible, yet still allow Hwy 101 to advertise its 
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business in a visible manner consistent with other businesses in the area. In May of 2008, 
Hwy 10 1 contracted with YESCO to construct and install the sign at issue for the cost of 
$29,767. On or about May 22,2008, Hwy 101, through YESCO, applied to the City of 
Rexburg for a permit to install the sign. (See Sign Permit Application produced 
concurrently herewith.) This permit was reviewed and approved by Natalie Powell, 
Compliance Officer, Rexburg City Police Dept. on June 12, 2008. (See email of same 
date produced concurrently herewith.) While the permit was pending and during 
excavation for the sewer and water, the paved apron off ofHwy 33 was marked with 
paint indicating the placement of the future sign. After the old apron pavement was torn 
out the location was staked and then again repainted. The pavement markings were 
clearly visible to Nephi Allen, Kent Johnson, and their business partner, Ellis Dean Moon 
(Dean). Dean inquired one day as to the purpose of the markings and Danny Miller of 
Hwy 101 advised Dean that the markings were the location of the sign to be erected upon 
approval of the permit application. Thereafter, Dean showed both Kent and Nephi the 
location. On or about August 7, 2008, after the sewer and water lines had been inspected 
and approved by the City of Rexburg, YESCO began to dig the roadway in the location 
that the sign would be placed. During this process YESCO struck the sewer line and tore 
a hole in it. As people from YESCO, the City and Danny Miller from Hwy 101 were 
standing around the hole, the landowner to the north, Bron Leishman of Leishman 
Electric, came over and asked what the hole was for. He was informed it was for a sign 
pole. Mr. Leishman protested the location of the hole and the sign pole that would be 
placed in the hole. That day Mr. Leishman met with the three principals of Rexburg 
Plumbing (Nephi Allen, Kent Johnson, and Dean) and Danny Miller to complain about 
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the sign placement. Alternative sites for the sign further to the north and further to the 
south, on either plaintiffs' property or Leishman Electric's property were considered and 
rejected. At that time, neither plaintiffs nor Dean objected to the placement of the sign. 
However, Mr. Leishman called the City and complained about the sign placement. 
Natalie Powell came to the site and told YESCO to stop construction. YESCO complied 
and stopped work with the hole dug and placed construction cones and yellow tape 
around the hole so that no one could drive into the hole or fall into it. YESCO returned to 
its office in Idaho Falls and awaited the decision of the City. That same day the Rexburg 
City Attorney came to the site and looked at the street and the hole that the sign pole 
would be put in, then left. That same afternoon at about 4:30 p.m. a meeting was held in 
the office of the Rexburg Public Works Director's Office. Danny Miller and Bron 
Leishman attended this meeting and rode there together in Mr. Leishman's pickup truck 
to meet with the City officials. The meeting was held in John Millar's office. John 
Millar is the City Public Works Director for the City of Rexburg. No one from Rexburg 
Plumbing attended the meeting. In attendance at the meeting were Danny Miller, Bron 
Leishman, John Millar, and Natalie Powell. During the meeting John Millar used his 
computer to show everyone maps of the site. He used the City and County's GIS maps to 
show ownership of the land. He explained that Hwy 101 owned the property noted as 
American Street. At the conclusion of the meeting, Hwy 101 was told by John Millar 
that they could put the sign in the place it was to be constructed as per the plans that were 
submitted with the application. All in attendance at the meeting were in agreement that it 
would be constructed to the maximum height allowable under the City Sign Ordinance so 
that large vehicles could pass under it. After the meeting, Dean from Rexburg Plumbing 
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was passing on the street and gave Danny Miller a ride back to the site. Dean asked 
about the meeting and told Danny that he did not have any issues as to the placement of 
the sign. Plaintiffs' issue with the placement of the sign did not arise until October of 
2008 when Nephi Allen was advised by his realtor brother that the sign would interfere 
with any future sale of plaintiffs' property 
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Please list each fact that supports the equitable 
affirmative defenses of laches, estoppel, or unclean hands as well as who has knowledge 
of that fact and who will testify to that fact at trial. 
RESPONSE: See defendant's response to interrogatory number one. In 
addition, plaintiffs were benefited by Hwy lOlls improvements to the right of way and to 
plaintiffs' property. The following are persons who have knowledge of all or some of the 
relevant facts: Custodian of records City of Rexburg Planning & Zoning Division; Bron 
Leishman, Plaintiffs, Ellis Dean Moon; Danny Miller; Gary Leikness; Chairman 
Winston Dyer; Commissioner Thaine Robinson; Barbara Miller; Natalie Powell; 
YESCO (Justin Steadman, Reed Stewart and two on site workers); John Millar; Rexburg 
City Attorney (Stephen Zollinger); Madison County Court Clerk; DePatco (its on site 
employees); HK Construction; Rexburg Plumbing & Heating; William Beck, Jr; 
Custodian of Records for the City of Rexburg Water Dept; all adjoining landowners' 
customers, suppliers, tenants, and employees; and Nephi Allen's brother 
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please list any actions or statements by any 
Plaintiff that encouraged you to place the sign in its current location or that would make it 
inequitable for Plaintiffs to enforce their express right of way. 
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RESPONSE: See defendant's response to interrogatory number one. In 
addition, Hwy 101 relied upon Kent Johnson and Nephi Allen's inaction, despite notice 
and ample time to take action, in expending the time, effort and expense of placing the 
sign where it is presently located. Hwy 101 relied upon Ellis Dean Moon's (a member or 
partner of Rexburg Plumbing) statement that he did not have any issues with respect to 
the current placement of the sign. The sign does not interfere in any manner with the 
reasonable use and enjoyment of the right of way by plaintiffs. Hwy 101 paid for 
additional pavement to be placed on plaintiffs' property abutting the right of way. 
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Please explain what is meant by merger III 
paragraph 4 of the Answer and list each fact that supports the affirmative defense of 
merger as well as who has knowledge of that fact and who will testify to that fact at trial. 
RESPONSE: The private right of way has so extensively been used by the 
public that the right of way has been "taken for public use" and has been designated by 
the City of Rexburg as "American Street." As a result, plaintiffs' interest has merged 
with the public's, and plaintiffs may not assert a private cause of action. The following 
are persons who have knowledge of all or some of the relevant facts: All adjoining 
landowners, customers, suppliers, tenants, and employees of all adjoining landowners. 
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Please list each fact that supports the affirmative 
defense claimed in paragraph 6 of the Answer (that Defendant's interference with 
Plaintiff's alleged rights is not umeasonable) as well as who has knowledge of that fact 
and who will testify to that fact at trial. 
RESPONSE: See defendant's response to interrogatory number one. In 
addition, there has been no evidence to Hwy 101's knowledge that anyone has been 
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unable to use the right of way or access any adjoining property due to the sign. To the 
contrary, to defendant's knowledge, plaintiffs and their customers, suppliers, tenants, and 
employees have enjoyed reasonable access to plaintiffs' property on the right of way. 
Also, plaintiffs' property has access from N. 2nd E. Hwy 33. This fact further 
demonstrates that placement of the sign is not umeasonable because plaintiffs have 
sufficient access to their property. The following are persons who have knowledge of all 
or some of the relevant facts: Danny Miller, Barbara Miller, all adjoining landowners, 
customers, suppliers, tenants, and employees of all adjoining landowners. 
INTERROGATORY NO.6: Please explain what is meant by set off in 
paragraph 8 of the Answer and list each fact that supports the affirmative defense of set 
off as well as who has knowledge of that fact and who will testify to that fact at trial. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 101 is unable to respond to this Interrogatory as paragraph 8 
of the Answer does not refer to a "set off," but it does refer to lack of standing. 
Notwithstanding this fact, if what plaintiffs mean is paragraph seven, then Hwy 101 
responds as follows: Plaintiffs were benefitted by Hwy 10 l's improvements to the right 
of way and to plaintiffs' property. Plaintiffs did not contribute in any manner to the cost 
of the improvements paid for by Hwy 101. Hwy 101 placed the sign in its current 
location in reliance upon the benefit received by plaintiffs. Hwy 101 did not previously 
seek reimbursement for the costs of the improvements and maintenance of the right of 
way in reliance upon plaintiffs' inaction and Ellis Dean Moon's affirmative statement. 
The following are persons who have knowledge of all or some of the relevant facts: 
Danny Miller, DePatco, plaintiffs, and Ellis Dean Moon. 
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INTERROGATORY NO.7: Please list each fact that supports Count I of the 
Counterclaim (Right of Way Forfeiture) as well as who has knowledge of that fact and 
who will testify to that fact at trial. 
RESPONSE: Plaintiffs have invited customers, suppliers, tenants, family 
members, and members of the public at large to use the right of way when the grant of 
right of way is specific to those contained in applicable deeds. As a result, plaintiffs have 
overburdened the easement resulting in forfeiture. The following are persons who have 
knowledge of all or some of the relevant facts: Danny Miller, Barbara Miller, all 
adjoining landowners, customers, suppliers, tenants, and employees of all adjoining 
landowners. 
INTERROGATORY NO.8: Please list each fact that supports Count II of the 
Counterclaim (Unjust Enrichment) as well as who has knowledge of that fact and who 
will testify to that fact at trial. In particular, please identify precisely what benefit has 
been conferred upon Plaintiffs and why the accrual of this benefit is unjust without 
payment. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 101 has laid pavement on plaintiffs' property and the 
approach off ofHwy 33. Hwy 101 has installed water and sewer lines to plaintiffs' 
property. Hwy 101 has had electrical lines run under the right of way and has had fire 
hydrants installed for protection of plaintiffs' property. Finally, Hwy 101 has had the 
entire right of way resurfaced. All these items benefit plaintiffs, but plaintiffs have paid 
nothing for them. The following are persons who have knowledge of all or some of the 
relevant facts: Danny Miller, DePatco, HK Contractors, plaintiffs, Ellis Dean Moon, and 
Bron Leishman. 
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INTERROGATORY NO.9: Please list each fact that supports Count III of the 
Counterclaim (Trespass) as well as who has knowledge of that fact and who will testify 
to that fact at trial. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 101 had a plat that showed a small strip ofland between 
plaintiffs' property and property belonging to Hwy 101 situated on nearly the same 
"footprint" as the right of way. This strip appeared on the plat to belong to Hwy 101 and 
not plaintiffs. Hwy 101 has since obtained an updated plat that shows this strip as a 
"deed overlap." See attached plat. Hwy 101 is continuing to conduct discovery on this 
issue and will supplement its discovery as discovery progresses. The following are 
persons who have knowledge of all or some of the relevant facts: Danny Miller, Barbara 
Miller, plaintiffs, Madison County Recorder, and Schiess & Associates, Consulting 
Engineers. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Please list each fact that supports Count IV of the 
Counterclaim (Trespass) as well as who has knowledge of the fact and who will testify to 
that fact at trial. In particular, please identify the "small strip of land" referenced in 
paragraph 21 ofthe Counterclaim. 
RESPONSE: See response to interrogatory number nine. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Please list each fact that supports Count V of the 
Counterclaim (Equitable Recoupment/Estoppel) as well as who has knowledge of that 
fact and who will testify to that fact at trial. 
RESPONSE: See responses to Interrogatory numbers one, two and three. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Do you intend to rely on any statements made by 
any Plaintiff? If so, please list the nature of the statement, the date, time and location of 
the statement, and who was present when the statement was made. 
RESPONSE: See responses to Interrogatory numbers one, two and three. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: With respect to all witnesses which you intend or 
expect to call at the trial or any evidence hearing of this action, please provide the 
following information: 
(a) The name of the witness; 
(b) The address and telephone number of the witness; 
(c) The current occupation of the witness; and 
(d) A summary of the substance of the respective expected testimony 
of each witness. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 101 has not yet identified any witnesses to testify at trial. 
Hwy 101 will identify such witnesses pursuant to the court's pretrial order regarding the 
identification of witnesses. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: You are hereby requested to provide a list of all 
exhibits which you intend or expect to utilize at the trial of this cause, giving a 
description of each exhibit and a summary of the exhibit's expected relevance to the 
cause. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 101 has not identified any exhibits that it expects to utilize at 
trial. Hwy 101 will identify such exhibits pursuant to the court's pretrial order regarding 
the identification of exhibits. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 15: With respect to any and all individuals not 
intended or expected to be witnesses at the trial of this action, and known to you or your 
attorneys who have any knowledge regarding the particular facts and matters in dispute in 
this action, please provide the following information: 
(a) The name of the individual; 
(b) The address and telephone number of the individual; 
(c) The current occupation of the individual; 
(d) A summary of the particular knowledge which each individual has 
pertaining to the facts and issues involved in this case. 
RESPONSE: 
1. Danny Miller / Barbara Miller 
120 Lost Trail Place 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
208-552-6082 
2. YESCO (Justin Steadman/Reed Stewart) 
1530 W. Sunnyside 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
3. DePatco (employees on site) 
2317 East 400 North 
Saint Anthony, ID 83445-5714 
4. Ellis Dean Moon 
1522 S. 4000 W. 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 356-5597 
5. Kenton D. Johnson 
15 West Main 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 356-8770 
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6. Nephi H. Allen 
253 East 1 st North 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
(208) 359-0817 
7. William Beck, Jr. 
270 American Street 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
8. Bron Leishman 
Leishman Electric 
442 South 4th East 
Rexburg, ID 83440-2506 
(208) 356-3770 
9. John Millar 
City of Rexburg 
Planning & Zoning 
35 N. 1st East 
Rexburg,Idaho 83440 
(208) 359-3020, Ext. 2314 
10. Gary Leikness 
City of Rexburg 
Planning & Zoning 
35 N. 1 st East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 359-3020, Ext. 2314 
11. Chairman Winston Dyer 
City of Rexburg 
Planning & Zoning 
35 N. 1 st East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 359-3020, Ext. 2314 
12. Commissioner Thaine Robinson 
City of Rexburg 
Planning & Zoning 
35 N. 1 st East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 359-3020, Ext. 2314 
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13. Stephen Zollinger 
Rexburg City Attorney 
P. O. Box 280 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 359-3020 
14. Natalie Powell 
City of Rexburg 
Planning & Zoning 
35 N. 1 st East 
Rexburg,Idaho 83440 
(208) 359-3020, Ext. 2314 
15. Custodian of Records 
City of Rexburg 
Department of Water 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 359-3020, Ext. 8003 
16. City of Rexburg Sanitation Department 
12 North Center Street 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440-1516 
(208) 359-3020, Ext. 8005 
17. Madison County Recorder 
159 East Main 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 356-3662 
18. Madison County Court Clerk 
159 East Main Street, 
Rexburg, ID 83440-1911 
(208) 356-9383 
19. H-K Contractors 
3650 S. Yellowstone Hwy 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
(208) 523-6600 
20. Schiess & Associates Consulting Engineers. 
7103 South 45th West 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-5720 
(208) 522-1244 
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21. Hyrum D. Erickson, Esq. 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
(208) 356 0768 
22. Customers, suppliers, tenants, employees, etc. of all adjoining landowners. 
addresses and phone numbers unknown at this time 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Describe each and every document or other 
writing in your possession, including any written notes, memoranda or written statements 
of any kind, whether in your possession, or your attorney's possession, not otherwise 
privileged, which I any way pertain to the facts and circumstances at issue in this 
particular case. If any claimed document or other writing is claimed to be privileged, 
please identify the document by title, date, author, and the basis for such claim of 
privilege. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 101 objects to this request for production on the grounds that 
it seeks documents protected from disclosure by the attorney client privilege and the 
attorney work product doctrine. As a further objection, the interrogatory is vague and 
ambiguous causing Hwy 101 to speculate as to its meaning. However, without waiving 
these objections, Hwy 101 responds as follows: See attached documents. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Have you engaged any expert witnesses to testify 
at the trial of this cause? If so, please state the expert's: 
(a) Name; 
(b) Address and telephone number; 
(c) Educational and expert background; 
(d) Any field of specialization, special training or special skills 
possessed by the expert; 
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( e) The subject matter upon which such witnesses are expected to 
testify; 
(f) The substance of any opinion testimony that the expert is expected 
to give at the trial of this cause; and 
(g) The specific facts on which such opinions are based. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 10 1 discloses Schiess & Associates Consulting Engineers, 
7103 South 45 th West, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-5720, (208) 522-1244 to offer expert 
testimony consistent with its property surveys and plats attached hereto. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Have you engaged any experts for consultation 
or assistance who are not expected to testify at the trial of this cause? If so, please state 
the expert's: 
(a) Name; 
(b) Address and telephone number; 
(c) Educational background; 
(d) Any field of specialization, special training or skills possessed by 
the expert; 
(e) The specific nature of the expert's consultation or assistance to 
you. 
RESPONSE: None. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Please identify any and all pictures, slides, 
photographic negatives, photographs or images, whether stored digitally or otherwise, of 
any item or thing pertaining to the above-entitled case. 
RESPONSE: See attached. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Please identify any statement, document or 
writing made by any party, person or entity, purporting to state facts concerning any 
aspect of liability or damages pertaining to the above-entitled case, within your 
possession or under your control and state the names and addresses of any such person 
preparing or providing the information for such statement, document or writing. 
RESPONSE: Hwy 101 objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is 
vague and ambiguous causing Hwy 101 to speculate as to its meaning. However, without 
waiving this objection, Hwy 101 responds as follows: 
See defendant's response to interrogatory number one. See attached documents. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Please identify any and all video and/or audio or 
other tape recordings or other types of recordings and digital or any type of electronically 
recorded or stored records containing statements, facts, descriptions or depictions 
regarding the subject matter of the within action. 
RESPONSE: Nor' 
Dated this lOr 'cia; of June, 2010. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
~.~ ~.Smith 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Highway 101 Investments, LLC 
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State of Idaho 
County of Bonneville 
) 
)ss. 
) 
Barbara Miller, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says that she is the 
Managing Members of the defendant in the above action; that she has read the foregoing 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT, and knows the 
contents thereof and that she verily believes the same to be true. 
r~~M!l~ 
-~ara Miller 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to befo~e ,me t;s \\~ d~y of] ,2010. 
,/ ·ttt"" ! .. ..---< I 
, ~
I 
Notary Public for Id 
Residing at Idaho F Is, Id 0 
My Commission Expires: 04/11111 
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Hyrum D. Erickson, ISBN 7688 
RIGBY, ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
Attorneys at Law 
25 North Second East 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Telephone: 208-356-3633 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
MADISON COUNTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
HIGHWAY 10 1 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MOTION REQUESTING 
PAGE 210 
Case No. CV-201O-115 
MOTION REQUESTING VOLUNTARY 
DISQUALIFICATION 
CAUSE - Page 1 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
COME NOW Plaintiffs and move the Court for the voluntary disqualification of the 
Honorable Judge Gregory W. Moeller pursuant to I.R.C.P. 40(d)(4) and the Court's Notice of 
Prior Association with Law Firm. At the time Plaintiffs' counsel first began to work on this 
matter in August, 2008, the Honorable Judge Moeller was associated with the firm. 
DATED this 30th day of November, 2010. 
MOTION REQUESTING VOLUNTARY DISQUALIFICATION 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY MAIL, HAND DELIVERY 
OR FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was on this date 
served upon the persons named below, at the addresses set out below their name, either by mail-
ing, hand delivery or by telecopying to them a true and correct copy of said document in a 
properly addressed envelope in the United States mail, postage prepaid; by hand delivery to 
them; or by facsimile transmission. 
DATED this 30th day of November, 2010. 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
B. 1. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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RIGBY ANDRUS & RIGBY, Chartered 
1I:e4~~ 
Hyru ricks on 
[X] Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
UT CAUSE - Page 3 
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::-::-:-:------.JI~ 
MADISON COUNTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
) 
HIGHWAY 101 INVESTMENTS, LLC, ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
) 
) 
VOLUNTARY DISQUALIFICAT!ON 
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Case No. CV-201O-115 
VOLUNTARY DISQUALIFICATION 
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KENTON D. JOHNSON, a married man ) 
dealing with his sole and separate ) 
property and NEPHI H. ALLEN, a ) 
married man dealing with his sole and ) 
separate property, and REXBURG ) 
PLUMBING & HEATING LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 40(d)(4), that the Honorable Gregory 
W. Moeller is voluntarily disqualified in the above captioned case. 
1.:;'-ORDERED This __ day of December, 2010. 
VOLUNTARY DISQUALIFICATION 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
This is to certify that on the :;. day of December, 2010, I served a copy of the 
foregoing Order Granting Motion To Disqualify Judge without Cause by mailing to the 
following named attorneys: 
Bryan D. Smith, Esq. 
B. J. Driscoll, Esq. 
SMITH, DRISCOLL & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
P. O. Box 50731 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
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Hyrum Erickson, Esq. 
Rigby, Andrus & Rigby 
P. O. Box 250 
Rexburg, ID 83440 
Deputy Clerk 
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